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1
Abstract
The genus Eimeria belongs to the phylum Apicomplexa, which includes many obligate intra-
cellular protozoan parasites of man and livestock. E. tenella is one of seven species that infect
the domestic chicken and cause the intestinal disease coccidiosis which is economy important
for poultry industry. E. tenella is highly pathogenic and is often used as a model species for
the Eimeria biology studies. In this PhD thesis, a comprehensive annotation system named
as “WAGA” (Workflow-based Automatically Genome Annotation) was built and applied to
the E. tenella genome. InforSense KDE, and its BioSense plug-in (products of the InforSense
Company), were the core softwares used to build the workflows.
Workflows were made by integrating individual bioinformatics tools into a single platform.
Each workflow was designed to provide a standalone service for a particular task. Three major
workflows were developed based on the genomic resources currently available for E. tenella.
These were of ESTs-based gene construction, HMM-based gene prediction and protein-based
annotation. Finally, a combining workflow was built to sit above the individual ones to generate
a set of automatic annotations using all of the available information. The overall system and
its three major components were deployed as web servers that are fully tuneable and reusable
for end users. WAGA does not require users to have programming skills or knowledge of the
underlying algorithms or mechanisms of its low level components.
E. tenella was the target genome here and all the results obtained were displayed by GBrowse.
A sample of the results is selected for experimental validation. For evaluation purpose, WAGA
was also applied to another Apicomplexa parasite, Plasmodium falciparum, the causative agent
of human malaria, which has been extensively annotated. The results obtained were compared
with gene predictions of PHAT, a gene finder designed for and used in the P. falciparum genome
project.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Eimeria and apicomplexan parasites
The genus Eimeria is placed in the subclass Coccidia within the phylum Apicomplexa. This
phylum of obligate intracellular protozoan parasites includes several major pathogens of man
and livestock. Figure 1.1 shows a phylogenetic tree of some apicomplexan genera and their
genome sizes, where these are known. Plasmodium species are the causative agents of malaria.
Toxoplasma gondii has a very wide host range and can cause encephalitis and abortion in man
and livestock, most notably sheep, Theileria species infect cattle causing serious disease with
high rates of morbidity and mortality and Cryptosporidium species are responsible for severe
and chronic waterborne enteritis in humans and animals.
Most species of apicomplexan protozoa are characterised by the presence of an apical complex
that comprises a unique set of structures and secretory organelles at the apical ends of their
invasive stages. This cone-shaped complex plays an important role in parasite invasion of target
host cells and motility [26]. It generally consists of an apical polar ring which is connected to
the subpellicular microtubule network and contributes to the polarity and unique elongated
morphology of the parasite [118]; a cone-shaped conoid which is believed to be responsible
for the specific invasion of the intestinal barrier [119]; the secretory micronemes in the apical
end containing homologous domains of higher eukaryotes adhesive domains [181]; a variable
number of club-shaped rhoptries [3, 177] and spherical dense granule organelles with variable
diameters [177]. These structures are not all universally present, examples include the absence
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Figure 1.1: Apicomplexa phylogenetic tree.
This a schema of phylogenetic relationship of Apicomplexa based on small subunit RNA. The
figure was adapted from [160] and see appendix B for more analysis.
of microneme organelles in Theileria sporozoites [153] and the lack of a conoid in Plasmodium
and Cryptosporidium [74]. The apical complex, together with the subpellicular actinomyosin
motor, provides these parasites with the “glideosome”, an intriguing machinery that mediates
a unique type of motility allowing parasites to make active contact with host cells and invade
them [84]. The apical organelles discharge a variety of proteins in an ordered fashion during
the invasion process and these interact with the host cell membrane and form an invasion pit
[84].
Species of Eimeria infect many vertebrate hosts and these parasites are the causative agents
of the disease coccidiosis, an often severe enteritis that occurs commonly when conditions
favour the faecal-oral route of infection. Such conditions are presented by the intensive poultry
industry and coccidiosis, caused by seven species of Eimeria (E. acervulina, E. brunetti, E.
maxima, E. mitis, E. necatrix, E. praecox and E. tenella), poses a continuing threat to the
health of chickens and infections must be controlled with drugs or vaccines.
E. tenella is a highly pathogenic species and probably infects most flocks of the 30 billion
chickens reared worldwide annually. The direct costs of coccidiosis to the poultry industry,
even with the use of drugs, have been estimated at 42 million pounds per year in the UK [187].
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The severity of infection depends on several factors including the age of the host at infection, the
number and age of the oocysts that are ingested, the innate susceptibility and immune status
of the host and the pathogenicity of the strain. The appearance of distinctive lesions within
the caecum is used in the rapid diagnosis of infections in the field since E. tenella causes severe
haemorrhage with resultant clotted blood in the caecal lumen. In the most serious situation,
the caecal walls become greatly distended with large cores of blood that lack the normal faecal
debris and there are high rates of mortality in flocks.
Effective control of coccidiosis requires good hygiene and management of flocks, together with
chemotherapy and development of flock immunity [17, 36]. Since the first anticoccidial drugs,
the sulphonamides, were introduced in 1939 chemotherapy has been a reliable method for
controlling disease. However for many years, parasite-acquired drug resistance against all classes
of anti-coccidial drugs has been an increasing problem and has seriously reduced the effective
lifespan of many type of drugs [29]. Shuttle management programmes in which two different
classes of drugs are administered during the early and later rearing stages of a single flock or
in which different drugs are used in consecutive flocks, have been an effective tool to reduce
the impact of parasite drug resistance [112]. Administering live coccidiosis vaccines also play
an important role in preventing coccidiosis and live-attenuated vaccines are now commonly
used in breeding and egg-laying flocks throughout the world [157, 30]. In addition to providing
protective immunity, the introduction of vaccine parasites into the field also helps to restore
drug sensitivity to the parasite population and in many management regimes shuttling between
vaccines and drugs provides good control [31]. In the future, the combined use of drugs and
vaccines is likely to increase and there is a high level of demand for new, multivalent vaccines
since the current live and live-attenuated vaccines provide only species-specific immunity against
challenge [183].
As a significant causative agent of coccidiosis, the detailed developmental life-cycle and pathol-
ogy of E. tenella was first investigated in detail by Tyzzer [182] and this species has since
become a model parasite for studies of the biology of Eimeria and the disease of coccidiosis
[32].
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1.2 The developmental life cycle of E. tenella
Apicomplexan parasites have complex developmental life-cycles with both asexual and sexual
phases of replication. Eimeria parasites are monoxenous and the life-cycle of E. tenella in the
chicken was first described by Tyzzer [182] and has subsequently been modified by others [111].
Figure 1.2 depicts a cartoon of the major steps. The oocyst transmission stage undergoes
transformation from a non-infective to an infective form in the environment (exogenous devel-
opment) and the rest of the asexual and sexual replicative phases take place within epithelial
cells of the intestine (endogenous development).
Figure 1.2: Eimeria life cycle.
This figure is a generalised developmental life cycle of Eimeria species. It was drawn by
M. W. Shirley and is taken from the Eimeria homepage at the Institute for Animal Health
(http://www.iah.bbsrc.ac.uk/Eimeria/images/lifecycle.gif)
Unsporulated oocysts are excreted within the faeces of infected chickens and contaminate the
litter of poultry houses. Each oocyst contains a diploid sporont cell and in the presence of
oxygen, the oocyst begins to sporulate by a process known as sporogony, which takes 24-
48 hours to complete, depending on the temperature and moisture conditions in the poultry
house. At the end of this process, the oocyst is fully infective for chickens. During sporogony,
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the sporont undergoes a meiotic division to produce four haploid sporoblasts, each of which
subsequently matures into a sporocyst that undergoes a further mitotic division to generate
two invasive, haploid sporozoites.
Following ingestion by a chicken, the oocyst wall is rapidly disrupted by the mechanical grinding
action of the gizzard and when the sporocysts are exposed to bile and trypsin, the plug of
material at the tip of the sporocyst, known as the stiedae body, is digested and a hole appears
in the sporocyst wall. Sporozoites actively emerge from this hole and squeeze through it by
constricting to less than 25% of their normal diameter [56]. The released sporozoites initially
invade the surface epithelium of the caecum, from where they find a path, most probably whilst
contained within intestinal intra-epithelial lymphocytes, to finally invade caecal epithelial cells
within the crypts [57].
Once inside the crypt enterocytes, sporozoites round up and over a period of around 24 hours
they develop into 1st generation schizonts, each of which gives rise to a large number of 2-4µm
long 1st generation merozoites, which are eventually released into the lumen. The merozoites
rapidly invade new enterocytes and undergo a second round of schizogony, resulting in 2nd gen-
eration schizonts that grow to a large size (>200µm) and which migrate, still within enterocytes,
deep into the intestinal wall where they cause significant damage to tissue and blood vessels.
Each 2nd generation schizont produces a large number of 2nd generation merozoites that are
significantly bigger than those of the 1st generation. A third and final round of schizogony,
which results in the production of smaller, 3rd generation merozoites occurs more superficially
in the gut and upon reinvasion of these final merozoites, the sexual phase of the life cycle,
gametogony begins [114].
Most merozoites develop into female gametocytes, which grow and mature to form macroga-
metes, and a smaller number develop into male gametocytes, which differentiate to produce a
large number of motile, flagellated microgametes. The microgametes are released and are able
to penetrate cells containing macrogametes, with a single microgamete eventually penetrat-
ing and fertilizing the female gamete to form the zygote, around which a triple-layered, wall
is formed to produce the oocyst. The oocysts are excreted in the feces and the life-cycle is
complete, a process that takes in total around between 5 and 14 days.
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1.3 Differential gene expression between developmental
life-cycle stages
1.3.1 E. tenella
During the developmental life-cycle of the parasite, each of the individual stages faces a par-
ticular environment and has a distinctive morphology. Examination of protein extracts by one
and two dimensional gel electrophoresis shows clearly that there are major differences in the
proteome of the different stages [174, 19]. The oocyst transmission stage (figure 1.3a) is de-
signed to survive lengthy periods outside of the host and has a tough, impermeable bilayered
wall that resists a variety of environmental challenges such as heat, dessication and extremes
of pH. During sporogony, the oocyst undergoes many changes and distinct patterns of protein
expression are seen within unsporulated, partially sporulated and fully sporulated populations.
In the fully mature oocyst, the four sporocysts each contain two haploid sporozoites (figure
1.3b), which contain an elaborated secretory system, a full apical complex and many other sub-
cellular compartments including amylopectin granules, a single apicoplast organelle and two
large proteinaceous refractile bodies. The merozoite invasive stages, produced during endoge-
nous development in the chicken resemble the sporozoite although each generation of merozoite
is of a different size (all smaller than the sporozoite) and none of them possess refractile bodies.
Generation of the specific proteome required at each stage of development involves differential
gene expression and several examples have been experimentally verified. Two ribosomal genes,
RPL5 and RPL23, and the 18S-5.8S-26S rRNA transcription unit are transcribed in schizonts
but not in the oocyst stages [151]. In line with the morphogenesis of microneme organelles
during sporozoite formation, the expressed proteins (MICs) are co-ordinately transcribed during
sporogony with mRNAs for five different MICs being detected only after sporoblast formation
[149]. A study into the differential expression of 23 genes encoding surface antigens showed
that one of them is transcribed exclusively in the sporozoite, whereas others are common to
sporozoites and merozoites and some are expressed only within merozoites [175]. Comparative
analysis of expression sequence tags (ESTs) derived from cDNA libraries of the sporozoite and
2nd generation merozoite also reveal that a proportion of genes are preferentially expressed in
a stage-specific manner [185, 124].
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(a) oocyst (b) sporozoite
Figure 1.3: Two stages of E. tenella.
Cartoon depictions of typical E. tenella oocyst and sporozoite stages. Figures come from
http://www.saxonet.de/coccidia
1.3.2 Other apicomplexan parasites
Differential gene expressions are common in Apicomplexa to meet the structural and func-
tional requirements of the parasites during the stage conversions. Enolase isoenzymes ENO1
and ENO2 are differentially expressed in T. gondii [50]. The two highly homologous plant-like
enolases (73% identity at amino acids level) have different kinetic properties and denatura-
tion temperatures and they are only expressed in the resting bradyzoite and the proliferating
tachyzoite stages respectively. Promoters responsible for this gene expression profile are also
characterised [86]. Comparative studies of P. berghei, P. chabaudi, P. falciparum and P. yoelii
show that Plasmodium has four strategies for gene expression. They are (i) housekeeping
genes, universally expressed in most of species and stages; (ii) host-related, expressed only in
endogenous stages; (iii) strategy-specific, expressed to provide specific biological functions in
the processes of invasion, asexual replication, and sexual development; and (iv) stage-specific
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[69]. RT-PCR (reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction) analysis of four surface pro-
teins of C. parvum sporozoites, CP15, CP17, P23, and GP900 shows they each has a unique
expression time schedule after infection of the host cell [80]. For example, mRNA of CP15 is
detectable as early as 2 hours and begins to decrease after 50 hours post-infection while CP17
appears at 4 hours and is most abundant between 9 and 24 hours. This indicates that the
products of these genes are likely to be functional not only in invasion but also in intracellular
development.
More knowledge concerning stage-specific gene expression is required to enhance understanding
of the biology and molecular mechanisms of E. tenella and to help develop new genes as targets
for control strategies for the economically important disease coccidiosis. High quality annota-
tions of expressed genes across a genome-wide scale will provide a foundation for this type of
study and underpin other analyses such as mapping and predicting mRNA splice sites, mak-
ing predictions of alternatively spliced genes, developing full manual annotation of complete
gene structures, developing hypotheses concerning regulation of transcription and translation
in this parasite and reconstructing parasite-specific metabolic networks. At the start of this
thesis, the availability of a high coverage whole genomic DNA shotgun assembly together with
∼40,000 sequenced expression tags from different developmental life cycle stages motivated the
development of the first workflow, termed “ESTs-based Gene Construction”.
1.4 Apicomplexan genome projects
1.4.1 Overview
The phylum Apicomplexa includes important human parasites from the genera Plasmodium,
Cryptosporidium and Toxoplasma as well as prominent animal pathogens such as Babesia,
Theileria and Eimeria. In the global fights against these parasites, various research communities
are involved in large-scale genome sequencing projects carried out within genome centres such
as the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (WTSI), the Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR),
Navapache Regional Medical Centre (NRMC) and Stanford University. Genome resources of
some individual organisms are publicly available via distinct online databases which will be
introduced later. Attempts to sequence other Apicomplexa are under way and data has already
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been released and analysed at the time of writing this thesis [18].
As a big threat to public health, the human malaria pathogen P. falciparum was the first
apicomplexan to be completely sequenced [63]. There are 14 chromosomes in this 23Mb, very
A-T rich, nuclear genome. A relatively small proportion of the 5,300 predicted genes code for
enzymes and transporters compared with other eukaryotic microbes whilst a large number of
genes code for immune evasion and host-interaction functions. The rodent malaria parasite P.
yoelii was also sequenced and analyzed and comparative studies show there are at least 3,300
orthologous genes across the two species [25].
Cryptosporidium species are responsible for acute gastroenteritis and diarrhoea. Genome se-
quencing of the human-host C. hominis [188] and C. parvum [1], which also infects other
mammals both revealed 9Mb genomes organised over eight chromosomes. Unlike other api-
complexans, Cryptosporidium species lack apicoplast organelles, although C. hominis possesses
genes related to apicoplast genes.
Genome sequencing of the bovine pathogens T. parva and T. annulata finished in 2005 [64, 129].
For both species, the 8Mb genomic DNA is organised within four chromosomes. Both highly
conserved genes and unequally expanded gene families and species-specific genes are observed.
A specific protein domain is found in many Theileria secreted proteins. The Pfam accession of
this domain is FAINT (formerly DUF529) and it is normally 70 residues long with unknown
function. T. parva is the first example of a genome in which all apicoplast genes are encoded
on one DNA strand. In common with Plasmodium and Cryptosporidium, reliance on host cell
nutrition is suggested since the parasite does not possess some biosynthetic pathways. For
example, genes responsible for both the p53-MDM2-p14ARF-p21 and the Ink4-retinoblastoma-
E2F pathways are missing [184].
The full sequence and annotation of T. gondii ME49 strain are available and genome sequences
of GT1, VEG and RH strains have also been produced by TIGR [61]. The WTSI has determined
the complete sequence of chromosome 1a and 1b and produced a BAC end library of the whole
genome. The University of Washington is leading a T. gondii EST sequencing project. In
particular, this genome has been used as the reference of TwinScan to predict E. tenella genes
(unpublished).
Complete genome sequences of other protozoan pathogens include the kinetoplastids parasite
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Leishmania major [79], the agent of Chagas Disease Trypanosoma cruzi [51] and Trypanosoma
brucei [14].
Genome projects will continue to play central and crucial roles in the study of pathogens.
These whole genome scale sequencing projects normally need international cooperation involv-
ing both biologists and bioinformaticians. In addition to automatic predictions, community
annotation contributes to refining gene models, functional and comparative analyses and asso-
ciating genomic data. Genome projects can produce comprehensive information for the studies
of biology, evolution, parasitology and therapy. Some key data resources for apicomplexan
genome projects are introduced in this section.
1.4.2 Individual organism databases
PlasmoDB (http://www.plasmodb.org) [8] is the official database of the P. falciparum genome
sequencing consortium. In addition to a complete genome sequence and annotation of P. fal-
ciparum strain 3D7, PlasmoDB also includes data derived from P. berghei, P. chabaudi, P.
gallinaceum, P. knowlesi, P. reichenowi, P. vivax and P. yoelii (release-5.2). The database
is built on GUS (Genomics Unified Schema) schema and it supports comprehensive queries
of genes, genomic sequences, ESTs, open reading frames (ORFs) and gene predictions made
using the HMM-based programme SNAP (Semi-HMM-based Nucleic Acid Parser) [117]. Visu-
alisation and retrieval of data, and some prediction tools are also available. The database can
be accessed via the Internet as well as from a standalone CD-ROM (P. falciparum GenePlot)
which facilitates direct usage by researchers working in the field.
ToxoDB (http://www.toxodb.org) [61] was developed using the same software as PlasmoDB
and it hosts genomic, proteomic and other accessory data of T. gondii (current release 4.2).
The major resource includes scaffold genome sequence for T. gondii type II ME49 strain; chro-
mosome mapping of genes for the same strain; gene predictions by GLEAN, GlimmerHMM,
TigrScan [108] and TwinScan [92]; T. gondii Gene Ontology associations; and EST-based SNP
data [16]. The sequences and features are displayed by a generic genome browser [172] at
http://www.toxodb.org/cgi-bin/gbrowse/toxodb/; queries tools and personal query history are
also available.
CryptoDB (http://cryptodb.org) [71] is a resource for Cryptosporidium species including genome
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sequences, ESTs and automated annotations of the genomes of C. parvum and C. hominis. The
data are also maintained in a GUS relational database and CryptoDB currently (release 3.4)
supports comprehensive queries, BLAST and motif search and display tools as other databases.
1.4.3 ApiDoTS
ApiDoTS (http://www.cbil.upenn.edu/apidots/) houses clustered and assembled EST sequences
derived from a wide range of apicomplexan parasites and also provides search tools [103, 104]
and downstream analyses of consensus sequences, such as protein domain searches. In addition
to general query and BLAST services, a Boolean query tool is available whereby the user can
build up a complex query by logically combining (AND or OR) several conditions within a
search.
1.4.4 ApiDB
All of above individual organism databases are independent and stand alone from each other.
With the rapid accruement of sequencing, expression and functional data, comparative studies
across all available apicomplexan species are critical in the study of parasitology and drug
design. Although the databases all have similar architectures with a database management
system at the bottom, a web browser on top and a middle software layer, it is not trivial to
efficiently and sufficiently use them interactively [171]. ApiDB (http://ApiDB.org) is designed
to make such work possible [7].
ApiDB provides a centralised and unified access for the NIH-funded Apicomplexan Bioinfor-
matics Resource Centre (BRC). It currently integrates various types of data for the three
major genera Cryptosporidium, Plasmodium and Toxoplasma, genomic sequences for T. annu-
lata and T. parva, ESTs for Eimeria, Gregarina, Neospora, Sarcocystis and Theileria as well as
microarray-based gene expression data from various apicomplexans. The three major databases
PlasmoDB, ToxoDB and CryptoDB are integrated by combining federation and link integra-
tion techniques within ApiDB [171]. Other public resources contributing to ApiDB include
NCBI Genbank, GeneDB [72] and ApiDoTS. Table 4.1 shows a summary of genomic resource
currently on ApiDB (release 2.1, March 01, 2007).
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genus species strand source size of number of
genome assembly genes
Cryptosporidium
C. hominis TU502 Genbank 8.74Mb 3,956
C. parvum IOWA Genbank 9.09Mb 3,887
Plasmodium
P. berghei ANKA WTSI 18.00Mb 12,345
P. chabaudi AS WTSI 16.89Mb 15,095
P. falciparum 3D7 WTSI 23.27Mb 5,556
P. gallinaceum - WTSI 16.91Mb -
P. knowlesi H WTSI 25.44Mb -
P. reichenowi - WTSI 7.38Mb -
P. vivax Sal-1 TIGR 26.96Mb 5,402
P. yoelii 17XNL TIGR 20.17Mb 7,928
Theileria
T. annulata Ankara Genbank 8.35Mb -
T. parva Muguga EMBL 8.35Mb -
Toxoplasma T. gondii ME49 ToxoDB 63.50Mb 7793
Table 1.1: Summary of genomic resources on ApiDB.
Like its component databases, ApiDB has a web portal and offers basic BLAST and query
facilities. It also provides gene orthology and metabolic pathway access via OrthoMCL DB [33]
and KEGG [83] respectively. Cross-resource relating is achieved by hypertext links.
1.5 The E. tenella genome project
1.5.1 Importance of E. tenella genome annotation
E. tenella is a model species of biology study, its genome sequences and annotations can provide
valuable information for the comparative genomics with the malarial parasites Plasmodium
spp., the zoonotic organisms Cryptosporidium parvum, Toxoplasma gondii and the cattle pathogen
Neospora caninum.
Most chickens are reared at high stocking densities in warm environment. These are favorable
conditions for the transmission, replication and accumulation of Eimeria spp. So in general,
chickens are quite intensively infected and significantly loss the body weight. Coccidiosis has
big financial impact to poultry industry and its control is essential.
Prophylactic chemotherapy has been the major control method but drug-resistant parasites
significantly reduce the efficacy of anticoccidials. Other concerns for chemical drugs include
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the residues in the body, tissues or eggs and the prevention of natural immune system of the
chickens. Five anticoccidials was banned by EU in 2004 so there are more challenges in this
field.
Vaccines play more and more important role but they are general more expensive. Oocysts
need to be produced in chickens. So producing new vaccines on larger scale at lower cost is
required [159]. Ideally, the new generation vaccines only need small number of parasites to
efficiently induce immune protection. Recombinant vaccines based on a portfolio of protective
antigens could provide a good solution.
Looking for new drug or vaccine targets will depends on accurate gene annotations with deep
coverage. With a genome annotation in place, protein structure prediction, functional inference,
expression analysis and pathway modeling could be applied. Drug target genes would be those
are essential for the survival or virulence of the parasites but have no similarity with host
proteins. Identification and isolated of antigens that induce protective immune responses will
be the most important research focus of vaccines. Genes responsible for important metabolic
pathways, invasion, host-pathogen interaction etc. will all help to develop new therapeutics.
First-pass structural annotation on the genome scale probably can not give direct answers to
these questions. However, it will provide the foundation that makes further studies possible.
With the recent work of the international E. tenella consortium, various data have been gener-
ated including genome assembly, ESTs sequences and manual annotation. All of these stimulate
the work of this thesis, make E. tenella genome annotation.
1.5.2 International E. tenella consortium
An international Eimeria Genome Consortium was established in 2002 with core members being
the Institute for Animal Health (IAH, led by Prof FM Tomley and Prof MW Shirley), and the
Pathogen Sequencing Unit (PSU) at the WTSI (led by Dr AC Ivens and Dr M Berriman) [159].
The Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) provided funding for
whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing of the Houghton (H) strain of E. tenella. The WGS
is assembled at the WTSI and automatic gene predictions and manual annotations across the
whole genome are carried out at IAH and WTSI. Dr P Dear, at the Laboratory for Molecular
Biology, Cambridge takes part in many aspects of the project and particularly in physical
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mapping through the generation of HAPPY maps [40].
External but related to the WGS sequencing, a research group at the Malaysia Genome Institute
at the University Kebangsaan, Malaysia (UKM), led by Prof Wan Kiew-Lian has carried out
complete sequencing of chromosomes one and two of the E. tenella H strain, with annotation
work done in collaboration with the IAH and the WTSI-PSU [105]. Some ESTs sequences are
also produced by this group.
At the University Sao Paolo (USP), Brasil, a group led by Profs A Gruber and A Maderia have
generated 17,568 open reading frame ESTs (ORESTES) [39] sequences derived from various
life cycle stages of E. tenella H strain. In contrast to the traditional 3’-end or 5’-end ESTs
sequencing, ORESTES sequences are generated by random oligonucleotides primers so that
they are theoretically complementary to traditional ESTs. This group has also collected other
publicly available E. tenella ESTs and run a cleaning process for them (more detailed description
in section 1.5.3.2).
1.5.3 E. tenella genomic resources
The genome of E. tenella comprises about 60Mbp DNA and is arranged in 14 chromosomes,
the smallest of which is 1Mbp and the largest of which is greater than 7Mbp in size and they
can be separated by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) [155]. A genetic linkage map for E.
tenella has been constructed using 443 polymorphic DNA markers selected from 22 recombinant
cloned progeny derived from a cross between two detectable parental strains one with precocious
development and the other with drug resist [158].
1.5.3.1 Genome assembly
An >eight-fold coverage shotgun sequence of the genome of the Houghton (H) strain of E.
tenella has been completed with funding from the BBSRC. The Eimeria ftp site from the WTSI
(ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/pathogens/Eimeria/tenella/) includes the original 835,132 small-
insert reads, 9,567 BAC-end reads and several versions of assemblies at the time of writing
(November 2007). The most recent assembly used in the genome analysis is from October
13, 2005 containing 20,355 contigs. As the result of a federal government-funded project in
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Malaysia, 20,412 individual reads from chromosome one and 35,037 from chromosome two are
also available. The 51 contigs of chromosome one comprise 85.2% coverage of the chromosome
and have been organized into nine sequence scaffolds and five unordered contigs, using a HAPPY
physical map. Sequences as well as annotations of chromosome one have been submitted to
EMBL as a single entry with ID AM269894.
1.5.3.2 ESTs and ORESTES
Studies of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from different life cycle stages involve several In-
stitutes worldwide. The laboratory of Prof D Sibley produced 27,500 ESTs from sporozoites
and 2nd generation merozoites in the WashU-Merck E. tenella project (Merck Research Lab-
oratories, Rahway USA and Washington University, St. Louis, USA). This is the biggest
collection of publiccally available E. tenella ESTs. With IAH involvement Dr K Wan at Uni-
versity Kebangsaan Malaysia produced 1,051 sporozoite and 2nd generation merozoites ESTs.
Dr K Miska at the Animal Parasitic Diseases Laboratory of the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) generated 1,666 ESTs from oocysts stages [115] and the WTSI-PSU have
generated 8,875 ESTs including unsporulated oocyst, sporozoite and 1st generation merozoite
stages. They also hold copies of three CAP4 clusters of single ESTs reads that were clustered
according to 90%, 95% or 98% cut off similarity levels by Dr AC Ivens (unpublished).
In the Eimeria ORESTES project at the University of Sao Paolo, Brazil, Drs A Gruber and A
Madeira have generated 17,568 ORESTES sequences from unsporulated, sporulating and sporu-
lated oocyst, sporozoite and 2nd generation merozoite stages [159]. This group also gathers
both ESTs and ORESTES and runs a customised cleaning pipeline using EGene [48] to gener-
ate a “good sequences” set. EGene is public available at http://www.lbm.fmvz.usp.br/egene/,
it reads single-pass raw ESTs and filters by quality and also remove pre-defined contamina-
tions. At the time of writing this thesis, a total number of 47,785 ESTs and ORESTES
sequences have been collected and cleaned. About 11% of them are reported as contaminants
including 462 mitochondria, 165 plastid, 1,569 ribosome, 66 repeats, seven bacteria, 496 small
pieces and 2,700 low quality, leaving 42,358 good sequences. More information is available at:
http://www.coccidia.icb.usp.br/eimeria/.
More EST sequencing work is in progress at the WTSI and although some of these have not
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been cleaned by the pipeline above, they are all included in the work of this thesis. Table 1.2
contains a current summary of E. tenella ESTs and ORESTES available from different life cycle
stages.
stage abbreviation (prefix of the FASTA ID) number of sequences
unsporulated oocyst TnOu, EthOO, EthOO 3,083
sporulating oocyst TnOp 2,220
sporulated oocyst TnOs 3,221
sporozoite TnSz, EthSP 19,127
1st generation merozoite ETwisMER 6,926
2nd generation merozoite TnMz 16,578
Table 1.2: E. tenella EST libraries from different life cycle stages.
EST libraries are derived from the reference Houghton strain and Wisconsin strains and the
Merck strain. Strain specific polymorphism is out of the scope of this thesis and it is not the
focus of the genome project currently. In the following EST studies, the first step is mapping
EST onto the genomic DNA sequences and all further work is on the mapped genomic loci,
rather than on the original ESTs sequences. Since most strain-specific polymorphisms usually
account for a tiny portion of the corresponding gene, they are comfortably ignored by this
strategy for now.
The EST libraries benefit many research groups both internal and external of the genome
consortium and have been used as the basis for a number of research publications on various
topics. ESTs clusters has been used as one of the Mascot databases in the proteomics study
of E. tenella microneme genes [19]. Stage-specific ESTs provide evidences of the differential
expressions of EtSAGs, a family of surface antigen genes [175]. More detailed comparisons
of gene profiles of two asexual stages have been done using ∼500 ESTs of merozoites and
sporozoites respectively [185, 124]. ESTs are also used to screen clones from schizont and
sporozoite cDNA libraries to identify new Eimeria genes [139]. 12,187 of publically available
E. tenella ESTs were gathered and clustered in a study of secretory and surface proteins dis-
covery [88]. Comparison of potential ribosome proteins encoding ESTs from merozoite and
sporozoite libraries indicates de novo biosynthesis of ribosomes in E. tenella which is tran-
scriptionally regulated at different stages [151]. Eimeria ESTs are significant components of
ApiDoTs (http://www.cbil.upenn.edu/apidots/) [103, 104].
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1.5.3.3 Genome annotation
GenScan is one of the earliest and most widely used gene prediction programs [21, 22]. These
programs build advanced probabilistic models like Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to represent
gene structures which normally cover signals of transcription, translation and splicing sites
(donor and acceptor) plus DNA compositional features of exons, introns and intergenic regions.
The parameters of such a model are obtained from a training process using a set of known
genes and are a collection of DNA sequences labelled by “exon”, “intron”, “intergenic” etc.
according to the real gene structures. The trained model with all parameters being estimated
to a certain level of accuracy is then used to scan the target DNA sequence and output the
most likely labels for each part of the target. Gene prediction is one of the earliest and most
important problems in a genome project and it is still an active field after decades of research.
More details of the general gene prediction algorithms are described in chapter 3.
TwinScan [92] extends the probability model of GenScan. In addition to the knowledge from
genes in the training set, it exploits homology information between genomic DNA of two related
organisms based on the assumption that distinct functional regions (exon, intron, intergenic
etc.) have different patterns of evolutionary conservation. TwinScan is useful particularly for a
newly sequenced genome when sufficient known gene models are absent for a reliable training
set.
Initially, bioinformaticians at the WTSI-PSU in collaboration with Dr Ian Korf, made TwinScan
(unpublished version) predictions for E. tenella using T. gondii as the reference genome. The
TwinScan result, along with a limited number of BLAST hits against protein databases of
related species and all available ESTs hits were used to manually produce a training set of
about 400 genes. Various automatic gene finding programs were then trained based on this
set and applied to the genome including GeneFinder (unpublished) at the WTSI-PSU, and
SNAP [91] and GlimmerHMM [108] at IAH as part of this thesis’s work. As an interactive
process with the gene predictions, a process of manual refining was undertaken at IAH by Dr
P Rivailler using Artemis [148] and this generated ∼3,000 genes models including both single
exon genes and spliced ones. These manual annotated genes are used in this thesis to build a
comprehensive training set for gene predictions on the whole genome scale.
The same softwares and pipelines were used to generate an annotation of the genes lying on
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chromosome one [105]. Two hundred and sixteen gene models were made, 30 of which are single
exon genes.
1.5.3.4 Analysis of repetitive DNA
Analysis of the WGS and chromosome one sequencing data has confirmed earlier limited findings
that repetitive sequences occur frequently within the genome of E. tenella [156]. Microsatel-
lites, comprising tandem repeats of the trinucleotide sequence CAG, are especially widely dis-
persed and define both coding and non-coding regions [187, 156]. A telomeric-like heptamer,
AGGGTTT, is found commonly in stretches of up to five repeats. The presence of retrotrans-
posons in the genome is also suspected through BLAST analysis (AC Ivens, unpublished) and
these have not been described for other apicomplexans.
Study of chromosome one identifies the abundance of simple tandem repeats and a unique
feature-rich (R) and feature-poor (P) segmental organizations. Most of tandem repeats of
trinucleotide CAG and of the heptamer AGGGTTT are present in the three R regions which
are separated by four P regions along the pseudo-molecule of chromosome one. As figure 1.4
and its legend from [105] shows, besides the obvious preference of the repeats to the R regions,
including a unique Apicomplexa octamer TGCATGCA which is also found in P. falciparum, T.
gondii, and C. parvum [10], several other features are significantly different between P and R
regions. For example, interstrain size polymorphisms are more associated with R rather than
P regions (see appendix C for details).
The USP group developed the Tandem Repeats Analysis Program (TRAP) [165] which char-
acterises and analyses the satellite contents of DNA based on the results of Tandem Repeats
Finder (TRF) [13]. This tool has been used on the whole genome (version of 2002-12-18) and
on chromosome one to select microsatellite markers (results unpublished).
1.5.3.5 Gene families encoding E. tenella surface antigens (EtSAGs)
Surface antigen genes (SAG) families of E. tenella do not have sequence similarities with other
apicomplexan surface antigens such as the var genes in P. falciparum encoding erythrocyte
membrane protein 1 (PfEMP1) [24], the vir genes in P. vivax [42], the SICAvar genes in P.
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Figure 1.4: E. tenella chromosome one.
This figure was taken from [105]. (A) The [A+T] content of the sequence (black; 1-kb sliding
window) and the ratio of CpG to GpC dinucleotides (red; 1-kb sliding window). (B) The
information content (second-order Markov entropy) of the sequence, in a 1-kb sliding window.
Values are normalized such that fully repetitive sequence has an information content of 0,
and random sequence has an information content of 1. (C) The locations of TGCATGCA
motifs (black vertical ticks) or longer [TGCA] tandem repeats (red). (D) Perfect segmental
duplications of >50 bp in length along the chromosome (represented by the solid horizontal
line); hoops above the line link sequences are duplicated in the same orientation; those below
the link are inverted duplications. The color of the hoops indicates the proportion of simple
tandem repeats in the duplicated element-(blue) more repetitive, (red) less repetitive; duplicates
involving only simple tandem repetitive sequence are not shown. Note that many duplications
have only a very short intervening sequence and hence appear as vertical lines. (E) Chromosome
1 with the thickness of the spindle corresponding to the coding density (proportion of nucleotides
encoding amino acids; 20-kb center-weighted sliding window; scale at right). Colored bands
indicate CAG repeats (red), telomere-like AGGGTTT repeats (green), other simple-sequence
repeats (yellow), LINE-related sequences (blue), and gaps (black). The transparent cylinders
indicate the feature-poor (P) segments. Physical gaps that are represented as >10 kb in the
assembly (and in the corresponding GenBank record) have been condensed to 10 kb in this
representation; the distance scale is broken to reflect this. (F) A representative section of a
feature-rich (R) segment expanded to show the arrangement of repeat elements (color coding
as for panel B) and genes (dark gray; solid segments near the center line indicate complete
genes, and narrower wrap-around bands indicate the individual exons). Features are depicted
separately for the forward strand (upper) and reverse strand (lower).
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knowlesi [4] and the SRS genes in T. gondii [81]. Both laboratory work and bioinformatics
annotation are ongoing since these glycosylphosphatidylinositol(GPI)-linked surface antigen
genes were firstly published in 2004 [175].
Two EtSAGs families are initially reported with four and five exons respectively. In silico se-
quence analysis shows that all the predicted EtSAG proteins have an N-terminal hydrophobic
signal peptide, an internal extracellular domain containing six cysteine residues with family-
conserved positions and a cleavage site of phosphatidylinositol phospholipase C at the C-
terminal. There is also experimental evidence to confirm that EtSAGs are localised on the
surface and GPI-linked. With a small number of exceptions, the EtSAGs are prone to be ex-
pressed in the 2nd generation merozoite rather than sporozoite stages as ESTs studies indicate.
Recent work (unpublished) has identified 62 EtSAG and 47 pseudo genes. Phylogeny analysis
shows each of the families is divided into two subfamilies. Figure 1.5 is the phylogenetic tree
built by MEGA [176] based on the sequences alignments of these four EtSAGs families.
Genes from the same family are organised in a tandem pattern within the locus and most of
them are transcribed in a common direction. Although the sequences are highly conserved
within each family, the genes show different expression profiles. RT-PCR has been applied to
all of the genes in the four families (except a few cases when specific primers are difficult to
obtained due to the high repetitive nature of the genome, AC Ivens unpublished) using cDNA
derived from 1st and 2nd generation merozoite and sporozoite stages. E. tenella ESTs are
aligned to EtSAGs loci and the results also support the stage-specific expressions. Alternative
splicing events of EtSAGs are also observed in the ESTs alignments and confirmed by RT-PCR
but ORF with reasonable length are absent in many of the alternative transcripts. More details
are covered in chapter 2 and chapter 7.
1.5.3.6 Extranuclear genome of Eimeria spp.
In my thesis, “genome” of E. tenella actually refers to its nuclear genome and all of my work
are on nuclear genome. However, extra bands of DNA are observed in PFGE study and further
analysis shows both mitochondrial and plastid genomes exist [46].
Sequence of one clone derived from these bands shows about 70% homologous over 411bp at
nucleotide level with the mitochondrial genome of Plasmodium spp. [173]. The size of these
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Figure 1.5: Phylogeny tree of four EtSAGs families.
A (green subtree) and B (blue subtree) are five exon genes whereas C (red subtree) and D
(brown subtree) are four exon genes. Genes from each of the families are located as a cluster on
a unique locus on the genome. The number in the gene name after the letter of family shows
its relative positions in the cluster from the left. For example, gene “A01” is from family A
and it is the first one on the left end of the locus of family A. Gene B07 is out of the subtree of
family B and is close to that of family A. This is a hint that a copy of B07 has been transferred
to another locus and then became the ancestor of family A. More evidence is required for this
hypothesis.
DNA was estimated to be around 6kbp, which is similar to the mitochondrial genome of other
apicomplexan species and there were also evidence that it contains long tandem repeats [159].
P. falciparum and T. gondii contain a 35kbp circular plastid genome [46, 85]. E. tenella also
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has plastid genomes [46]. The PFGE results indicate they are linear genomes and sizes are
between 25 and 170kbp [159]. The cellar location of these plastid genomes are still unknown
for E. tenella.
Viral-like RNA genome of 6.5kbp was found in the sporozoites of the rabbit pathogen E. stiedae
[141] and the avian parasites E. maxima and E. necatrix [52]. Different sizes of the RNase A-
resistant double strand RNA segments exist in some strains of E. acervulina, E. burnetti, E.
maxima and E. necatrix [101].
1.6 Bioinformatics for genome analysis
Recently, the collection of biological data has become more and more rapid and efficient. Com-
plete genomes are published for apicomplexan parasites, humans and many other organisms.
In the genomic era, the volumes of information can no longer be analysed by hand in the
traditional way and so has emerged the new field of “bioinformatics”. Also described as “com-
putational molecular biology”, bioinformatics generally involves the management and analysis
of biological data using advanced computing techniques. It plays an important role in the field
of life sciences, particularly in genomics and post-genomics research, which requires the analysis
of large amounts of complex data. Various computational tools and mathematical models have
been applied to solve biological problems in the last decade and large scale database techniques
are used to maintain the biological sequences data and other information. Many research com-
munities are developing analysis pipelines and building databases to maintain information, also
offering the results to public via web services. The most important ones are the European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/), National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation (NCBI) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ)
(http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/).
1.6.1 Individual bioinformatics tools
Bioinformatics approaches to individual biological problems are established with methods also
applied in other subjects. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are developed in speech recognition
and have been extensively used for many biological tasks such as gene finding [21, 150, 138],
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promoter recognition [127] and discovery of conserved protein motifs [67]. Neural Networks have
been applied to the prediction of mRNA splice sites [20], promoter recognition [89], protease
cleavage sites [122], prediction of protein sub cellular location [140] and protein secondary
structure assignment [144]. Recent works have also involved Bayesian models [34] and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [192] techniques. There are some statistical models specifically derived
from biological sequence analysis including Weight Matrix Model (WMM) [167], Weight Array
Model (WAM) [191] and Maximal Dependence Decomposition (MDD) [21].
1.6.1.1 BLAST
BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) [6, 5] is an early bioinformatics tool, written by
programmers and well accepted by wet lab biological researchers. It is the most frequently used
tool in many applications such as genome annotation, protein function inference and metabolic
network reconstruction. It is also the basis of many other tools including RepeatMasker [12]
and RECON [11]. There is a book [93] dedicated to it and a brief introduction is given here.
Darwin’s theory of evolution has a logical extension in modern molecular biology terminology
whereby genes sharing the same function in different species have a common ancestor. Thus
their DNA and protein sequences are mutated versions of the same template and they differ
according to the different evolutionary paths they have taken. Under this assumption, the
statistical similarity between DNA or protein sequences indicates the closeness of the biological
relationships between the corresponding genes. Given the discovery of a new gene, the first
thing is to compare its sequence with all other known genes and to infer its function from the
similar ones.
BLAST is originally developed and maintained at NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology
Information) and also termed NCBI-BLAST. The BLAST algorithms are based on dynamic pro-
gramming techniques; Needleman-Wunsch for global sequence alignment and Smith-Waterman
for local sequence alignment.
Needleman-Wunsch works in the following way. Given two target sequences (DNA or protein)
an alignment matrix is set up whose row and column represents the two sequences so that the
cell c(i, j) in the matrix corresponds to the pair between the ith letter in the first sequence
(matrix row) and the jth letter in the second sequence (matrix column), where i and j can be
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any value from 1 to the sequence length. The matrix is empty at the beginning and there are
three steps to give every cell a score and a pointer and thence to get the alignment:
1. Initialization
Assign values for the first row and column by a pre-defined gap score g. For each cell in
the first row c(0, j), the score is set to s(0, j) = −j×g; for each cell in the first column
c(i, 0), the score is set to s(i, 0) = −i× g. The pointers of these cells always direct to the
origin c(0, 0) which means c(0, j) points to c(0, j−1) and c(i, 0) points to c(i−1, 0).
2. Fill
This is the major step and it defines all the remaining cells. From the top-left cell c(1,
1), moving through the whole row followed by the next row till the bottom-right corner
of the matrix, every cell will obtain the score from its diagonal, vertical or horizontal
neighbours. s(i, j) equals the max of
a) s(i−1, j−1) + m(i, j)
b) s(i, j−1) + g
c) s(i−1, j) + g
where g is the gap score as before, and m(i, j) is a match function. In the simplest case
m(i, j) will be 1 if the ith letter in the row matches with the jth letter in the column; and
−1 otherwise. The pointer of the cell will depend on the score comes from which of the
three neighbours.
3. Trace-Back
This is the final step to get the alignment. From the last scored cell in the bottom-
right corner, just simply move along the direction pointers till the top-left cell c(1, 1).
When there is a diagonal pointer in a particular cell, the corresponding letters in the
two sequences should be aligned; when there is a horizontal pointer, the letter in the
first sequence (row) should be then aligned with a hyphen or star indicating a gap in
the second sequence (column); vertical pointer means the current letter in the second
sequence is aligned with a gap in the first sequence. Since the start point is the end of
the sequences, the alignment need to be reversed afterwards.
It is easy to extend the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm to the local alignment version of Smith-
Waterman. Initially, all the scores in the first row and column are set to 0; the maximum
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score is never less than 0; only the pointers between the cells with positive scores are recorded;
the trace-back step will begin with the maximum score in the matrix and is finished when 0
appears.
The BLAST application is based on these algorithms but has to be modified for a number of
reasons. First it is necessary to reduce memory usage, as the matrix size of two genomic DNA
sequences could easily overwhelm the capability of most computers. Second it is necessary to
define non-linear gap functions, since opening a new gap in an alignment should not be scored
equally to adding a single pad in an existing gap. Third it is necessary to use complex match
functions for proteins because amino acids are not entirely independent of each other, some
sharing chemical or space-filling properties that make substitutions more or less biologically
conserved. Finally it is important to map transcripts to genomic sequences to take account of
intronic regions. Various innovations have been made to improve BLAST software that utilise
information theories and statistical techniques, and this is still an active research field.
Washington University provides another version of BLAST called WU-BLAST. Unlike NCBI
version, the source code of WU-BLAST is not freely available although both are free for aca-
demic use. Some features are significantly different between NCBI and WU versions of BLAST.
Basically, WU-BLAST has more command-line parameters for advanced users and also faster.
1.6.1.2 FASTA
An alternative of BLAST in sequences similarity searching is FASTA (FAST-All) [132, 131].
The algorithm can be summarized in following steps.
1. Using a hash table to find all identical “words” (k-tuples, 1-2 for amino acid sequences
and 4-6 for nucleic acid sequences in general) between query and database sequences.
Neighbour matches within a certain distances are joined into an ungapped region and
find the density of identical matches in such region.
2. Top 10 regions with the highest densities of identity are taken to be the initial regions
(INIT1). They are scored by a substitution matrix such as PAM (Point Accepted Muta-
tion) or BLOSUM (BLOcks of Amino Acid SUbstitution Matrix).
3. Join the INIT1 regions into longer regions and score them.
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4. Apply a modified dynamic programming method to a narrow band of top scoring regions
and obtain a final score for the database sequence.
Actually, FASTA is the first widely used program to search similarity in sequence database.
It is slower than BLAST but better for nucleotide sequence search as small word size can be
selected to detect low level of conservation (minimum size of BLASTN is 7).
1.6.2 Open Bioinformatics Foundation
Alongside the development of individual analysis tools, huge amounts of effort have been put
into building integrated software packages. Such projects are usually based on international
open-source collaborations between biologists, bioinformaticians and computer scientists. Pack-
ages aim to offer a variety of functionalities within the same framework, so that complex tasks
can be run internally without extra work such as file parsing, algorithm writing and resource
management.
Open Bioinformatics Foundation (OBF) is a organisation to support open source programming
in bioinformatics [109]. It is run by volunteers and include many member projects like BioPerl,
BioJava, BioPython, BioSQL and BioPipe etc.
Perl (Practical Extraction and Report Language) is a scripting language that is particularly
powerful for handling regular expressions and for manipulating files. It has been the biologists’
favourite language since the 1990s. The BioPerl project [169] began in 1995 and is still de-
veloping and comprises a library of Perl scripts and modules that can be used for managing
and manipulating biological information. BioPerl has no ready-to-use programmes embedded
within it but its modules are flexible to use and can reduce complex scripts to a few lines of
code. BioPerl supports several data formats such as EMBL, SWISS-PROT and GENBANK.
It can also parse the results from commonly used applications including BLAST, Clustalw,
TCoffee, GenScan, ESTscan and HMMER. BioPerl is intimately linked with BioPipe project
[73] which is a framework containing Perl modules to constructing complex large scale analysis
workflow from BioPerl applications. ENSEMBL project which will be introduced later provides
many code and ideas to BioPipe. Detailed information is available at http://www.perl.org and
http://www.bioperl.org.
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Perl has difficulties in handling objects that contain cyclic references and it is expensive to
allocate many Perl objects. Thus the size and complexity of biological data motivated the start
of the BioJava project [134]. BioJava provides a Java framework for bioinformatics studies.
Like BioPerl, it includes objects of biological sequences, file parsers and access to databases.
It also has tools for carrying out sequence analysis, a graphical user interface (GUI) and a
dynamic programming toolkit. More information is available at http://www.biojave.org.
BioSQL project aims to provide a generic relational model for sequences, features and annota-
tions so that they are interoperable between different projects in the same schema. Currently,
PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, HSQLDB, and Apache Derby are all support core BioSQL schema
and language binding to BioSQL are also available for BioPerl, BioJava, BioRuby and BioPy-
thon.
EMBOSS (European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite) [142] is a widely-used, free, open-
source software package. Initially it contained the Genetics Computer Group (GCG) Wisconsin
package and the academic add-on, EGCG (extended-GCG) started at 1988. At this point, GCG
became a commercial package and EGCG split from it to become EMBOSS in 1999. EMBOSS
is a Unix-based command line system and it currently contains more than 150 programs for se-
quence alignment, database searching, protein motif identification, nucleotide sequence pattern
analysis and codon usage analysis etc. EMBOSS supports a GUI and can be interfaced via Perl
script modules. The current stable release is 5.0.0 and it is available from ftp://emboss.open-
bio.org/pub/EMBOSS/.
1.6.3 ENSEMBL
ENSEMBL [75] is a joint project between EMBL-EBI (European Molecular Biology Laboratory-
European Bioinformatics Institute) and the WTSI. It is a system which generates automatic
genome annotation, maintains the results in the database and also provides the graphical dis-
play.
First developed for the Human Genome Project, ENSEMBL provides a comprehensive and
integrated source of annotations of large eukaryotic genome sequences. It is the largest publicly
dedicated genomic resource and currently includes genomes of human, chimp, mouse, dog, cow,
chicken, frog, zebrafish, fruitfly, mosquito, honeybee, worm and yeast. ENSEMBL is built
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upon a MySQL database with facilities to read data from tables and to write the results of
analyses to tables. Both Perl API (application programming interface) and Java API can be
used with these databases. ENSEMBL provides a complete dataset and software download,
but the easiest way to access the data is from the website http://www.ensembl.org.
ENSEMBL contains comprehensive analysis tools including BioMart for data management,
Exonerate [163], SSAHA [126] and Wise2 [15] for sequence alignment. It also offers pipelines
for general gene finding [38], ESTs mapping [54], repeats and other functional annotation [135].
ENSEMBL provides highly tailored genome browsing facilities. Once sequences are loaded,
assembly and annotation are automatically applied and the results can be directly viewed in
its nice graphical interface. However, its query system has limited functions so that complex
and specific query is not possible without Perl programming. Moreover, ENSEMBL use highly
specialized database schema so that modification and data exchange are not straightforward.
1.6.4 Genomics Unified Schema
As the amount and complexity of biological data increase rapidly, database techniques are being
developed for their maintenance, organisation and representation. Such systems generally have
very sophisticated schema, as shown in figures 1.6 (gene model structure) and 1.7 (the corre-
sponding relational database structure). The Genomics Unified Schema (GUS) is an extensive
relational database schema supporting a wide range of biological data including genomics, gene
expression, transcript assemblies, proteomics etc. It also offers plug-in for loading standard data
sources and API to create programs for data loading. Its web development kit (WDK) can be
used to efficiently design query-based websites. GUS is used by many different genome projects,
including several high-profile pathogen genome projects. These include GeneDB, which houses
pathogen sequences and annotations generated by the WTSI-PSU, TcruziDB, a Trypanosoma
cruzi genome resource including genomic, proteomic and expression analyses located at the
University of Georgia, CryptoDB, located at the University of Georgia and containing genomic
sequences of two Cryptosporidium species and ApiDB, a federated gateway to apicomplexan
parasite genome resources located at the Universities of Pennsylvania and Georgia. More in-
formation about GUS can be found at: http://www.gusdb.org.
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Figure 1.6: Schema of eukaryotic gene model.
A DNA sequence is represented by a continuous line. The yellow parts at each end represent
intergenic regions and the gene is in the middle, beginning at the “transcription start” and
ending at the “Poly-A site”. The five bars on the line indicate the exons of gene while the pink
parts separating the exons are the introns, which are not transcribed. The junctions between
exons and introns are splicing sites termed as “Donor site” or “Acceptor site”. The protein
product of the gene is the translation of the transcript from the “Start codon” in the initial
exon to the “Stop codon” in the terminal exon. The remains of the transcript, depicted by
orange and blue parts of the line, are the untranslated regions (UTRs).
1.6.5 Generic Model Organism Database
The Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD) is an open source project that is based on
Chado database schema and it aims to develop a complete set of softwares for creating and
administering a model organism database. GMOD is applied by many database projects includ-
ing WormBase, FlyBase, Mouse Genome Informatics, Rat Genome Database, TAIR and the
Saccharomyces Genome Database. One of the benefits of GMOD is individual model organism
does not have to develop a complete set of its own software tools.
As one of the GMOD components, the Generic Genome Browser is a visualisation tool. It
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Figure 1.7: Database structure of gene.
Each box presents a table with the name shown in the top shaded cell. The second cells labelled
“sequence region”, “gene”, “transcript”, “translation” and “exon”, are the primary keys (PK).
PK gives a unique ID for every record in the table. The bottom cells of each table contain
all of the other keys each presenting a feature. Key “seq reg id” indicates the DNA sequence
(contig) ID this gene or exon is on and “seq reg start” and “seq reg end” define its position.
The relationships between tables are presented by arrows that link a PK of one table to a normal
key in another table, with this normal key being called the foreign key (FK). Each table can
have only one PK but many FK. The table “exon transcript” does not have a PK as it is just
a link between the two tables “exon” and “transcript”. For example, given a particular gene
ID, we can check the “seq reg id” of this gene and its start and end positions then go to the
“sequence region” table to pick up its DNA sequence. For the same gene, we can also check the
“transcript id” in the “transcript” table having this “gene id”. Then go to “exon transcript”
table to obtain all the “exon id” having this “transcript id”. The spliced gene structure can
be obtained by ordering these exons according to their “rank”. The real DNA sequence is also
available by using the “sequence region” table for each exon.
is a combination of a database and an interactive web page for manipulating and displaying
features on genomes. This browser was used to display the results of my study, more details
are available in chapter 6.
1.6.6 GeneDB
The WTSI-PSU is responsible for many genome sequencing and annotation projects. GeneDB
(http://www.genedb.org/) [72] has been developed within the WTSI-PSU to deliver the latest
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sequence data and annotation for its projects and it currently (version 2.1) hosts 37 genomes
of bacteria, fungi, parasite vectors, parasitic helminths, protozoa and viruses, including 12
apicomplexan genomes.
After genomic DNA sequences have been generated and assembled into continguous pieces
(contigs) GeneDB runs an automatic annotation pipeline (figure 1.8) that includes gene finding,
protein feature predictions, BLAST/FASTA searches against customised databases, protein
domain/family searches and gene ontology (GO) associations [70]. The results are stored in
a GUS database and are accessible via the GeneDB website by a set of servlets and Java
Server pages (JSP). For some genomes within GeneDB, the automatic annotation pipeline is
subsequently updated and refined by dedicated manual annotion and curation of the resource
by a dedicated bioinformatician.
Each organism has its own homepage in GeneDB where chromosome and contig maps are
available. GeneDB supports both general BLAST and omniBLAST searches which allows for
cross-database searching and there is an additional query interface for the Boolean operators
AND and OR and AmiGO, which is the official GO consortium browser, can be used to access
genes. All queries are traceable via a history page and all results can be downloaded in FASTA
format. Both graphical display and text formats are provided for the predicted feature and
manual annotations and Artemis applet is linked to show additional DNA or protein features
such as introns, UTRs and peptide domains. GeneDB annotation of E. tenella is ongoing at
WTSI and the temporary results are available at: http://www.genedb.org/genedb/etenella/.
1.7 Workflow techniques
1.7.1 Workflow concept
Workflow is a mechanism to integrate data, applications and services for a particular task
in a reliably repeatable manner. Various information resources and software applications are
systematically connected in the same environment to construct research protocols for scientific
analysis and decision-making. The concept of workflow arose in business process management
and now is becoming increasingly important in life science.
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Figure 1.8: GeneDB pipeline.
This figure is taken from [72]. Initially, raw sequences data come to “sequence annotation
curation”. Automated annotation pipelines, including gene predictions, protein databases
BLAST/FASTA search and protein motif predictions etc., are applied ahead of to manual
curations. This process is always ongoing with validation and the results annotation files are
passed to the “GeneDB mining code”. Both the Java objects and flat files are generated and
also pumped a GUS database. Other services include FTP download, standard BLAST and
motif search.
1.7.2 Workflow in bioinformatics
After decades of studies, genome annotation is still an open problem. It is still challenging
to combine large volumes of data with different formats and appropriate tools from various
sources. The existing software frameworks described above offer sets of functionalities, compre-
hensive data retrieving systems and some built-in rigorous pipelines to give universal solutions
for defined problems. In this study, workflow based approaches are used to combine genome
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annotation tasks.
Computer science and biology are distinct worlds. It is very difficult and inefficient for a
biologist to understand and develop all the bioinformatics tools that will be useful for his/her
project, particularly when those tools themselves are upgraded very frequently. In recent years
the focus of bioinformatics has switched from low-level individual tool development to building
high throughput, knowledge discovery systems. Application of workflow techniques in the
field of bioinformatics provides the biologist with flexible and powerful ways to set up and
organise analysis pipelines. Comparing with existing genome annotation pipelines systems like
ENSEMBL and GeneDB, workflow approach has the following major advantages:
• Flexibility
Many large scale bioinformatics systems like ENSEMBL focus on producing, maintaining
and delivering automatic annotation. To apply the analysis to in-house data requires
the local installation of the complete database schema and the comprehensive set of
Application Programme Interfaces (API). Moreover, the data format and pipelines are
pre-defined and hard to modify by general end users. In contrast, the key feature of
workflow technique is to dynamically construct analysis systems for particular biological
tasks, based on the available data resources and software applications. Tools from any
scientific software providers can be selected to fit the specific requirements. They are
integrated into a workflow based on the mechanism of the task in a flexible and adaptable
manner. Within a big task, sub-services can be made by connecting related tools and
data at different levels.
• Creativeness
Rather than re-application of pipelines, building workflows is a creative process. The
interface, functions and properties of a component is totally up to the designer. The data
and applications within a system are integrated in a unique way based on their informa-
tion relationships. In this study, in silico predictions and homology based evidences are
incorporated in a single workflow. Connections to post-annotation analysis can also be
created.
• Efficiency
For the workflow designer, many standard tools and data parsers provided by the workflow
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system eliminate many tedious steps and reduce coding work to the minimal level. The
graphic interface of workflow is a direct impress of the complex logic of the task. Once
designed, the whole system and any of its components are ready to be shared and reused.
Tuning and re-design in line with changing data sources and tasks are also easy to achieve.
For the end user, the final results can be obtained by a single click after defining the inputs.
However, since there is no “standard” or “ready to use” route to flow, the workflow designer
need to decide which tools to use and how to organise depending on data availabilities and the
objectives.
1.7.3 Workflow packages
Both open source and commercial workflow software packages exist. Although the concept of
workflow itself is universal and does not depend on any particular research domain, the software
packages normally have their own specialised fields of focuses.
The myGrid e-Science project [66] is led by Carole Goble at the University of Manchester and
includes collaborators from both academic institutes and industrial partners. It aims to provide
high throughput service-based support to the in silico bioinformatics study of heterogeneous
and intensive data. Taverna workbench [76, 128] is such an approach created by the myGrid
project.
Taverna is a free software package to provide graphic interface for designing and executing
bioinformatics workflows such as sequence analysis and genome annotation. A specific XML-
based language Scufl (Simple conceptual unified flow language) is used to write these workflows.
There are three main type of entries in Tavern workflows:
• Processors: a transformation that accepts a set of input data, apples an execution and
produces a set of output data. Processors can be further classified as six sub-types and
their status in an active workflow is initializing, waiting, running, complete, failed or
aborted.
• Data links: a connection from a data source (a processor output or workflow input) to
a data sink (a processor input or a workflow output).
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• Coordination constraints: a link between two processors which controls their execution
(for example, let one processor begin to run after the other one has been completed
although there is no direct data dependency between them).
Tavera also records data provenance information of the workflows for investigating how results,
especially errors or unexpected ones have been generated. Log of the workflow associated
information includes metadata, intermediate results, type of processor, status and description
of operation, start and end times.
Instead of locally installing every component, Tavera offers access to web services. The obvious
advantages are that there is a huge number of bioinformatics web services available (∼3000 at
the time of writing this thesis) and running workflows of Tavera does not use local computing
resource. However, the stabilities and utilities of the services are completely out of the user’s
control. With the fast developing of web services in the bioinformatics community in term of
number and function, another problem is how to efficiently organise these services in a single
environment.
The package, sample workflows and other background information can be downloaded from
Taverna web site: http://taverna.sourceforge.net/.
Pipeline Pilot is the product of SciTegic, a San Diego-based software company owned by Ac-
celrys since 2004. It is a commercial package provides a graphic interface to build workflow
with components particularly designed for various type of analysis including Chemistry, gene
expression, sequences analysis, statistics and text analytics etc. Most of its key features are
covered by InforSense which I will introduce in the next section and throughout the thesis. The
key difference between Pipeline Pilot and InforSense is the later one has a database system to
transfer metadata into table format so that it is much more flexible and easier to process inside
and across the workflows. For example, GFF (details in chapter 2) is a standard format for
genome features widely used in many bioinformatics research and it can be directly read as
table by InforSense workflows.
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1.8 InforSense Knowledge Discovery Environment and
its BioSense plug-in
The workflow system used in my study is being developed by InforSense, an Integrative Analyt-
ics Company (http://www.InforSense.com). In 1999, this company was founded from the open
workflow technology group from the Department of Computing, Imperial College London. The
core product is InforSense KDE (Knowledge Discovery Environment), a pioneering informatics
platform written in Java for the seamless integration of all types of data resources, analytical
tools, applications and services. As a generic workflow technique, InforSense KDE has been
widely applied in business, finance, automotive industry, aerospace, nanotechnology, material
science and drug discovery [186].
InforSense KDE has a visual environment for constructing and executing distributed scientific
workflows. Built-in processing and statistics tools as well as foreign software are integrated
within a single service framework. The workflows can be published as web services for access
by other users.
InforSense currently focuses on life sciences [37, 146] and is developing a BioSense plug-in.
BioSense is a specialised extension of InforSense KDE that provides access to various biological
data sources and tools. In common with all InforSense analytical workflow approaches, BioSense
components are available via a drag-and-drop visual interface. Each component has an intuitive
visual interface for parameters and input/output ports, so that it is tuneable and interactive.
I will give detailed introductions when particular component is used in the workflow.
An advantage of using InforSense KDE and its BioSense plug-in is that it provides easy and
powerful facilities to incorporate foreign software, such as Perl scripts, into the workflow. All
these bioinformatics tools can be directly linked to local or remote databases and to the prepro-
cess, statistics and visualisation components of InforSense KDE. The web-based deployment
tools can be used for the built workflow to make it available to the end user for their own data.
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1.9 Objectives and summary of thesis
The first objective of the thesis is to make a significant contribution to knowledge of the E.
tenella genome by the application of workflow techniques to the prediction of gene structures in
this parasite. This will be achieved through a number of bioinformatics approaches. First, all
available EST sequences will be gathered, clustered and mapped to the genomic DNA assembly
to construct gene models. Second, manual annotations will be used to train two HMM-based
gene finders and predict genes on the genome scale. The outputs from the ESTs-based and
HMM predicted gene models, together with protein hits evidence will then be combined to
make an automatic annotation, with all the results displayed in the visualisation tool Generic
Genome Browser.
E. tenella is the target genome but the different level workflows are built in a single platform
for general genome annotation usage. Each of the workflows comprises a network made up
of various bioinformatics tools as its components. They are all automatically tuneable and
reusable. They can be used separately as individual analysis packages and together they make
a comprehensive genome annotation system, named “WAGA” (Workflow-based Automatic
Genome Annotation). The whole system is deployed as a web service for the end user.
WAGA is also applied to the P. falciparum genome. The results are compared with the pre-
dictions of PHAT (Pretty Handy Annotation Tool), a gene finder designed for and used in the
P. falciparum genome annotation project.
Chapter 2
Construction of gene models based on
expression sequence data
2.1 Introduction
Genome sequencing projects aim to generate complete or partial sequencing of a very large
portion of the genomic DNA sequences of an organism and to assemble these sequences into
long, contiguous stretches. Genome annotation is the process by which the DNA is “labelled”
with a variety of genomic vocabularies including definition of the boundaries of the genes, de-
marcation of the coding sequences (CDS), untranslated regions (UTR), polyadenylation signals,
intron-exon junctions and promoter elements, and cataloguing of repetitive elements within the
genome. Expression sequencing data, derived from cDNA copied from expressed mRNAs are
very informative for the annotation process and have been used commonly to characterise genes
in sequenced genomes, for example in the Human Genome Project [2, 9]; in the comparative
study of rice and wheat genomes [145]; and in studies on alternative splicing [82, 54]. The
objective of the work described in this chapter is to annotate the genome of E. tenella using all
available expression sequence data, which consist of expression sequence tags (ESTs) and open
reading frame ESTs (ORESTES).
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2.2 ESTs and ORESTES resources for E. tenella
Expression sequence tags (ESTs) are single sequence reads, usually of up to ∼500bp in length
and derived from the 5’ ends of sequences contained in cDNA libraries constructed from copies
of purified messenger RNAs (mRNA). For a given cDNA library, many obtained ESTs are
relatively low quality fragments due to single read sequencing and the length limitation of
the current DNA sequencing technology, so in a manner analogous to assembling genomic
DNA sequences, individual and overlapping EST reads can be aligned to make EST clusters
that may extend a considerable distance along a gene, sometimes encompassing the entire
transcript. In eukaryotic genomes, genes usually account for only a portion of DNA within
each chromosome and even within a gene, non-coding introns may be present that are removed
post-transcriptionally to leave within the mature transcript only sequences corresponding to the
genomic exons. Exons themselves do not represent solely protein coding sequences since they
also contain untranslated regions at each end of the gene, termed the 5’ and 3’ untranslated
regions (UTR).
As the bridge between DNA and protein, mRNA is the expressed part of a gene. Since mRNA
is inherently unstable once isolated from a cell, and can not be efficiently sequenced directly,
it is usually copied into complementary DNA (cDNA) by reverse transcriptase and cloned
into stable and highly complex cDNA libraries within bacteriophage or high-efficiency plasmid
cloning vectors. The sequences of individual clones from these libraries can then be “read” to
give an EST. In the DNA sequencing process, primer design is a crucial step since it determines
the start point from which to “read” the sequence. In general, eukaryotic genes have a signal
for polyadenylation at their 3’-end and this part of the pre-mRNA is recognized by the RNA
polymerase during the post-transcription process and a poly-A tail is added to the end of mature
mRNA. Thus, an oligo-dT tract can be a primer both to generate an mRNA-specific cDNA
library and also for sequencing individual ESTs from the 3’-end of a cDNA clone. However,
most EST reads are generated from the 5’ end of cloned cDNAs, using primers that are derived
from sites within the cloning vectors and which lie upstream of the 5’ cloning site of the cDNA.
Open reading frame ESTs (ORESTES) [123] (Neto et al. 2000) are generated also by reverse
transcription-PCR of mRNA but in this case a large number of mini-libraries are generated
from each cDNA population, each one primed with a single random oligonucleotide primer.
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These libraries are individually much less complex (ie represent many fewer genes) than those
typically generated in most EST studies but they are not biased towards either 5’ or 3’ ends so
sequencing can be started anywhere along the gene. By sequencing a small number of clones
from many mini-libraries, ORESTES data across a wide gene set can be obtained and the data
are highly complementary to data generated through traditional EST approaches.
Genome sequencing projects have the capacity to reveal the full extent of an organism’s DNA
but it is most important to know where the genes lie and what precisely the protein coding
parts are. As their name indicates, ESTs help to identify particular parts of DNA that are
expressed as genes and the study of collections of ESTs will give a lot of useful information
about the distribution, organisation and regulation of the genes. Figure 2.1 shows how ESTs
and ORESTES mapping can help to find genes.
5’ untranslated                       Coding 3’ untranslated
ORESTES5’ ESTs 3’ ESTs
Figure 2.1: ESTs and ORESTES.
The bar on top represents the cDNA (copy of mRNA) of a gene. The yellow part is the
untranslated region of the 5’ end (5’UTR), the black part is the untranslated region of the 3’
end (3’UTR) and the red part represents the coding section of the gene. The lines below the
cDNA represent possible ESTs and their directions are indicated by arrows. The yellow and
black lines are the normal ESTs sequences generated from 5’ and 3’ ends respectively. The 5’
ESTs all direct to the 3’ end and 3’ ESTs all direct to the 5’ end. As the figure shows, 5’ and
3’ ESTs are biased to each end of the cDNA. The red lines randomly locate in the middle and
point to both 5’ and 3’ ends are ORESTES generated by random primers.
Special caution is necessary in using and studying ESTs and ORESTES because the sequences
are all single-pass, and therefore prone to possible sequencing errors. The estimated sequencing
error of genome sequence is about 0.01% while that of ESTs is 1∼3%. So for a normal size EST
(300bp) it is almost certain that at least one error occurs even with 1% error rate (1 − (1 −
0.01)300 ≈ 0.95). Moreover, the range of ESTs represented is biased, depending on the source
of mRNA and the cloning procedures used to generate the library.
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A workflow was designed for this study using a genomic DNA assembly and individual (unclus-
tered) ESTs sequences and there were three major steps in the workflow: mapping, selecting
and merging. The E. tenella whole genomic shotgun project provided a 59 Mbp genomic DNA
assembly containing 20,355 contigs, which was downloaded from the WTSI ftp site (version
13-10-2005). Six E. tenella stage-specific expression libraries containing a total of 51,155 se-
quences were used. These were downloaded directly from NCBI as raw EST sequences and
also accessed direct from the E. tenella ORESTES project by kind permission of Profs Arthur
Gruber and Alda Madeira, University of Sao Paolo, Brazil. During the study, both ESTs and
ORESTES were further processed to remove non-Eimeria contaminants and vector sequences.
More recently, additional EST sequences have been generated at the WTSI and downloaded
from their ftp site. A detailed description of the ESTs resources used here has been given in
section 1.5.3.2 of chapter 1.
2.3 Step One: ESTs mapping to the genome assembly
2.3.1 ESTs mapping tools
Mapping ESTs (or cDNA) sequences to genomic DNA sequences is a standard task and there are
several tools for it including EST2GENOME (or EST GENOME) [120], Sim4 [59], Gene2EST
[65], cDNA2Genome [43], MGAlignIt [43], Exonerate [163], etc. Basically, the key features of
these algorithms are to allow gap (intron) sections in the genomic DNA sequence, relatively low
errors and splice site aware. EST2GENOME is part of EMBOSS system. Sim4 and Exonerate
are the most widely used tools both have parsers in BioPerl. Exhaustive dynamic programming
algorithms (like Smith-Waterman) aim to find the optimal alignment between two sequences
but normally take many computing time. Heuristics methods calculate alignment scores much
more rapidly and often very close to that from exhaustive ones. Both Sim4 and EST2GENOME
are heuristics approaches giving alignments with similar accuracy and computing time. In E.
tenella genome annotation project, the WTSI has generated Exonerate alignments to help
manual annotation but some detailed information including identity percentage are missing.
Sim4 is a built-in component of InforSense/BioSense and its results can be easily transferred
to table format thus to be integrated in the workflow. So Sim4 was selected to be the core
alignment tool in my study.
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2.3.2 Sim4
InforSense BioSense has a Sim4 node which was used as the core tool in the initial EST mapping
process. Sim4 [59] is a sequence alignment program specialised for cDNA and EST alignments
and mapping to genomic sequences. Its algorithm involves the following steps: first, determine
the high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs); second, select a set of HSPs that could represent a gene;
third, find the exon boundaries; finally, determine the alignment.
Sim4 needs two input files, one for the query sequence (EST) and one for the database sequence
(genomic DNA assembly), after execution the alignments is printed to STDOUT. Sim4 also has
several options to set parameters of the mapping process and to control the output format. The
group of parameters inside the BLAST-like aligning procedures are: W for word size in BLAST,
X for limits for terminating word extension, K and C for thresholds for MSP scores during the
first and second stages of alignment respectively and D for bound for diagonal distance within
consecutive MSPs in an exon. These parameters are set to be optimised values in default and
do not need to change in general alignment task. The group of context parameters are: R for
the directions of search, A for output format, P for reporting poly-A tail or not, H for resting
weight of MSP for large introns, N for additional search for small marginal exons using donor
and acceptor signals, B for defining set of characters allowed in the input sequences and S for
specifying CDS positions in the input mRNA or ESTs.
All utilities in BioSense are organised in 11 functional groups with subgroups and the Sim4
node belongs to the subgroup “Global” of group “Alignment”. It has two input ports for the
EST sequence and genomic DNA respectively and two output ports for both text and graphic
results. All the command line options are introduced as visible parameters of the node. Figure
2.2 shows the “Sim4” node in a workflow and its parameters.
2.3.3 Pre-Sim4 BLASTN
Sim4 provides very sensitive and accurate alignments so it is relatively time consuming to run,
particularly for a large set of test sequences against a large genomic database.
BLASTN can rapidly (depending on the setting of parameters) detect hits of small pieces of
DNA sequences to a big database so this tool was applied before Sim4, as depicted in figure
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Figure 2.2: The “Sim4” node and its parameters.
The top window shows the main workflow. The two input files are prepared in fasta format and
the workflow initially reads their path via the two nodes on the left termed “ESTs fasta file”
and “genomic DNA fasta file”. The sequences are then loaded via the “Serve-side Sequence
Loader” node and fed to the “Sim4” node. When the “Sim4” node is selected by clicking,
all of the tuneable parameters are displayed in the bottom parameters window. There are
three groups of parameters, which cover blast-like processes, additional algorithms and context.
The detailed descriptions of these parameters are available as the “node help” and also at
http://globin.cse.psu.edu/html/docs/sim4.html.
2.3. This BLASTN search is optimised by high stringency parameters: e-value=1e20 and word
size=15. So highly homologous alignments between the EST libraries and the genomic DNA
databases can be efficiently identified. The results were parsed to get “pairs” of an EST and
the genomic DNA contig it hits. In the subsequent Sim4 mapping process, ESTs were mapped
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only to their paired contigs and not to the whole genome assembly.
Figure 2.3: Pre-Sim4 BLASTN
Nodes “ESTs” and “genomic DNA” read in the two source files. Genomic DNA is formatted
to make a BLAST database for BLASTN search of ESTs. The result is parsed to get a “pairs”
table each row of which contains one ESTs name and one genomic DNA contig name that ESTs
hits. The “pairs” table and tables of the ESTs and genomic DNA sequences are passed to the
“ESTs mapping” node for Sim4 mapping.
2.3.4 The “ESTs mapping” node
Each Sim4 process aligns one EST sequence to one genomic DNA contig and a loop was designed
to automatically run Sim4 for all ESTs against the whole assembly. Within InforSense it is
possible to design specific “scripting” nodes to allow the user to combine scripts and workflows
for a specific task. After defining the input and output ports, parameters to be used and the
inner workflows, the “scripting” node is fully functional and behaves in the same manner as
the built-in nodes of InforSense.
An “ESTs mapping” node was made to apply the Sim4 alignment. It has three input ports to
receive tables of ESTs and genomic DNA sequences and the “pairs” table generated by the pre-
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Sim4 BLASTN process. It was configured to run an inner workflow termed “Do” for each row
of the “pairs” table. Each run of “Do” picks up the paired EST and genomic DNA sequences
and aligns them using the “Sim4” node. The original text result is then transferred to a table
format to form the output. The single output port from the “ESTs mapping” node is a table
combining the results of all runs of “Do”. Figure 2.4 shows the inner “Do” workflow.
Figure 2.4: Inside the inner “Do” workflow of the “ESTs mapping” node.
The two nodes at the top left with yellow spots are input ports of “Do”. They filter the input
tables to get the EST and genomic DNA sequences of the “current” pair. The “Sim4” node
is applied and the text result is saved in a temporary file. A Perl script termed “sim42tab.pl”
(source code in appendix E.1) is used to transfer the text result to a table format. The “Sort”
node at the bottom left with yellow spot is the output port of “Do”.
All “Sim4” node parameters are defined as parameters of the “ESTs mapping node” so they are
tuneable at the upper level of workflow. The default values are: W=12, X=12, K=16, C=12,
D=10, H=500. These default values are optimised for generic usage so I keep this setting.
Table 2.1 shows a selection of the final results table generated by the “ESTs mapping” node.
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EST id EST EST EST contig contig identity strand contig id
length start end start end level
TnOp00101A05.g 304 1 61 42051 42110 0.93 + contig00030481
TnOp00101A05.g 304 62 146 42167 42251 1 + contig00030481
TnOp00101A05.g 304 147 213 42313 42379 1 + contig00030481
TnOp00101A05.g 304 214 260 42434 42480 1 + contig00030481
TnOp00101A05.g 304 261 288 42536 42563 1 + contig00030481
TnOp00101A05.g 304 289 304 42621 42636 1 . contig00030481
TnOp00101A05.g 304 148 168 133080 133101 0.86 . contig00029625
TnOp02001E02.g 394 268 296 16351 16377 0.76 . contig00030481
TnOp04201C05.g 421 1 151 38857 39007 0.99 − contig00029625
TnOp04201C05.g 421 152 332 39068 39248 1 − contig00029625
TnOp04201C05.g 421 333 421 39305 39393 1 . contig00029625
TnOp04901A11.g 388 232 260 16351 16377 0.76 . contig00030481
TnOp04901A11.g 388 1 388 38503 38890 0.99 . contig00029625
Table 2.1: Sample of results of the “ESTs mapping” node.
Selection of output from a final “mapping” results table of the “ESTs mapping” node. The
first row is a header that shows the column names. The combination of “ESTs id” and “Contig
id” defines groups of rows, each group representing the complete alignment between that EST
and the genomic contig. Groups are separated by empty rows in the table for clarification.
For example, the first six rows in the table comprise the first group which is an alignment
suggesting 6 potential exons each of which is represented by one row in the group. The first
and last columns show the IDs of ESTs and contigs respectively while the other columns define
the alignment details. Checking columns from left to right in the first row of this group, we
can see ESTs “TnOp00101A05.g” is 304 nucleotides long; the region from 1 to 61 on it can be
aligned to the region from 42051 to 42110 of a genomic DNA contig; the identity level of this
alignment is 93% and it is on the plus strand; the aligned genomic DNA ID is “contig00030481”.
The second group of the table contains a single row in which case single exon alignment is
reported. This alignment is also for ESTs “TnOp00101A05.g” but to another genomic DNA
contigs “contig00029625”. We expect to have a single perfect alignment for each ESTs sequence
on the genome so need further treatment for this raw Sim4 output in the next step.
2.4 Step Two: Selection of mapped results
The Sim4 algorithm retrieves the best alignment between a query sequence and a database
of sequences. This optimisation is applied to each of the database sequences rather than to
the whole database. Thus, if several alignments to different sequences within the database
pass Sim4’s statistical criteria for a particular query sequence, instead of choosing the one
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with the best quality, Sim4 will report them all. In an ideal situation, Sim4 will give one
perfect alignment between a query EST and a single contig in the genomic DNA assembly.
That alignment represents the exon-intron structure of the gene which is expressed as the EST.
However in practice, Sim4 often gives many theoretically possible mappings of a query sequence
and only a small number of these are possible in a biological sense. This is common considering
the increasing size of EST and genomic DNA assembly datasets and substantial interventions are
required to validate and select the biologically correct mappings. Figure 2.5 shows potentially
different mapping situations for a single EST sequence. The target at this stage is to identify
mappings that represent typical protein coding genes with normal exon-intron structures.
Figure 2.5: Possible mapping results for a single EST sequence.
The blue bar represents a single EST and the black bars represent different genomic DNA loci,
all of which have been aligned with the EST by the mapping algorithm, with mapping positions
indicated by arrowed lines. A. In this case, two non-contiguous sections of an EST mapped to a
genomic contig but there is a region in the centre of the EST that does not map. This can not
be an authentic mapping since mRNA should not contain foreign DNA in the middle. B. An
authentic mapping in which two contiguous sections on an EST are mapped to two separated
regions on a single genomic contig DNA, representing two exons with an intervening intron. C
and D, In these two cases a single EST maps to more than one genomic locus; in C the lower
mapping misses the whole 5’ exon, and in D the lower mapping misses part of the 5’ exon.
These extra mappings are likely to be authentic and occur because the genomic contigs are
not fully assembled, but since they are completely covered by the good mapping and do not
provide additional gene structure information, they should not be kept. It is also possible that
one EST maps to two contigs because the EST genuinely spans between contigs. This case is
helpful in gap closing of the genome assembly but also requires extra DNA sequencing. Since
this is out of the scope of this thesis, cross-contigs ESTs mappings are ignored. Actually, the
majority of ESTs have been successfully mapped to the genome by the current approach.
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2.4.1 Selection criteria
In order to find and record a single matching region on the genomic DNA for every EST
sequence, defined criteria were applied to each of the groups (alignments) in the Sim4 final
“mapping” results table from the “ESTs mapping” node. The summary of the criteria used
and the corresponding biological context is as follows:
Criterion 1: The mapped positions of the EST (EST start, EST end) must generate a single
continuous sequence without gaps. Biological context: The exons in the gene can be separated
by introns but the mRNA must be continuous.
Criterion 2: The continuous sequence above (the matching sequence) must represent at least
70% of the EST length. Biological context: The ends of ESTs are prone to sequencing errors
and it is possible to have contamination with sequences such as an intact poly-A tail, which
will not be mapped to the genomic contig. However, if mismatches at the ends account for
more than 30% of the whole length of the EST, then this EST is not very reliable.
Criterion 3: Each row of the internal alignment has at least 95% identity and each row of
the terminal alignment has at least 90% identity. Biological context: Polymorphic genes or
sequencing errors may mean that the EST does not perfectly match to the genomic contig but
this should be at a low level. The two ends of the ESTs generally have more errors than the
middle part.
Criterion 4: In a multi-exon alignment, each exon should be not shorter than 10bp and in a
single-exon alignment, that exon should be not shorter than 50bp. Biological context: A short
motif (for example, under 10 bases) will give many pseudo matches to any sequence database
and a short single-exon mapping is likely to be the result of pseudo matches or contamination
and is of less value for annotation.
Criterion 5: Predicted introns should be between 5 and 5,000bp in length. Biological context:
In Eimeria and other apicomplexans, most genes do not contain very short or very long introns.
Criterion 6: For a particular EST, if none of its genomic DNA mappings pass all the above
criteria then it is reported as a “no match”. Biological context: There are three reasons why
an EST may show no mapping match to the genomic database: 1) the EST sequence is a
contaminant, derived from another speices, 2) the EST sequence is of low quality so cannot be
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mapped; 3) the genomic assembly does not cover that region in the genome.
Criterion 7: For a particular EST, if more than one of its genomic DNA mappings passes all
the criteria above, the mapping with the largest number of exons (rows) is kept. Biological
context: The genomic assembly is not perfect, so a contig may contain partial mRNAs. This
criterion guarantees that the mapping covering the biggest part of the mRNA is kept.
Criterion 8: If multiple genomic DNA mappings remain after all these considerations, then
they should all be kept. Biological context: Multi-copy genes, gene families and well-conserved
motifs between genes could all have the same or near-identical transcripts, so one mRNA could
potentially have many good matches to the genomic DNA. The aim is to get the cDNA based
on ESTs and genome mappings, so all mappings that are of similar quality should be kept.
All of the values in the criteria are tunable parameters. The values are set according to the
complexity of E. tenella to optimise the selecting. False negatives could arise from applying
the above criteria to atypical genes (for example, genes with extremely long or short introns) or
due to incompleteness of the genome assembly where a real alignment may be removed because
of its low overall coverage. However in general applying the above criteria removes many false
positives and is suitable for high throughput first pass genome annotation. Again, the focus is
on high quality typical protein coding genes. A Perl script was written to apply the selecting
criteria inside the nodes which is included in appendix E.2.
In addition to “Sim4 mapping” alignment checking, splice sites defined by the alignment are
also tested. Besides the canonical donor (junction between exon and intron) site “GT” and
acceptor (junction between intron and exon) site “AG”, “GC” donor is also allowed because
manual annotation has found such genes and these have been reported in other apicomplexans
as well [147].
2.4.2 The “mapping selecting” node
Another scripting node named as “mapping selecting” was designed. It has two table input
ports, one port is connected with the output port of the “ESTs mapping” node as the data
resource and the other port is a list of the EST names. This list is used by the inner “Do”
workflow to control the selecting process to run against all ESTs once a time.
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The inner “Do” workflow (figure 2.6) firstly checks the sim4 mapping criteria by the service
node “sim4 selecting”. A service node is derived from a workflow and can be used as node in
another workflow. “sim4 selecting” service node reads the alignments of a single EST and apply
a perl script “sim4 select.pl” to select (source code in appendix E.2). It has parameters (shown
in table 2.2 with default values) for user to customise the criteria described above. Hash tables
are intensively used in “sim4 select.pl” to optimise its performance.
parameter default value
minimal internal exon identity level 0.95
minimal terminal exon identity level 0.9
minimal exon length in multi-exons alignment 10
minimal exon length in single-exons alignment 50
minimal intron length 5
maximal intron length 5,000
minimal ratio of matching section and whole length of EST 0.66
Table 2.2: Parameters of the “mapping selecting” node
The output of the “sim4 selecting” node is in the table-like standard General Feature Format,
GFF (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/formats/GFF/) and it is passed to the next part of
the workflow to check the splice sites. Another service node “gff2splicesites” is involved here
which reads in a DNA sequence and a GFF format table of the genes on it and output a table
containing gene names and the corresponding donor/acceptor sites. “Filter” node (named as
“atypic splicesites”) is followed to get genes having abnormal splicing sites and finally, “typic
splicesites” node is used to remove those genes from the final result.
Sim4 mapping and cleaning are processed for each EST in turn against the genomic DNA
assembly. Then the results have to be reprocessed the other way around, i.e. from the genomic
DNA contig to the EST sequences. This is because the same genomic DNA contig can have
many EST alignments at different or the same regions and all of these alignments represent
annotations of the contig. The final results table from the “mapping selecting” node is saved
in the format shown in table 2.3. It is actually a standard GFF format widely used to describe
features for biological sequences. GFF is not a format for complete data management of the
genomic sequence but it provides an easy way to parse and process information among a variety
of programs. Basically, GFF format is defined by fields in the same way of the columns in table
2.3. Every row refers to a feature (in this case, exon). GFF is the ideal format to use in this
study because tables can be directly handled in the workflow.
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Figure 2.6: Inner “Do” workflow of the “mapping selecting” node.
There are two major steps, the first step is to use “sim4 selecting” to check the alignment by
defined criteria and the second step is to check splice sites. “pseudo” DNA sequence and gene
are introduced to avoid breaking of the workflow when no result is generated for some ESTs.
2.5 Step 3: Merging of selected results
ESTs represent snapshots of mRNA populations under certain cell conditions such as in a
specific tissue or a particular life cycle stage. Under non-normalised conditions, they represent
approximately a random sample of the expressed genes in that cell and are not constrained
to any particular functional families. Some highly expressed genes will have many redundant
ESTs in a library and a group of ESTs can come from the different pieces of the same mRNA
in which case they may or may not overlap each other. So the selected results above may have
lots of annotations at the same gene locus, some of them may be completely covered by others
in which case they should be removed, whereas some may overlap in which case they should be
joined together to make a new annotation. In order to obtain one unique annotation for every
gene transcript, a “gene merging” process is applied.
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sequence source feature start end score strand frame attitudes
contig00030481 ESTs exon 42051 42110 . + . TnOp00101A05.g
contig00030481 ESTs exon 42167 42251 . + . TnOp00101A05.g
contig00030481 ESTs exon 42313 42379 . + . TnOp00101A05.g
contig00030481 ESTs exon 42434 42480 . + . TnOp00101A05.g
contig00030481 ESTs exon 42536 42563 . + . TnOp00101A05.g
contig00030481 ESTs exon 42621 42636 . + . TnOp00101A05.g
contig00029625 ESTs exon 38467 38860 . . . TnOp02001E02.g
contig00029625 ESTs exon 38857 39007 . − . TnOp04201C05.g
contig00029625 ESTs exon 39068 39248 . − . TnOp04201C05.g
contig00029625 ESTs exon 39305 39393 . − . TnOp04201C05.g
Table 2.3: Sample of results of the “mapping selecting” table.
Nine columns here correspond to nine fields whose names are shown in the first row. The first
column refers to the genomic DNA contig the current feature is on; the second column indicates
this feature is derived from ESTs data; the third column is the name of the feature and in our
case all features are “exon”; the fourth and fifth columns give coordinates of this exon; the
sixth column is not actively used here as it is always set to be “.” but generally it can define
the relative confidence for each feature; the seventh column shows the strand, it can be “+”,
“−” or “.” when unknown; the eighth column is for the translation frame again it is “.” in
all cases; the last column tells which ESTs this feature is derived from and normally any extra
information will be added to this field.
2.5.1 Third party software “cluster merge”
A third party software “cluster merge” was introduced here. This is a Perl program used in
the ENSEMBL pipeline [54] and available at http://genome.imim.es/∼eeyras/. It requires a
GFF-formatted annotation as the input and has some command line options to control merging.
Table 2.4 summarises the options and the corresponding values that were used in the study
and their descriptions.
2.5.2 Merging transcripts of unknown polarity
In the EST mapping process, the strand of the resulting transcript can be identified relative
to the genomic contig by the splicing site sequences between exons and introns. GT or GC
for donor (exon-intron) and AG for acceptor (intron-exon) indicate the “+” strand and their
reverse complement indicate the “−” strand for the transcript. For single exon transcripts, as
no exon-intron junction is available to refer to, it is not possible to assign the polarity. The
“cluster merge” program does not work for unknown strand transcripts so cannot be used for
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option value
splice mismatch 6*
intron mismatch 0
internal splice overlap 6*
exon match TRUE
min order 1
sets FALSE
gff TRUE
Table 2.4: Options of “cluster merge” and their values used in this study.
“splice mismatch” is six means when merge two transcripts, up to six nucleotides are allowed
in the internal splice sites to be non-overlapping. “intron mismatch” value defined so that any
intron shorter than this value will be merged when it is covered by exon from another transcript.
This parameter is designed to remove very small introns when possible. Since the “mapping
selecting” process has already guaranteed that all introns are bigger than 10 and we believe
they are real, we use 0 here so none of introns will be lost in merging. “internal splice overlap”
refers to number of nucleotides allowed in merging when an external exon is overlapping an
intron in another transcript. “exon match” is BOOLEAN parameter and “TRUE” means both
transcripts should match 1-to-1 all their exons. This also insures no exons information will be
lost by merging. “min order” is the minimum transcripts number required to be in a cluster
to create a merged transcript. We keep both merged transcripts and singletons by setting it
to 1. “sets” option is switched off so that we keep all of the merged results instead of the
non-redundant lists; finally, “gff” option is used since our input is in GFF format.
*“splice mismatch” and “internal splice overlap” are both set to modest level because alignment
programs are sometimes not able to resolve some ambiguities in the splice sites, this might help
to identify truly equivalent splice sites.
single-exon transcripts. As these were found to be relatively common in the EST mapping, the
following strategy was applied to fully use these sequences:
• Each unknown strand transcript was replaced by two pseudo transcripts at the same
region, one with “+” strand and the other with “−”.
• All the real transcripts and the pseudo transcripts were merged together.
• If a pseudo transcript was merged to at least one real transcript, the result was kept and
this strand set to the original unknown strand transcript.
• All pseudo transcripts that were not merged with any real transcript were merged with
themselves and the results set to have unknown strand.
This strategy allowed the use of single exon transcripts to enhance the confidence of other
annotations if it was covered by an exon of that annotation. Moreover this strategy allows the
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extension of an initial or terminal exon of other annotations when overlapping with them. When
there are too many unknown strand transcripts in the system, it will take significantly longer
time and use more memory to assign their strand. However, obtaining as much information as
possible has higher priority in the optimisation.
2.5.3 The “gene merging” node
The “cluster merge” software works for merging annotations on a single genomic DNA sequence,
and once again the “scripting” (renamed as “gene merging”) node was used. Figure 2.7 shows
its inner structure.
2.6 The “ESTs-based Gene Construction” workflow
2.6.1 Workflow architecture
The whole “ESTs-based gene construction” workflow was built by integrating the “pre-Sim4
BLASTN”, “ESTs mapping”, “mapping selecting” and “gene merging” components within
InforSense KDE. When provided with a genomic DNA assembly and an EST libraries, the
intermediate and final results can be automatically obtained by a single workflow application,
the architecture of which is shown in figure 2.8.
2.6.2 Workflow parameters
Parameters need to be defined in this workflow for the file names involved and the values used
for individual tools. The parameters are node-specific and each node has its own parameter
window where the values of its parameters can be set. However, InforSense KDE provides
“workflow parameter” function, a way to regard the whole workflow as a big node and all the
parameters of the original nodes can be defined together in the parameter window of this big
node. This is the preferred method to define parameters for complex workflow, particularly
when parameters are required for some nodes inside a service or scripting node. Table 2.5
summarises the parameters and their descriptions.
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Figure 2.7: Inner “Do” workflow of the “gene merging” node.
The input is the “Filter” node renamed as “current seq” at the top left. It extracts all the
ESTs mappings on one particular genomic DNA sequence to be merged in the current run.
The first two columns of nodes on the left add pseudo known and unknown strand genes so
that the workflow will not be broken when either type of them are missed in the original input
genes. Then “unknown strand” node extracts all the unknown strand genes. The bottom three
rows of nodes on the right apply the strategy described above to assign strand for unknown
strand genes when possible. Some unknown strand genes are so assigned a strand and they
will accompany the original known strand genes at “Union” node, the fifth from left of the top
row, and pass to a service node “merge known strand genes”. Some unknown strand genes can
not be assigned a strand so they pass to another service node “merge unknown strand genes”.
The inner structure of the two service nodes in this workflow are not shown here. They both
applied “cluster merge” and modify its input and output files.
2.7 Results for E. tenella
In summary 44,285 E. tenella EST sequences derived from six different developmental life cycle
stages of the parasite were mapped to a genomic DNA assembly, leading to the construction of
9,676 gene models. This is a comprehensive set of genes supported by experimental evidence.
It gives an overall review of the gene profile of the parasite. It is also a resource for the stage-
specific gene expression study and alternative splicing analysis presented later, some examples
of which together with wet-lab confirmation (RT-PCR) are given in chapter 7. In the context
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Figure 2.8: Architecture of the “ESTs-based Gene Construction” workflow.
The two nodes at the left of the top and bottom rows read the source data of this study, namely
the “ESTs” file and the “genomic DNA” file. From left to right, the processes are applied in
order. First of all, the genomic DNA is formatted to a BLAST database and passed to “Local
BLAST” node which also receives ESTs as the query sequences. The results of this pre-Sim4
BLAST are loaded to the “pairs” node where each ESTs and the genomic DNA contig it hits
are recorded in the same row in the table. Three results are saved for the raw Sim4 mapping,
selected and final merged gene models. This “pairs” table, together with the original ESTs and
genomic DNA sequences are all received as the inputs by the node “ESTs mapping” to perform
Sim4 mapping. Results of this node is saved in a table format text file at “sim4 tab” node for
future request and also passed to the next process node “mapping selecting”. The node “each
EST” between “ESTs mapping” and “mapping selecting” is a list of all ESTs IDs that have
mapping results. In the same manner of “pairs” being used by “ESTs mapping” to control the
mapping process, “each EST” is used by “mapping selecting” to control the selecting process
so that all mappings of each EST is checked one by one. The results are also saved in a GFF
format text file at the “sim4 selected gff” node as well as fed to the next step, “gene merging”
node. Again, “each seq” containing a list of all genomic DNA contigs IDs is used by “gene
merging” node to control so that each run of merging process is applied against a single genomic
DNA contig. Text file of the final GFF format results are saved in the “sim4 selected merged
gff” node. The “see results list” node on the top right is used to apply the whole workflow
and obtain the results from the three major steps (“ESTs mapping”, “mapping selecting” and
“gene merging”) all together.
of the whole workflow based genome annotation system, the set of ESTs-based gene models is
a major component. It provides information to select the most likely gene models predicted
by various gene finders on the same locus especially when these candidates are overlapping or
conflicting to each other.
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parameter description
dir directory to read source files and save results
genomic DNA file name of genomic DNA in FASTA
ESTs file name of the ESTs in FASTA
sim4.tab file name of the ESTs mapping result
sim4 selected.gff file name of the mapping selecting result
sim4 selected merged.gff file name of the final gene merging
blast params standard BLAST parameters for pre-Sim4 BLASTN
Sim4.W
standard Sim4 parameters for ESTs mapping
Sim4.X
Sim4.K
Sim4.C
Sim4.D
Sim4.H
select.min int exon iden
select.min ter exon iden
select.min exon len parameters for “sim4 select.pl” in mapping selecting,
select.min single exon len details in section 2.4.2
select.min match ratio
select.min intron len
select.max intron len
merge.splice mismatch standard splice mismatch and internal splice overlap
merge.internal splice overlap parameters for “cluster merge.pl” in gene merging
Table 2.5: Parameters of the “ESTs-based Gene Construction” workflow.
2.7.1 Results of ESTs mapping
The following table summarises the ESTs mapping results for each individual life cycle stages.
life cycle stage EST mapping selecting results gene merging
numbers 0 mapping 1 mapping >1 mappings results
unsporulated oocyst 3,028 249 2,596 183 1,154
sporulating oocyst 2,211 118 1,978 115 683
sporulated oocyst 3,137 137 2,783 217 1557
sporozoite 18,775 918 17,007 850 4,422
1st generation merozoite 3,809 609 2,987 213 1730
2nd generation merozoite 16,366 1,010 14439 917 3,826
total 47,326 3,041 41,790 2,495 9,676*
Table 2.6: ESTs-based gene construction results of E. tenella.
*The algebraic sum of the merged genes from the six stages is 13,372. Since some genes are
shared by several stages, the final non-redundant set has 9,676 genes.
As described in section 2.4, a particular EST sequence may have no mapping on the genome,
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may be mapped to a unique locus on the genome or to several loci. The ideal situation is to
find a single mapping for each EST and the majority of ESTs sequences conform to this with
over 88% (41790÷47326) having a single mapping. Roughly 6% of ESTs can not be mapped
to anyway on the genome and another 5% have been mapped to multiple loci. As described
before, such mapping performances are expected due to the incomplete and highly repetitive
genome assembly and also the potential contaminations in ESTs libraries.
The mapping results for all life cycle stage libraries including the merged gene models are
displayed in Gbrowse together with other features. Full description is given in chapter 6 and
figure 2.9 is an example of sporozoite ESTs mapping.
Figure 2.9: ESTs mapping example.
Genomic DNA “contig00030134” is represented by the line in the middle of grey bar in the
top of the figure. The locus around 200k as marked by red lines is expanded below to show
details. There are 18 sporozoite ESTs mapped to this region, each of them corresponding to one
piece of connected pink bars. Each segment of pink bar within a piece is one exon part of the
gene and the cyan link connecting exons is the intron. Two ESTs have single exon mappings
in which case only one segment of a pink bar is present. The names of ESTs in the original
database are also shown. All these individual ESTs mappings belong to the feature “ESTs
from sporozoites”. The bottom line is another feature “merged ESTs from sporozoites” where
a single gene model is displayed as the merging result of all ESTs above based on overlappings.
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2.7.2 Results of gene models building
The last column of table 2.6 shows the number of final merged gene models found across all of
the various developmental stages. There are 13,372 stage-specific genes as the sum of number
of genes from the six stages. This is a redundant set because the same genes could be expressed
at different stages. For the first pass genome annotation project, we focus on the gene profile
of the whole genome rather than the different expression pattern across stages which need to
be studied in detail later. So all of the selected ESTs mappings were merged together to give
9,676 gene models in total. This number is likely to be reduced when more ESTs data are fed
in that will close gaps between two separated gene models. However, it could also increase if
new ESTs introduce genes at new loci.
For each of the 9,676 final merged gene models, I checked the stages of the original ESTs
corresponding to it in the merging process. A gene will be marked as expressing in a particular
stage if at least one EST from that stage has been used to construct it. When ESTs from more
than one stage are found for one gene, it is marked to express in all of them. This approach
gives a profile for the stage expressions of the genome. Although the major genes in each stages
are specific, a significant portion of them are shared across stages.
Firstly, the distributions of gene numbers expressed in the three major stages (oocysts, mero-
zoites and sporozoites) are shown in figure 2.10.
There are a total of 2,894 genes expressed by oocysts; 1,738 of which are unique to the oocyst
stage and the remainder that are shared in their expression with sporozoites, merozoites or
all stages examined, as the sums shows in the green area (exclusive in oocysts), yellow area
(also found in sporozoites but not in merozoites), cyan area (also found in merozoites but not
in sporozoites) and white area (also found in both merozoites and sporozoites). Besides the
1,738 genes that are expressed only in oocysts stages, 806 genes are shared with sporozoites
(yellow and white area) while 703 are shared with merozoites (cyan and white area). As there
are more merozoites genes (4,847) than sporozoites genes (4,297) in this system, oocyst genes
would be more likely to be shared with merozoites than with sporozoites by chance. However
the observation suggests that oocyst stages have more common genes with sporozoites than
with merozoites stages. As the parasites develop into sporozoites immediately from oocysts,
this maybe why they share more genes.
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Figure 2.10: Venn diagram for gene distributions in three major stages.
The green round representing number of genes expressed in oocysts stages including unsporu-
lated, sporulating and sporulated oocysts. Numbers of 1st and 2nd generation merozoites genes
are combined to put in the blue round as merozoites stages. Finally, the red round is for the
number of genes express in sporozoites.
Secondly, a closer look is taken within the three oocyst stages as shown in figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Venn diagram for gene distributions in three oocysts stages.
Sporulating oocysts have 679 genes, 218 of which are shared with unsporulated oocysts and
172 of which are shared with sporulated oocysts. Since sporulated oocysts have more genes
expressed (1,581) than unsporulated oocysts (1,123) but share fewer genes with sporulating
oocysts than do unsporulated oocysts, it is assumed that the gene expressing profile of sporu-
lating oocysts is more similar to unsporulated oocysts than that of sporulated oocysts. Af-
ter excretion, diploid unsporulated oocysts undergo sporogony to become haploid sporulated
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oocysts at the end of this process. Then sporulated oocysts are infective and require unique
genes for invasion what may explain why the gene profile is relative distinguish for this stage.
Three stages invade and develop within host cells: sporozoites, 1st and 2nd generation mero-
zoites. Figure 2.12 shows the gene distributions of them. The same analysis procedure indicates
1st generation merozoites have more common genes with 2nd generation merozoites than with
sporozoites: although 2nd generation merozoites have smaller number of genes (3,705) than
sporozoites (4,297), they share more genes with 1st generation merozoites (593) than with
sporozoites (528).
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Figure 2.12: Venn diagram for gene distributions in three intracellular stages.
For all 9,676 final merged gene models, 6,853 of them do not overlap with any other model
while the remaining 2,823 have been placed into 1,058 exclusive “groups”, each of which is
considered to represent alternative splicing. This is a phenomenal characteristic of E. tenella as
systemic studies of alternative splicing events are not available for any apicomplexan parasite
to my knowledge at the moment of writing this thesis, although an adenylyl cyclase [121] and
MAEBL gene [162] of Plasmodium have been reported to have alternative splicing. A sample of
alternative splicing events predicted here was selected to be validated by RT-PCR in chapter 7,
and both positive and negative results were detected. The process of priming pre-mRNA may
introduce false alternative splicing but they can also be the results of some real mechanisms
of regulation. Further analysis is out of the scope of this PhD thesis but it is an important
direction of the post-annotation study of this parasite genome.
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2.8 Summary
ESTs sequences are important sources for many aspects of genome annotation but several
processes are required to extract useful information from the raw data. In this chapter, all
of the available E. tenella ESTs and ORESTES from six life cycle stages are gathered. Sim4
is used to initially map them on the genome and the good transcripts are selected from the
raw output by a set of criteria. “cluster merge” is then applied to remove the redundancy and
join the overlapping transcripts and thus 9,676 ESTs-based gene models are obtained for E.
tenella.
Chapter 3
HMM-based gene prediction
3.1 Introduction
Gene prediction is one of the core parts of a genome annotation project. A short review of gene
prediction problems and an introduction to HMM which is one of the most used algorithms are
given in this chapter. A workflow for gene predictions is designed, which makes a training set
based on the manual annotation of E. tenella, and two HMM-based gene finders, GlimmerHMM
and SNAP, are trained to predict genes on this genome. Results are transferred to the standard
GFF format and the workflow also detects and labels whether a prediction is complete or partial.
3.2 The problem of gene prediction
One of the first and most important tasks for a newly sequenced genome is to determine the
structure of genes on a genome-wide scale. Wet-lab, molecular biological experiments can
obtain accurate gene structures but this is a laborious task and has to be done on a gene
by gene basis. After sequencing and assembly, rapid gene prediction using in silico tools is
therefore crucial and there are two basic strategies for this, namely similarity-based methods
and ab initio predictions. The former strategy works when genes within the test genome have
good levels of sequence homology to known genes in the extant databases and the latter strategy
works when a training set of genes from the homologous organism is available.
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Gene models constructed using expression sequence data as presented in chapter 2 of this
thesis are similarity-based predictions and contain useful information for the study of biological
features such as expression regulation, UTRs and alternative mRNA splicing. However reliance
solely on expression-based sequence data for gene prediction has some disadvantages in terms
of the global gene-finding task. The gene structures obtained by this approach are incomplete
in many cases and translation initiation and termination sites still need to be determined. In
addition, expression-based methods are biased towards those genes that are highly expressed
within the particular mRNA populations that are sampled.
When a number of genes are known for an organism, these can be used as a training set for
ab initio gene prediction. Studies based upon this training set will give knowledge about the
overall characteristics of gene organisation in the target genome and this knowledge can then
be used to predict genes.
Gene prediction has been an open problem for decades. Early studies focused on statistical
measures of amino acid biases and codon usage [154, 58, 168]. Numerous other compositional
factors were introduced later including k-tuple (oligo-nucleotide) frequencies [168], measures
of autocorrelation [113], Fourier spectra [161] and local compositional complexity entropy [90].
However, the complex structure of eukaryotic genes means that the problems of gene prediction
are still far from being solved. Advanced statistical models have been applied and since the
late 1990s, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) were applied into this area [21, 22, 99, 96] and these
still form the basis of the most widely used gene prediction softwares to date.
3.3 HMM algorithm
HMM was initially developed to address problems in speech recognition software [136]. As a
fully probabilistic framework, HMM has advantages in the training and evaluating process; the
state can be defined as a subsequence rather than a base (Generalized Hidden Markov Model),
which makes it flexible to add external information. The algorithms of HMM and its variants
have been well studied and detailed descriptions can be found at a tutorial of Rabiner [136]
and there is a book [47] describing HMM application to biological studies. A brief introduction
to the main algorithms is given here.
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3.3.1 Definition of the HMM
A HMM is defined by the following:
• Alphabet: Σ = {b1, b2...bm}, elements in the observed sequence. For DNA sequence these
will be A, T, G and C.
• States: Q = {1...k}, each elements in the observed sequence is generated by a state. In
the case of predicting genes within a DNA sequence the states are “exon”, “intron” and
“intergenic”.
• Transition probabilities between states:
aij = P (pil = j|pil−1 = i), probability of transition from state i to state j.
ai1 + ...+ aik = 1, for all states k = 1...K.
• Start probabilities:
a0i, probability of the sequence begins with a particular state.
a01 + ...+ a0k = 1, for all states k = 1...K.
• Emission probabilities:
ei(b) = P (xi = b|pii = k), probability of generating different letters in the alphabet from
a particular state (for example, the probability of observing an A in exon).
ei(b1) + ...+ ei(bm) = 1, for all elements m = 1...M .
Three main questions are applied for a given HMM relating to decoding, evaluation and learn-
ing. Dynamic programming techniques are applied to each of these questions.
3.3.2 Decoding
Given an HMM and a DNA sequence x, what is the most likely state sequence, pi, that will
generate x? The Viterbi algorithm is the most common algorithm used to answer this question.
Let’s define vk(i) as the probability of most likely sequence of states ending at state pii = k, it
is easy to see from the definition the most likely sequence of states ending at next state is:
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vk+1(i) = el(xi+1)maxl[aklvk(i)].
So the full Viterbi Algorithm can be described in the following four steps:
1. We define a state 0 as the start of all sequences, so initial condition is:
v0(0) = 1; vk(0) = 0 for all k > 0.
2. The most possiable states sequences upto next state can be obtained recursly:
vk(i) = el(xi)maxl[aklvk(i− 1)].
The actual state here is kept for tracing back:
ptri(k) = argmaxl[aklvk(i− 1)].
3. An ending state is defined where all sequences are terminated:
P (x, pi∗) = maxl[ak0vl(K)].
This ending state is:
pi∗L = argmaxl[ak0vl(K)].
4. Finally, this most likely states sequences is obtained by trace back:
pi∗i−1 = ptri(pi
∗
i ).
The probabilities will become extremely small by multiplying them and even modern computers
will fail to represent such small numbers. The common solution used here and in the latter
part of the algorithms is to use log transformation:
vl(i) = log[ek(xi)] +maxk[vk(i− 1) + log(akl)].
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3.3.3 Evaluating
Given a HMM,M , and a sequence, x, how likely is x generated byM , P [x|M ]? Moreover, for a
particular position, i, what is the most likely state, k, that actually generates it, P [pii = k|x,M ]?
In theory, all the possible states of sequences can generate x with its own probability, so the
probability of observing x is simply the sum of these probabilities:
P (x) =
∑
pi
P (x, pi) =
∑
pi
P (x|pi)P (pi).
But the number of possible paths grows exponentially as sequence lengthens and it is not
practicable to sum all of these so the forward probability is defined. The backward probability
will be involved later to solve the states distribution at a particular position. At this stage the
two algorithms are introduced together for clarity.
Forward variable is defined as the probability of observed sequence up to and including xi,
given that the actual state at position i is k and backward variable is defined as the probability
of observed sequence staring from excluding xi, given that the actual state at position i is k.
Similar to the Viterbi, forward and backward algorithms involve the same steps of initializa-
tion, iteration and termination. The corresponding equations are listed in table 3.1. Now the
algorithm forward backward
definition fk(i) = P (x1...xi|pii = k) bk(i) = P (xi+1...xn|pii = k)
initialization f0(0) = 1; fk(0) = 0, for all k > 0 bk(n) = ak0, for all k
iteration fl(i) = el(xi)
∑
k
fk(i− 1)akl bk(i) =
∑
l
el(xi+1)aklbl(i+ 1)
termination P (x) =
∑
k
fk(n)ak0 P (x) =
∑
l
a0lel(x1)bl(1)
Table 3.1: The forward and backward algorithms
probability of the state on the ith position is k can be calculated:
P (pii = k|x) = fk(i)bk(i)
P (x)
.
The Viterbi Algorithm can give a decoding for the most possible path but sometimes many
paths have very similar probability and if only the most likely one is picked up then useful
information will be lost. The calculation above gives an alternative of Viterbi decoding called
posterior decoding in which every state in the decoding is the most likely one at that position:
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pˆii = argmaxkP (pii = k|x).
3.3.4 Learning
Given a HMM, M , without the transition and emission probabilities, and a sequence, x, how
are the parameters θ = (ei(.), aij) that maximize P [x|θ] found?
The first scenario for this question is when the states sequence, pi, is known. Let Akl be the
times that k → l transition occurs in pi and Ek(b) be the times that state k in pi emits b in x.
The maximum likelihood parameters θ are:
akl =
Akl∑
i
Aki
; ek(b) =
Ek(b)∑
c
Ek(c)
.
The zero observation (which is often the case when the gene training set is small) will lead
to zero probabilities which break the whole model. The solution is to add pseudo-counts into
every observation because when most of the Akl and Ek(b) have many observations, one more
count will not affect the performance dramatically.
The second scenario is when the states sequence, pi, is unknown. The principle is expectation
maximization in this way: estimate Akl and Ek(b) in the training set, update θ according to
Akl and Ek(b), repeat this process until the results convergence. At each position i of sequence
x, the probability of transition k → l is:
P (pii = k, pii+1 = l|x, θ) = fk(i)aklel(xi+1)bl(i+ 1)
P (x|θ) .
So,
Akl =
∑
i
P (pii = k, pii+1 = l|x, θ) =
∑
i
fk(i)aklel(xi+1)bl(i+ 1)
P (x|θ) .
Similarly,
Ek(b) =
∑
fk(i)bk(i)
P (x)
.
And so if there are several training sequences, x1, ..., xM , each of length N:
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Akl =
∑
j
∑
i
P (pii = k, pii+1 = l|x, θ) =
∑
j
∑
i
fk(i)aklel(xi+1)bl(i+ 1)
P (x|θ) ;
Ek(b) =
∑
i
∑
i|xi=b
fk(i)bk(i)
P (xi)
.
The widely used Baum-Welch algorithm can be summarised as following.
• Initialization: Pick the best-guess for model parameters (or arbitrary).
• Iteration: Forward, Backward, calculate Akl and Ek(b); calculate new model parameters
akl, ek(b); calculate new log-likelihood P (x|θ).
• Termination: P (x|θ) does not change much according to presetting thresholds.
The above discussion is on the first order Markov chain which means that each state depends
only on the preceding state. However in practice, higher order Markov models are also used
which mean the probability of the state pii depends on the preceding two states (second order),
or preceding three states (third order) or even more.
3.3.5 Structure of HMM in gene finding
The structure of HMM depends on the task. In gene finding problems, the observation sequence
is a DNA sequence and the states are the different functional regions of the genome such as
exon, intron or intergenic region etc. The model structures are similar for different gene finding
softwares according to the universal gene structures. Figure 3.1 is the model used in one of
them, SNAP [91].
3.4 Training set
The gene finding task has two major steps: training and predicting. Training is carried out
in order to build the HMM by determining all of its parameters based on the training set of
genes that are already known and annotated. Prediction uses the trained HMM algorithm
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Figure 3.1: Structure of HMM in SNAP.
This figure was taken from [91]. The state of the HMM is represented by a shape and transitions
between the states are represented by arrows. States include N: intergenic; Es: single-exon
gene; Ei: initial exon; Et terminal exon; E0-E2: exons in phase 0-2; I0-I2: introns in phases
0-2. Subscripts of T, TA, or TG denotes the last bp (base pair) or two bp of the intron - this
is used to prevent in-frame stop codons across splice junctions.
to scan new DNA sequences and report potential gene structures on it that conform to these
parameters. In this study, separate “service” nodes for training and predict processes were
designed within the workflow, but first of all a training set was identified.
3.4.1 Source data
The WTSI-PSU made a 59Mbp genomic DNA assembly for E. tenella, derived from an 8 ×
whole genome shotgun, which was used in chapter 2 for the EST-based genes construction. A
manual annotation project carried out jointly between the WTSI-PSU and the IAH resulted
in 2,849 complete gene models derived from that assembly. The original EMBL format gene
models were transferred to the table-like GFF format and loaded into the workflow. They
were “validated” by SNAP to detect potential errors such as in-frame stop codons, overlapping
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exons, and exons out of the gene boundaries etc. (details are given in section 3.5.1). After this
step, 2,824 valid gene models were used in GFF format along with their corresponding DNA
sequences in FASTA format.
3.4.2 BLASTCLUST
When a training set contains families of genes that are very similar to each other, the training
process will be at greater risk of overflow and the prediction results will be biased towards genes
with certain properties. For a generalised genome-wide gene prediction task, redundancy needs
to be cleaned from the training set.
The standalone NCBI-BLAST package contains “BLASTCLUST”, a BLAST score-based single-
linkage clustering tool that can automatically and systematically cluster protein sequences based
on pairwise matches. The stringency of clustering is controlled by parameters for score density,
percent identity and alignment length. Two parameters of it were used in this workflow to de-
rive a non-redundant training set. “S” is the threshold of identical level and “L” is the threshold
of coverage level. For example, S=30 and L=0.5 means two sequences will be clustered if more
than half of the sequences are at least 30% identical.
3.4.3 The “redundancy clean” node
A service node “redundancy clean” was made using ”BLASTCLUST” to clean the training set.
Figure 3.2 shows its structure.
Two third party softwares were integrated into this workflow, SNAP [91] and GlimmerHMM
[108]. Both “training” and “predict” services nodes were built independently for each of these.
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the “redundancy clean” node.
A table of GFF gene annotations and the corresponding DNA sequences are the two input ports.
“gff2transcripts” is another service node which uses the same input ports as “redundancy clean”
and outputs a sequence collection of all the transcripts of the input genes. “Translate” is an
EMBOSS tool that generates protein sequences from the transcripts. Those proteins sequences
are then saved in a single FASTA format text file and “blastclust” runs to get clusters of
proteins based on the user-defined “S” and “L” parameters. The table of clusters is passed to
the “pick 1 gene” scripting node to randomly pick one representative gene from each cluster.
The extracted genes are joined with the original input table at the “non-redundant genes” node
and this is the single output port of the “redundancy clean” node. In this study, 2,629 are kept
in the original 2,824 genes.
3.5 SNAP services
3.5.1 SNAP training
The SNAP training service node has two input ports to receive one table (GFF training set
annotation) and one file (FASTA DNA sequences). SNAP requires training set in its own
“ZOE” format, so a scripting node “gff2zoe” is used to transfer GFF to ZOE format. The
“gff2zoe” is made up of preprocess nodes.
SNAP has two pre-training functions “gene stats” and “gene validate”. “gene stats” can out-
put some statistics including number of genes and DNA sequences, average gene length, GC
contents etc. “gene validation” can check every gene and report its status as “OK”, “error” or
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“warning”. Genes with obvious mistakes such as internal stop codons or incomplete CDS will
be labelled as “error”. Genes with atypical features such as short intron or exon will be labelled
as “warnings”. These functions should be applied to the training set genes before training to
detect any potential mistakes in the training set.
Training SNAP involves several intermediary files and parameters and the final output is a
single text file as the trained HMM. Three output ports are created for this HMM file and files
generated by “gene stats” and “gene validate”. Figure 3.3 shows the structure.
Figure 3.3: Structure of the “SNAP training” service node.
The “Delete” node on the top left receives the GFF table as input. A scripting node termed
“gff2zoe” is used to generate the “zoe” format file for SNAP (inner structure not shown). The
result of “gff2zoe” node is saved as a temporary file “trainingset ann” and the “trainingset
DNA” file is obtained directly from other input of this service node. These two files are fed to
different SNAP functions to get the corresponding results. Each function node is renamed as a
“Command Execution” node. This node provides access to any command from the server with
all the input, output and options. Names of the functions and the results are consistent with
the node names.
3.5.2 SNAP predict
The SNAP program needs to read the trained HMM file and a FASTA file with the multiple
DNA sequences to perform gene prediction on. The “SNAP predict” service node (figure 3.4) is
made which has two input ports for the trained HMM and DNA sequences to predict. As SNAP
will predict both complete genes and partial genes at the contig ends when appropriately, this
service node also checks the predicted genes and add suffix “full” to the name of complete genes
and “part” to partial ones. It has one output port for the final result in GFF table format.
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Figure 3.4: Structure of the “SNAP predict” service node.
A file of DNA sequences to be predicted enters from the input port “Read File” on the top left.
The sequences are transferred to a table each row of which containing a single DNA sequence.
“snap predict” scripting node on the top left receive this table and path of the trained HMM
file to make the SNAP prediction on each individual sequence. The results in GFF table format
are combined at the output port.
The core component in “SNAP predict” service node is “snap predict” scripting node which
makes prediction and parses the result for a single DNA sequence. Figure 3.5 shows its structure.
Figure 3.5: Structure of the “snap predict” scripting node.
Node “snap” at the middle of the second column from left is a “Command Execution” node. It
receives the trained HMM file from “hmm path” to run SNAP prediction on the DNA sequence
in “tmp contig file”. The result from STDOUT is passed to a GFF table and the remaining
parts is to classify either the predicted genes are completed or partial.
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3.6 GlimmerHMM services
3.6.1 GlimmerHMM training
In a similar manner as for the SNAP training service node, the GlimmerHMM training node also
has two input ports to receive one table (GFF training set annotation) and one file (FASTA
DNA sequences). The annotation table need to be transferred to the “exon file” to train
GlimmerHMM.
GlimmerHMM will create a folder and save all trained parameters in it so a single output port
was designed to offer the full path to that trained folder for the GlimmerHMM training service
node. GlimmerHMM program has a few options and two of them were selected for this node
as:
• GC: GC content isochors to be considered in the training. Training set genes will be put
into a few groups according to their overall GC content and the training process applied
to each separate group. This parameter should be set as “0,50,100”, if two isochors are
desired for GC content under and above 50%; and “0,100” for just one group including
all genes.
• order: This parameter can take two values “1” and “2” which indicates to build 1st or
2nd order Markov model in the training.
These two parameters should be set depends on the training set and the gene finding strategy.
Figure 3.6 shows the structure for this service.
3.6.2 GlimmerHMM predict
GlimmerHMM needs to read the path of the trained folder and a FASTA file with single DNA
sequences to perform gene prediction. The “GlimmerHMM predict” service node is made to
have two input ports for the trained fold path and the FASTA DNA sequences to predict.
A scripting node (renamed as “GlimmerHMM predict”) is designed to run the prediction for
each DNA sequence in the FASTA file and join the result tables together. GlimmerHMM also
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Figure 3.6: Structure of the “GlimmerHMM training” service node.
In a similar manner to the “SNAP training” node, the GFF table of training set genes and DNA
sequences to be predicted are the two input ports, “Column Type” and “SeqColl2Text”. A
group of nodes on the left is to reformat and finally get the exon file. Then “trainGlimmerHMM”
is used to generate the trained directory and output its path by node “pwd”.
predict both complete genes and partial genes, so this service node also adds suffix “full” or
“part” to gene names. It has one output port for the final result in GFF table format. Figure
3.7 is the structure of this service node.
Figure 3.8 is the structure of the core “GlimmerHMM predict” scripting node.
3.7 GC content
The GC content (guanine-cytosine content) is an important characteristic of DNA. In the double
helix structure of DNA, GC pairs are connected by three hydrogen bonds while AT pairs are
connected by two. That makes GC rich regions of DNA more stable and genes normally have
a higher GC content than intergenic regions in the genome. The SNAP program can give the
average GC content of the training set using the “gene stats” option, but it is also worthwhile to
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Figure 3.7: Structure of the “GlimmerHMM predict” service node.
Similar to the “SNAP predict” node, input DNA sequences are transferred to table. Scripting
node “glimmerhmm predict” reads the DNA sequences table and the path of the trained di-
rectory to make the prediction. The other nodes are for labelling completed or partial genes.
This figure shows the inner structure of “GlimmerHMM predict” node.
check the distribution of GC content across a gene. As genes with different GC content will have
different composition features as well, some gene finding programs like GlimmerHMM can be
automatically trained by different GC content isochors. In the “HMM-based Gene Prediction”
workflow, a “GC content” service node was designed to get the GC content of all predicted
genes. Figure 3.9 shows its structure.
3.8 The “HMM-based Gene Prediction” workflow
The workflow reads GFF format gene annotations as the original training set and the DNA
sequences of them. The “redundancy clean” node is immediately followed to get the training
set actually used by gene finders. SNAP and GlimmerHMM are run in parallel both trained
on the same training set and make predictions on the same target genomic DNA sequences.
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Figure 3.8: Structure of the “GlimmerHMM predict” scripting node.
The “each seq” node at the top left receives a single row of the genomic DNA sequences table
each time. It is saved in “fasta file” node and “glimmerhmm” node do the prediction by
the trained directory obtained from “glimmerhmm dir”. The result from STDOUT is then
transferred to GFF table and passed to the output port at the bottom right.
3.8.1 Workflow architecture
The overall architecture of the “Gene Prediction” workflow whose components have been de-
scribed above is shown in figure 3.10.
3.8.2 Workflow parameters
Similar to the “ESTs-based Gene Construction” workflow, parameters of the individual service
nodes are defined as the workflow parameters, so that they are all interactively tuneable. Table
3.2 shows the descriptions.
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Figure 3.9: Structure of the “GC content” service node.
The training set genes were transferred to a table and enter the service node at “Column
Type Conversion” nodes. The start and end points of genes can be obtained as the “gene
position” feature. BioSense has “Add Annotation or Feature” node which can create features
upon sequences. “Add Feature” node in the middle of the left column is such a node which
reads the genomic DNA sequences and the “gene positions” features. Then the node “Feature
Extraction” is applied to extract the sequences of these new features. The node “Geecee” of
BioSense is derived from the same function in EMBOSS. It reads DNA sequences and generates
the GC contents of them as “String”, “Table” and “Sequence Collection” formats. Sequences
of the “gene positions” features are fed to the “Geecee” node and the table output is kept.
This table is connected by “Bar Chart”, one of the InforSense “visualization” nodes. After
proper setting of the “Bar Chart” node renames as “GC content distribution”, the figure of
the distribution can be displayed and this is one of the output port. The GC contents table
is also modified to contain five columns: genomic DNA sequence name, gene name, gene start
position, gene end position and GC content. Another output port is made for this table for
further more details analysis.
3.9 Prediction by trained models
The “HMM-based Gene Prediction” workflow is built for the whole process for gene finding.
In many cases, users just want to predict genes on genomic DNA using a ready-to-use model
without having to submit their own training set. A “Predict by trained models” workflow
(figure 3.11) was designed for this purpose that includes both SNAP and GlimmerHMM. Since
the workflow is trained by an E. tenella training set, it could potentially be used for gene
prediction within genomic DNA of other strains of E. tenella or other species of Eimeria.
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Figure 3.10: Architecture of the “HMM-based Gene Prediction” workflow.
Two nodes on the left define the original training set, “trainingset annotation” for the GFF
format genes and “trainingset DNA seqs” for the DNA sequences in FASTA format. All genes
are passed to the “redundancy clean” node to make the final training set. Series of services
nodes in the middle two parallel rows are followed to perform training and predict of gene finders
SNAP and GlimmerHMM. The training result, a text HMM file for SNAP and a directory of
GlimmerHMM, are also saved. The predicted genes are finally saved at the two nodes on the
right respectively. Two side-functions of SNAP are applied at the “SNAP training” node and
the results are saved on the two nodes on top. “GC content” node is at the bottom where both
the table and the distribution figure are available.
3.10 Results for E. tenella
3.10.1 Practical strategy
In practice, the “HMM-based Gene Prediction” workflow is preferred to be applied following
this strategy.
1. Execute “gene validation” node to get the report of errors and warnings on the training
set.
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parameter name description
dir directory to run the workflow
trainingset annotation
files for the original training set genes
trainingset DNA
genomic DNA file name of genomic DNA sequences to predict
blastclust.S
standard parameters S and L of BLASTCLUST
blastclust.L
GlimmerHMM GC
GC isochors and Markov order options of GlimmerHMM
GlimmerHMM order
trainingset GC.tab file name of the training set GC content table
SNAP trained HMM name of the text HMM file trained by SNAP
GlimmerHMM trained dir name of the directory trained by GlimmerHMM
SNAP prediction file names of SNAP and GlimmerHMM
GlimmerHMM prediction prediction results in GFF format
Table 3.2: Parameters of the “HMM-based Gene Prediction” workflow.
Figure 3.11: Architecture of the “predicting by trained models” workflow.
This simple workflow needs to read the DNA sequences that require predictions along with
the trained file and directory, then uses the two predict service nodes to get the results. The
workflow parameters are the file names for genomic DNA to predict, directory to save the
prediction results and files names for SNAP and GlimmerHMM predictions.
2. According to the gene validation report make modifications or remove corresponding genes
from the training set.
3. Execute the “SNAP prediction” node to get the SNAP results.
4. Execute the “GC dist” node to see the GC content distribution figure.
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5. Check the table generated by the “GC tab” node if it is desirable to have a close look at
the GC content. Obtaining a GC content distribution figure is also helpful for this step.
6. Choose the “GlimmerHMM GC” parameter, each group should have at least a few hun-
dred genes to get a reliable training set.
7. Choose the “GlimmerHMM order” parameter, “1” is recommended unless a very sensitive
prediction is desired (when attempting to predict genes between species for example).
Higher order will lead to a too robust gene finder that predicts many false positive genes.
8. Execute the “GlimmerHMM prediction” node to get the GlimmerHMM results.
The individual gene finders SNAP and GlimmerHMM both provide more advanced settings. For
example, GlimmerHMM builds separated models of donor or acceptor sites etc. It generates
lists of sensitive and specificity values according to different thresholds for these models in
training. So users can choose their own thresholds based on these list to achieve high sensitive
or specificity. However, the default automatic selected thresholds are optimised for generic
overall performance so they are kept in this workflow.
3.10.2 E. tenella training set
In the E. tenella study, the manual annotation offered 2,895 genes and 2,824 of them were
validated by SNAP. The redundancy is defined as over 30% similarity on more than half of the
protein sequences and applying these parameters a final training set of 2,626 genes was used.
The “GC” parameter was chosen to be “0,48,50,52,55,100” so that each group has about 500
genes. Figure 3.12 shows the GC content distribution and table 3.3 summarise the five GC
content groups assigned by GlimmerHMM and some statistics number of genes within each
group.
Association between GC content and gene splicing is indicated by the table 3.3. Excepted
the first group, average number of exons is descending and percentage of single exon genes is
ascending with GC content raising. So genes with lower GC content tends to be spliced more
within a certain region (the first group shows opposite tendency).
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Figure 3.12: E. tenella training set genes GC content distribution
group GC content number of genes average exons number percentage of
single exon genes
1 <48% 543 4.1 14.7%
2 48-50% 568 5.2 11.8%
3 50-52% 517 5.1 19.5%
4 52-55% 521 3.9 26.5%
5 >55% 477 3.5 35.8%
Table 3.3: E. tenella training set genes GC content groups
3.10.3 E. tenella predictions
The E. tenella genomic DNA assembly contains 20,355 contigs (version of 13-10-2005), totalling
around 59Mbp of DNA. Partial genes could be predicted at the ends of contigs. GlimmerHMM
predicted 18,113 complete genes and 7,678 partial genes with 8,401 of the complete genes
predicted to have a single exon. SNAP predicted 11,837 complete genes and 13,221 partial
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genes with 2,841 of the completed genes predicted to have a single exon.
For a gene finder, false negative (the chances of missing real gene) and false positive (predict
wrong genes) are always a trade-off. For the first pass annotation of a new genome, it is
more important to get predictions which can be validated by other evidence later, so the gene
finders are biased to predict more genes. The highly repetitive nature of E. tenella also brings
difficulties in accurate predictions.
Default parameters of training and predicting were used for both gene finders which are opti-
mised for general gene prediction tasks. In SNAP, 9bp and 30bp windows were used to build
a weight matrix for splice donor and acceptor sites respectively each of which contains 3bp in
the exon region. Start sites were modelled by a 12bp weight matrix with 6bp in the coding
sequence and the weight matrix for stop sites contains 9bp with the stop codon right in the
middle; a specialized HMM was applied to decode the forward and reverse strands indepen-
dently. GlimmerHMM uses the same mathematical framework of HMM to build the overall
model but it also integrates a splice sites model from GeneSplicer [133] and GlimmerM [150].
In addition to Markov Models, the Maximal Dependence Decomposition (MDD) technique was
used to specify splicing sites recognition. As a component of GENSCAN [21], MDD algorithm
divides the whole donor or acceptor sets into subsets based on a chi-square test of the corre-
lation between positions. Initial partition is on the position with the biggest chi-square score
which is defined for every position based on the dependency of other positions on it. The same
process is applied to each subset until no significant dependency is detected in the subset or
the number of remaining sequences is not sufficient for building a model if further split. Every
subset is treated independently in the later stages to build specific models.
However the number of predicted genes in E. tenella using these approaches was very high,
considering that there are about 5,300 genes in P. falciparum. This is not surprise considering
there are 20k contigs in the genomic DNA assembly, most of which are very small. To have a
better review of the predicted genes, the whole assembly was divided into two sections according
the contig size. One section contained long contigs whose size is greater than 10k and the
remaining short contigs are put into the other section. Table 3.4 shows predicted genes in the
two sections.
As the table shows, most of the partial genes are from the short contigs and the long contigs
contain a greater percentage of complete genes than their overall genomic DNA size. This is
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long contigs short contigs
total size 9.7M (16.5%) 49M (83.5%)
number of contigs 56 (0.3%) 20,299 (99.7%)
GlimmerHMM complete 3,803 (21%) 14,310 (79%)
GlimmerHMM partial 35 (0.5%) 7,643 (99.5%)
SNAP complete 2,648 (22.4%) 9,189 (77.6%)
SNAP partial 81 (6.1%) 13,140 (93.9%)
Table 3.4: E. tenella gene predictions on long and short contigs sets.
The total size, contigs number, complete and partial genes predicted by two gene finders are
compared for the sections of long and short contigs. Real numbers are followed by percentage
in the brackets.
consistent with the statement that the high number of short genomic DNA contigs is responsible
for over-prediction especially for partial genes.
There is additional evidence to show that the short contigs are causing over prediction of genes.
The manual annotation was actually undertaken on the long contigs set out in the above table.
About 3,000 genes were annotated in that work which is not too far away from the prediction of
3,803 by GlimmerHMM and 2,648 by SNAP. A fairly arbitrary way to estimate genes number
is to regard chromosome one as a sample of the whole genome. Chromosome one has 216 genes
on 0.86M genomic DNA so that the all 59M genome should contain 216× 59÷ 0.86 = 14, 819
genes with the same gene density.
In the context of whole WAGA system, gene finders provide candidate gene models that then
require confirming using other methods. Given that state-of-the-art gene finders are far from
perfect, we prefer them to produce more gene models which could be cleaned in later stages
rather than to be too cautious and and miss some real genes. Further evaluation of gene
predictions of both E. tenella and P. falciparum are available in chapter 7.
3.11 Summary
This chapter focuses on gene predictions. The workflow built here includes three major sections:
making a training set, training gene finders and predicting genes within the query genome. The
training set was made by validating and removing redundancy from a set of genes that had
been manually inspected. The training and predicting processes included the gene finders
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GlimmerHMM and SNAP and these can run simultaneously and independently within the
workflow. Large numbers of partial genes are reported by both gene finders when applying
the workflow to E. tenella due to the existence of many small contigs in the genome assembly.
In total GlimmerHMM and SNAP predict 25,791 and 25,058 gene models respectively. Over-
predicting is expected here and they will be used as the candidates in the later stages.
Chapter 4
Protein-based annotation
4.1 Introduction
Detection of sequence homology plays a central role in many areas of bioinformatics including
predictions of protein structure and function, evolutionary biology and genome annotation.
Many proteins are related to other proteins and share a similar function, so one of the first
methods of analysis commonly used in a genome annotation project is to run a similarity search
for proteins already deposited in the various databases available. Here the term “similarity”
refers to the likeness or percentage identity between two independent sequences while the term
“homology” means that the two proteins are derived from a common ancestor or that one
of the two has diverged to be different from its parent. Although as the definitions suggest,
similarity does not directly suggest homology, a high percentage identity in alignment between
two sequences provides strong evidence that they are homologous. EST mapping and gene
finding described in the previous chapters are both based on data sources that are specific to
the target genome under investigation. Homology detection provides information from across
different biological species and can be of considerable valuable considering the rapidly increasing
sizes of biological databases.
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4.2 Protein Databases
Prior to performing any database searching, it is critical to decide whether to use nucleic acid
or protein sequences for both the query and the database. Generally, protein sequences with
their 20 letter alphabet carry far more information than the 4 letter alphabet DNA sequences
in term of detecting homology and proteins are the mathematical favourite for sequence com-
parisons. For example, serine is encoded by TCT, TCC, TCA, TCG, AGT and AGC. In DNA
sequences these six triplets are all independent whereas the connections between them are
perfectly represented in the protein sequences by the universal letter S.
The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) [179] is the most comprehensive protein resource
currently used in bioinformatics and is the obvious choice for almost every genome annotation
project. The UniProt Consortium comprises the EBI, the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
(SIB) and the Protein Information Resource (PIR). The central protein sequence database
is the UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) which compiles sequences from Swiss-Prot and
TrEMBL (Translated EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library). Swiss-Prot offers extensive
information on proteins such as cross-references, literature citations and computational analyses
while TrEMBL provides automated annotations for those proteins not yet in Swiss-Prot.
The UniProt database includes almost all proteins available in the public domain but, as
described earlier, several Apicomplexa genomic projects are underway and generating data
that is not yet openly released. These data include manual and automatic annotations of
apicomplexan proteins and whilst they may not be as accurate as entries in UniProt and
may be redundant, they can provide exclusive valuable information for E. tenella annotation.
The WTSI made an “Apicomplexa.peptides.db” that includes 95,522 peptides from various
Apicomplexa species as summarised in table 4.1
UniProt Release 10.0 and Apicomplexa.peptides.db were used to annotate the E. tenella genome
after removal of all the E. tenella entries. This is because those proteins either come from the
manual annotation set which has been used as the training set of GlimmerHMM and SNAP or
are predicted genes themselves. In contrast to bring extra information, many false positive will
be introduced if predicted genes are used as the supporting evidences of gene predictions.
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species number of proteins ID prefix
Cryptosporidium hominis 3,886 >ChTU502
Cryptosporidium parvum 3,396 >Cp
Eimeria tenella 11,393 >Et
Theileria annulata 3,793 >TA, >Tap
Theileria parva 4,081 >5
Toxoplasma gondii 7,588 >Tg
Plasmodium berghei 12,216 >PB
Plasmodium chabaudi 15,007 >PC
Plasmodium falciparum 5,417 >PF, >MAL
Plasmodium gallinaceum 9,570 >10286
Plasmodium knowlesi 6,890 >c00
Plasmodium vivax 4,424 >Pv
Plasmodium yoelii 7,861 >PY
Table 4.1: Summary of Apicomplexa.peptides.db.
Data is obtained from the WTSI and E. tenella proteins were excluded when using the “Api-
complexa.peptides.db” in the following analysis of E. tenella.
4.3 BLASTX utility
BLAST [6, 5] is currently the most commonly used sequence database search tool. It has become
the standard for generating sequence alignments and uses statistical methods to simultaneously
accelerate speed and to increase the sensitivity of searching. BLASTX was selected to be the
searching engine in this study as this performs 6-frame translations on the query genomic DNA
sequences and searches against a protein database.
BLAST is designed for short query sequences (no more than 100k for DNA or protein sequences)
while genomic DNA sequences can be much longer. In the current E. tenella whole genome
shotgun assembly, the longest contig is 512kb. Directly using such long query sequences for
BLAST analyses can be slow and the computer may run out of memory. Thus for high through-
put genome annotation, it is necessary to split large input sequences into shorter, overlapping
fragments and BLAST is run for each of these. The BLAST results are then joined to map
annotations onto the original sequence. BLAST package does not include such tools by itself
but they are available from other resource and were included in the workflow as introduced
later.
The rule of thumb in BLAST applications is to optimise the default settings. BLASTX here
was targeted to align comprehensive proteins to long genomic DNA sequences so the following
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parameters were chosen:
• Soft-masking genomic DNA by lowercase letters so that extensions will not be terminated
when an exon contains low-complexity sequence (-F “m S” -U).
• Increasing the neighbourhood word threshold score to 14 which increases the speed with-
out losing much sensitivity (-f 14).
• Setting very high values of the output report options so that matches will not be truncated
(-b 999999 -v 999999).
• Based on manual annotation experiences, the E value should be set lower to avoid pseudo
matches of small pieces (-e 0.01).
A widely used alternative of protein sequence and genomic DNA sequence alignment is Ge-
neWise [15] developed by and used in ENSEMBL project [116]. Genome projects of Ciona
intestinalis [41] and Neurospora crassa [62] also used GeneWise as a standalone tool. Ge-
neWise algorithm was based on a principled combination of HMMs and was implemented using
the dynamic programming language Dynamite [7]. GeneWise is particularly useful to detect
high-specificity gene predictions by using global alignment of a database protein sequence to
translated ORFs of the query genomic DNA sequence. This approach can provide highly accu-
rate alignments but with some loss of sensitivity [189]. As most of the proteins in our databases
are considered to be foreign to E. tenella, we do not expect the majority of alignments are with
close similarity. Protein alignments in this study are used as one of the evidences rather than to
predict accurate gene models by themselves. Also because GeneWise is very computationally
expensive, tradition BLASTX method is selected with some specific settings.
4.4 MSPcrunch
Genome-scale BLASTX searching generates very large amounts of information and manual
analysis of the output is a monotonous and time-consuming task that is a serious bottleneck in
genome annotation pipelines, especially when large scale sequencing projects are being carried
out at such a high speed. It is not efficient or even possible for a human annotator to analyse
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all of the BLAST output and many of the standard decisions that have to be made can be
automated so that only the most informative matches are passed on for manual annotation.
MSPcrunch [166] is a BLAST-enhancement tool for large scale sequence similarity analysis.
The major properties of MSPcrunch are summarised as:
• Matches caused by biased compositions rather than because of biological relatedness
are rejected. This evaluation method is based on comparing the observed score to the
expected score for a given residue composition.
• Multiple matches between query and subject sequences are processed by empirically de-
rived consistency rules which consider both the order and the distance between segments.
• In order to cover weakly conserved domains BLAST reports all of the possible matches
and several domains may match to the same region with a different level of similarity.
Redundancy on such congested regions is removed so that only the high-score matches
are kept.
• MSPcrunch offers both a graphical schematic display and some tabular forms for its
selected matches.
The output option “d” was used in this study to obtain a table-like output format. Table 4.2
shows a sample of the MSPcrunch output with “d” option of BLASTX results of genomic DNA
“contig00029277” and “Apicomplexa.peptides.db” database.
score percentage DNA DNA DNA ID protein protein protein ID
identity start end start end
610 52.57 14993 15745 contig00029277 1 203 TgTwinScan 7094
168 39.05 24073 23759 contig00029277 180 266 Pv 3885.phat 14
206 34.75 23570 23190 contig00029277 267 407 Pv 3885.phat 14
402 32.36 22963 21866 contig00029277 439 737 Pv 3885.phat 14
Table 4.2: Sample of MSPcrunch output with “d” option.
Each row represents a MSP (Maximal Segment Pair) in the BLASTX report. The first column
displays the score of the MSP and the second column shows its percentage identity. The next
two columns correspond to the coordinates on genomic DNA, if the MSP is on the reverse
strand the start position will be a lower number than the end position as in rows 2, 3 and 4.
The next column displays the ID of the genomic DNA and the final three columns indicate the
protein coordinates and ID.
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Results are saved as protein match evidences to be used later. In a similar manner to the
“EST-based Gene Construction” workflow described in chapter 2, a “cluster merge” step is
applied after MSPcrunch to make a single entry concatenating the IDs of all proteins which
match to the same region.
4.5 The “chunk blastx” service node
The first part of the workflow runs BLASTX for the given query sequences against a selected
protein database. The core of this part of the workflow is a service node called “chunk blastx”
which splits every query sequence into overlapping fragments and runs BLASTX for each in-
dividual piece. The standard BLASTX outputs from these fragments are then combined in a
single BLASTX entry as shown in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Structure of the “chunk blastx” service node.
The input to this workflow is the sequence collection that contains a single genomic DNA query
sequence. Nodes in the top row are needed to get the ID of this query sequence as a string
within the “contig name” node. The “mk tmp dir” node creates a temporary directory to store
intermediate files such as the sequences of the DNA fragments and the BLASTX results of
those fragments. The “seqsplit” node is another “Command Execution” node which uses the
external tool “seqsplit” to generate the overlapping genomic fragments. The list of file names
of these fragments is transferred to a table at “chunk files” node and fed into the scripting
node “blastx chunks” where BLASTX of each individual fragment is applied. Finally, all of
these results are combined and at the output port node “blastx unsplit”, another foreign tool
to restore a standard BLAST output from all the individual results from the fragments.
The parameters of the “chunk blastx” service node includes:
• blastdb: a protein database of the BLASTX.
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• chunk size: number of nucleotides of every fragment, option “c” of “seqsplit”.
• overlap size: number of nucleotides overlapping between neighbour fragments, option
“o” of “seqsplit”.
• blastx params: standard blastall parameters in their original command-line format for
BLASTX.
• sdir: a directory where the service node is run, it should not contain a “tmp/” sub-
directory within it as that name will be used as the temporary directory which will be
removed in the end.
This process is crucial for BLAST analysis of large genomic contigs because the BLAST al-
gorithm is designed for short query sequences. Although it speeds up BLASTX significantly,
the database search generally takes many computer resources and probably is the most time-
consuming part of an automatic pipeline. However, many genome annotation projects may
already have bulk storage of BLAST results, so they can enter the workflow directly at the
second part of the process.
4.6 The “Protein-based Annotation” workflow
Parameters of “Protein-based Annotation” workflow are listed in table 4.3 and its full archi-
tecture is shown in figure 4.2.
4.7 Results for E. tenella
As mentioned above, both the UniProt and Apicomplexa.peptides.db databases were used to
annotate the E. tenella genome. Figure 4.3 shows an example of their matches alongside with
ESTs matches and gene predictions.
Protein alignments results summary of the two databases is shown in table 4.4.
UniProt contains more than four million proteins as shown in this table, 1.3% (54221÷4134220)
of them align to the E. tenella genome covering 2.7 Mbp of DNA in total. In the same way,
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name description
dir directory to read input file, run the workflow and save the output file
genomic DNA file name of the target genomic DNA sequences in FASTA format
source a label in the result file showing the source of the reference database
blastdb
parameters of the “chunk blastx” service node
chunk size
overlap size
BLASTX params
BLASTX result
names of the three output filesprotein match gff
protein homology
Table 4.3: Parameters of the “Protein-based Annotation” workflow.
“dir” tells the workflow the physical location of files involved in this study and “genomic DNA”,
“BLASTX result”, “protein match gff” and “protein homology” define the file names last of
which is the final result. “source” is useful particularly when there are more than one databases
being BLASTX against so that the result for each of them are labelled differently.
database total matched matched matched matched matched
proteins proteins nucleotides ESTs GlimmerHMM SNAP
UniProt 4,134,220 54,221 2.7M 1,008 2,589 2523
Apipep 84,129 14,540 3.3M 1,423 3,706 3,876
combine 4,142,639 68,761 4.1M 1,484 4,149 4224
Table 4.4: Protein-based annotation results of E. tenella.
The first column defines the protein databases used and the number of entries in each of them
is shown in the second column; The “matched proteins” column shows how many proteins were
found to align to the E. tenella genome and the “matched nucleotides” column indicates the
total size of the matched regions on the genome. The last three columns provide information on
the relationship between the protein alignments and other evidences: “matched ESTs” indicate
the number of ESTs based gene models, in the final merged set of 9,676 genes, have overlaps
with the database protein alignments and “matched GlimmerHMM” and “matched SNAP”
columns show how many predicted genes overlap with the database protein alignments. The
UniProt and Apipep databases have a degree of redundancy with respect to each other so the
final row of the table shows corresponding numbers when the two databases are combined.
17.3% of Apipep proteins are mapped to 3.3 Mbp of the genome. E. tenella does not have
many genes of known function that can be identified by homology in UniProt. Apart from
which are shared by UniProt and Apipep, some matched regions are shown to have homology
exclusively to the later database which indicates the existence of apicomplexans specific genes
in E. tenella. But again overall level of homology is low.
Only “loose” overlapping is used to determine the relationship between protein alignments in
the databases and other gene models: a predicted or EST-based gene is said to have a protein
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of the “Protein-based Annotation” workflow.
The top row represents the first part of the “Protein-based Annotation” workflow. The scripting
node “blast” on the top right corner contains the “chunk blastx” service inside and runs it for
each DNA sequence in the query file which is read from the “genomic DNA” node at the top
right corner. The results are saved at the “blastx result file” node on the second row of the left
column and this node sits at the beginning of the second part of the workflow. If appropriate,
this node can be replaced by a “Locate Server File” node to specify some other BLASTX result
file that is already stored. “MSPcrunch” is then applied to the data in this file and the results
are transferred to GFF format at “MSPcrunch2gff”. The scripting node “merge” is used at
the end to apply “cluster merge” to concatenate matching information on the same segment.
Both the original protein matches and the merged GFF files are saved at the “protein match
gff” and “protein-based annotation gff” nodes respectively.
match to the database alignment even if these do not necessarily perfectly match every splicing
site, start and stop codon. The Apipep database has more matches than UniProt to other E.
tenella models and together they mapped to 15.3% of the (1484÷9676) EST-based gene models,
16.1% (4149÷25791) of the GlimmerHMM predictions and 16.9% (4224÷25057) of the SNAP
predictions.
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Figure 4.3: Example of proteins alignments on E. tenella genome.
The figure was generated by GBrowse which will be introduced in chapter 6. At this particular
region on genomic DNA contig of E. tenella, five features are displayed each of which is in
a unique later and indicated by name of the feature . The bottom two (“protein matches in
Apipep” and “protein matches in Uniprot”) are protein alignments features from our two protein
databases. Above the two protein alignments features are two gene predictions (“predictions
of GlimmerHMM” and “predictions of SNAP”). Gene structure of GlimmerHMM prediction
is perfectly agree with protein matches while that of SNAP prediction includes extra splicing
sites. So this evidence indicates GlimmerHMM prediction should be kept here. At the top of the
figure is one of the ESTs features (“merged ESTs from sporozoites”) which also supports gene
structure of GlimmerHMM prediction and protein matches. The figure also shows although
protein alignments provide useful information they are hard to be used to infer accurate gene
structure by themselves as the two alignments from Apipep database (“contig00028561.apipep-
Et.mg.2” and “contig00028561.apipep-Et.mg.2”) conflict.
This workflow is designed to generate useful protein homology information in a high throughput
manner. Although manual validation plus experimental confirmation is still the most reliable
way to evaluate homology, results here will be used together with ESTs and gene predictions
evidences to systematically annotate E. tenella genome in the next chapter.
4.8 Summary
Besides the species-specific information of ESTs and gene predictions, comprehensive protein
databases from all species available also provide hints to find potential functional regions in
genes from a particular organism. This is achieved by homology searching, which the workflow
in this chapter is designed for. Both UniProt and a protein database of Apicomplexa peptides
were used for E. tenella annotation. In favour of a large scale application, BLASTX was tuned
and designed to search in segments the whole genomic DNA assembly against those protein
databases. MSPcrunch and merging was applied in turn to the standard BLASTX output to
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obtain a GFF format homology based annotation file. Like the other workflows, false positives
are present in the results where hits are not due to biological relevance. All of these individual
evidences will be combined in the next chapter to get the final annotation set.
Chapter 5
Combining all evidences to produce the
WAGA annotation
5.1 Introduction
The last step of the WAGA system is to combine the gene predictions arising from the different
methodologies into a single annotation set. This is known as “combining evidences” and for the
target organism, E. tenella, the different types of evidence are derived from EST mapping using
E. tenella cDNA libraries from six different parasite life-cycle stages (chapter 2), HMM-based
gene predictions from SNAP and GlimmerHMM (chapter 3) and protein BLAST homology
matches to Apipep and UniProt databases (chapter 4). Although each type of gene prediction
evidence may be used individually in automatic analysis pipelines or in manual annotation,
the final products of the WAGA pipeline are presented as weighted, consensus gene structures
based on combining all the available types of evidence.
5.2 Evidence Modeler
EvidenceModeler (EVM) software provides a flexible and intuitive framework for combining
gene prediction evidences derived from variant sources. Developed by Brian Hass (to be pub-
lished), EVM is a collection of Perl scripts, modules and some utilities of CDB Tools and
GMAP that has been employed at The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR).
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EVM requires that all gene structure and alignment evidence be presented in GFF3 format
(http://www.sequenceontology.org/gff3.shtml). Three Perl scripts are written to reformat the
previous results of ESTs matches, HMM gene predictions and protein matches respectively
(source code in appendix E.3, E.4 and E.5). The results of the two gene finders that were used
(SNAP and GlimmerHMM) are combined into a single “gene prediction evidence” file. These
GFF3 inputs and the genomic DNA file in FASTA format are fed into the EVM utilities.
A file of evidence weights is also required and the node “standard weights” defines it. This
file has three column separated by tab: class, type and weight. “class” column must be one of
PREDICTION, PROTEIN, or TRANSCRIPT indicating the three classes of evidence. “type”
column can be defined by user and it refers to the “source” column in the GFF or GFF3. In
“PREDICTION” class, type often shows the name of the gene finder and in “PROTEIN” class,
type is the database name. The last column is a number for the weight to be given to an
individual type of evidence in making consensus gene structures combining all of the evidences.
The weight can be set intuitively, for example, EST sequences are experimentally determined
transcripts of the same genome, so their alignments provide very reliable evidence. Current ab
intio gene finders cannot overcome the homology based evidence when there is a conflict, so
they generally have the lowest weights. Table 5.1 is a standard weights file and it was also used
for E. tenella.
class type weight
ABINITIO PREDICTION SNAP 1
ABINITIO PREDICTION GlimmerHMM 1
PROTEIN Apipep 5
PROTEIN UniProt 5
TRANSCRIPT EST 10
Table 5.1: Standard weights file of EVM.
As described in the text, gene predictions are the weakest evidences. ESTs used in this study
are all from E. tenella while proteins are from other organisms so the former have the highest
score.
Alternatively, weight values can be optimised through training, which requires comparison
of evidences with a set of real genes. This is an intensive and time consuming process and
moreover computational optimisation may introduce more bias since it is highly dependent on
the training set being used. In most cases it has been found that intuitive weighting schema
perform just as well as trained ones (communications with the author of EVM) so the standard
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weights file was used in this study.
5.3 The “Combine Evidences” workflow
EVM sources are downloaded from: http://evidencemodeler.sourceforge.net/ and integrated in
the “Combine Evidence” workflow. See figure 5.1 for its structure and parameters.
Figure 5.1: Architecture and parameters of the “Combine Evidences” workflow.
The four columns of nodes on the left hand side prepare the input files of EVM. Four Perl
scripts, each in a row, are executed to transfer GFF files generated in the previously described
workflows into GFF3 format. In addition to these GFF3 evidences, genomic DNA sequences
and weights file are also defined at the nodes “genomic DNA” and “standard weights” nodes.
EVM then performs the following processes:
1. Genomic DNA sequences and the GFF3 evidences are partitioned into small pieces. Each
smaller contig is contained in one piece and larger contigs are further segmented into
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several overlapping pieces. The “partition EVM inputs” node in the workflow is for par-
tition. By default, the maximal size of piece is 100kbp and overlapping region between
pieces of the same long contig is 10kbp.
2. A list of commands is created and each one will be executed for an individual data
partition within the node “write EVM commands”.
3. The advantage of making a command list is that each command can be either executed
locally or run in parallel on the grid. Currently InforSense and all external software tools
are installed on a single Linux workstation so these commands are all executed locally
via the “execute EVM commands” node.
4. The “recombine EVM partial outputs” node is to reconstruct the results of different over-
lapping chunks of the same contig to a single output. Redundant or discrepant annotations
in the overlapping regions are also resolved here.
5. The original EVM output of each contig is transferred to GFF3 format at the “con-
vert EVM outputs to GFF3” node.
6. The next few nodes are to join these GFF3 files to a single one and change them back to
the GFF format as the final result of WAGA system.
The bottom part of figure 5.1 is the parameters window: “dir” on top represents the location
of the files involved; at the bottom “waga gff” defines the name of the final output file; the
remaining five parameters in the middle are for the input files of genomic DNA, two gene
predictions, ESTs and protein matches as their names indicated respectively.
5.4 WAGA annotation of E. tenella
5.4.1 Results
For the target genome of E. tenella, the WAGA system annotated 9,920 complete gene models
and 6,165 partial ones. Sample figure of the combined gene models is shown in chapter 6. The
average GC content of the genes is 55.1% (standard deviation 7.35%) and figure 5.2 shows the
distribution.
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Figure 5.2: GC content distribution of E. tenella WAGA genes.
Among 9,920 complete genes, 3,240 comprise a single exon and 6,680 have multiple exons. 4,030
of the 6,165 partial genes are spliced as well. Table 5.2 shows the summary of the number of
exons per gene for the complete genes.
number of exons number of genes percentage
1 3,240 32.66%
2 2,213 22.31%
3 1,354 13.63%
4 820 8.27%
5 607 6.12%
6-10 1,274 12.84%
11-20 388 3.91%
>20 24 0.24%
Table 5.2: Exon number of 9,920 complete WAGA genes.
The gene spliced level (∼70%) of E. tenella is high among apicomplexan parasites. In total the
spliced genes have 34,198 introns including 77 that have a “GC”, rather than a “GT” donor
site (0.225%).
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5.4.2 Discussions
The overall WAGA annotation predicts about 16,000 genes. According to the complexity of
this parasite and general knowledge of apicomplexan genomes, the consortium assumes that E.
tenella has about six thousands genes. As described earlier in chapter 3, there is an unavoidable
bias towards generating false positives in gene predictions, especially when the genome assembly
is still on a large number of contigs. The over-prediction of WAGA is further reviewed in the
following two aspects.
5.4.2.1 Comparing with other apicomplexan genome annotations
Genome annotations of some other apicomplexan parasites are available at ApiDB and the
numbers of predicted genes of some of them are shown in table 5.3.
organism genome size (Mb) number of contigs in number of
the genome assembly predicted genes
C. hominis 9 1,422 3,956
P. chabaudi 17 10,690 15,095
P. berghei 18 7,497 12,345
P. falciparum 23 12 5,595
T. gondii 63 619 8,032
E. tenella 59 20,355 16,085
Table 5.3: Comparison numbers of E. tenella WAGA genes and ApiDB genes.
Comparison of the numbers of genes of E. tenella predicted by the WAGA system with predicted
gene numbers in other apicomplexans, as extracted from ApiDB in June 2007.
In absolute numbers, WAGA predicts the largest number of genes for E. tenella among Api-
complexa. Phylogenetic analysis shows Eimeria is mostly related to Toxoplasma and they have
the similar genome sizes so we can assume the real gene numbers of them are close as well.
However, the number of Eimeria WAGA genes is about twice as that of Toxoplasma predicted
genes. At this moment, genome projects of both of them are far from finished so high quality
genome assemblies and annotations are not available. A noticeable difference between Toxo-
plasma and Eimeria in the table above is the number of contigs in the genome assembly, the
former is 619 while the latter is more than 30 times this. Recalling that a significant ratio of
WAGA genes is partial due to the high number of short contigs, it is actually quite good to
predict two fold genes on a genome with similar overall size but 30 fold number of contigs.
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This consideration is also supported by comparing Plasmodium spp. genomes. Human malaria
P. falciparum has been widely studied and also has the most reliable annotations among api-
complexan organisms. Its genome assembly is comprised by 12 scaffolds corresponding to the
12 chromosomes and the annotation contains 5,595 genes. In comparison P. chabaudi and P.
berghei are relatively in a poor status of annotation and both of them have high number of
contigs and predicted genes. Comparing with E. tenella, P. chabaudi has smaller genome size
(∼1/3 of E. tenella) and less contigs in the assembly (∼1/2 of E. tenella) but is predicted to
have about the same number of genes.
Although the over-prediction problem is obvious, WAGA annotations are impressively good
given the current status of the genome project.
5.4.2.2 Comparing with other E. tenella resources
The WAGA results can be regarded as the subset of individual gene finders’ results which have
supporting evidences like ESTs or protein matches. So the number of WAGA genes is smaller
than both GlimmerHMM and SNAP predictions as shown in table 5.4.
sources complete genes partial genes total
WAGA 9,920 6,165 16,085
GlimmerHMM 18,113 7,678 25,791
SNAP 11,837 13,221 25,058
Table 5.4: Number of WAGA, GlimmerHMM and SNAP genes
Annotation of E. tenella chromosome one [105] includes 216 genes on 0.86 Mb genomic DNA
so that the gene density is about 2.5 genes per kb which is comparable with the WAGA density
of 2.7 (16085÷59000).
ESTs sequences are a very useful source of annotation particularly in the study of transcription
profiling. Dr A Ivens at the WTSI has applied a GAP3 cluster for all E. tenella ESTs in NCBI
with different cutoffs at identity levels of 90%, 95% and 98% (unpublished). The result of
the most restricted cluster (98%) is a set of 9,483 transcripts. As described in chapter 2, the
EST-based workflow predicted 9,676 gene models in the final merged set. So it is assumed the
gene number of E. tenella is between nine and ten thousands by ESTs analysis.
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Similar work has been also independently done by Prof A Gruber at University of Sao Paulo with
both NCBI ESTs and ORESTES (unpublished). This final result includes 6,076 transcripts.
It is assumed that loose parameters were used since the number of clusters of the same NCBI
ESTs is 5,109 which is significantly smaller than WTSI’s result of 9,483. According to personal
communication with Prof A Gruber, current E. tenella ESTs and ORESTES should cover the
majority of parasite transcripts because when more individual ESTs sequences are added the
increase of the clusters in the results is converged.
The 16,085 E. tenella predicted WAGA genes may include repetitive genes whose transcripts
are identical. CAP3 was used to cluster WAGA transcripts at the modest level (identity cutoff
95%), which results in 1,200 contigs and 13,011 singlets. The total of 14,211 is still considerably
larger than the number of genes expected from the ESTs clustering results. One reason is that
some transcripts on small contigs may be joined together when the gaps on the genomic DNA
assembly are closed. The other reason is that HMM-based gene finders do not depend on EST
evidences so it can report genes without direct homology to ESTs or known genes which have
similar compositional features to the training set and strong signals.
5.5 Summary
In the previous chapters, three individual workflows were built for ESTs based annotations,
gene predictions and protein homology annotation respectively. They can be used separately
when the required raw data are available. This chapter introduces a “Combine Evidences”
workflow which uses all of the above results and combines them together to get the final set
of annotations. The public tool EvidenceModeler and personal Perl scripts are integrated with
other standard utilities in the workflow. In the obtained WAGA annotation, one “best” gene
model is kept at every locus on the genome.
Application of this WAGA system to the E. tenella genome leads to 9,920 complete gene models
and 6,165 partial ones while the ESTs studies indicate there are about nine to ten thousand
genes. Although the real gene number is hard to infer, this difference can be explained by the
unfinished status of the genome assembly and over-prediction of HMM gene finders.
Chapter 6
Results visualisation and workflows
deployment
6.1 Introduction
The original outputs from the workflows are GFF format text files. All E. tenella annotations
information are perfectly stored in these files but they are not convenient or even possible for
viewing. There are many tools to graphically visualise genomic features and two widely used
ones are Artemis and GBrowse (Generic Genome Browser). DNA sequences based in single
EMBL files have been made for E. tenella to be viewed in Artemis. GBrowse is also setup and
configured so that different features can be selected to be present or absent on every locus.
In addition to the results of E. tenella annotations, this WAGA system can also be reused in
a broader community for any other genome by the process of deployment. All workflows are
deployed as webpage services and end users can easily input data and tune parameters to run
their own genome annotation tasks without understanding the detailed inner structure of the
workflows and the programming knowledge.
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6.2 Artemis
Artemis [148] is a free Java program running in all major operating systems developed in the
WTSI. It can read DNA sequence in FASTA or raw format and display general features like
six-frame translations, GC contents etc. Complex sequence features in EMBL, GENBANK or
GFF format are also supported by Artemis. Artemis is not only a viewer but also a handy
and powerful editor. Common bioinformatics tools like BLAST can be run and results being
displayed within Artemis. Gene models can be modified by human annotator based on other
features in the context.
The most efficient way of using Artemis in genome annotation is to put all features on a DNA
sequence into a single EMBL format file. A Perl script has been used to generate such EMBL
files for each individual genomic DNA contigs (source code in appendix E.7 and a sample of
EMBL file in appendix F). Figure 6.1 is a screenshot of Artemis main window.
Artemis is ideally used by individual annotator to modify gene models rather than by many
general users to view. For example, when there are several highly overlapped features on the
same locus, Artemis does not have efficient way to distinguish them. So GBrowse is also used
in this study.
6.3 E. tenella WAGA annotations GBrowse
In the longer term the E. tenella WAGA annotations will go to the Eimeria GeneDB database
as part of the WTSI E. tenella genomic project: http://www.genedb.org/genedb/etenella/.
Until that time, all results of the workflows developed in this thesis will be displayed in the
GBrowse. Links between GeneDB and GBrowse will be established in the future.
GBrowse is a display tool of the Generic Organism Database Toolkit (GMOD). It is a combina-
tion of a database (MySQL) and an interactive webpage for visualisation of genome annotations.
The web browser shows an overview of the genomic DNA sequence and the interesting regions
can be checked in detail by scrolling, zooming or centering. It also provides search engines for
annotation IDs, names or comments. Dumps of GFF annotations and FASTA DNA sequences
are available so the results of WAGA can be easily loaded into the MySQL database of GBrowse.
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Figure 6.1: Artemis main window.
The figure shows the annotation on a genomic DNA sequence (contig00028607) of E. tenella.
The main windows are comprised of four sub windows. The top window is for GC content.
The next one shows features on the selected region of the DNA sequence. There are two types
of features in this example, a WAGA gene model in cyan and ESTs match in red. Vertical
bars indicate the stop codons on each frame. The real nucleotides sequence and its six-frame
translations are displayed in the next window and at the bottom is a list of all features. Each
of the four individual windows is adjustable by the scale bars on the right and below.
The behaviour of GBrowse is set by a configuration file and various types of annotations are
defined by “traces” which can be turned on or turned off at the web browser. Here are the
traces designed for E. tenella.
• EST-based gene models: six traces are defined for the six life-cycle stages. These
provide the user with details of EST-based evidence across the target region but it is
not recommended to turn on all of them initially as high number of ESTs for a highly
expressed gene will make other traces invisible on the screen.
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• Merged EST-based gene models: For every stage, gene models directly come from
ESTs mapping are merged so that only a single non-redundant gene model will be pre-
sented at each locus even if there are many ESTs mapping to that particular region with
the same splicing sites. In addition to these six traces for stage-specific merged ESTs-
based gene models, another trace is defined to display the merged results for all stages
ESTs. This trace is sufficient to indicate overall ESTs evidence in a first look at a region
of interest.
• Gene predictions: two traces are defined, one for SNAP and the other for Glim-
merHMM predictions.
• Protein matching evidences: two traces are defined for matches to Apipep and
UniProt databases. In order to reduce redundancy, particularly in the former database
where there is an abundance of similar proteins, merged alignment models are used. A
unique ID is given to each matched segment and the names of proteins that match it are
put into a “note” attribute, separated by “:”. A “note” may be very long and is not shown
on the main page but can be reached from individual segments through a hyperlink.
• WAGA predictions: The final WAGA gene predictions are represented by a single
trace.
• DNA features: General DNA features are also displayed by traces including 6-frame
translations and GC content.
Current version of GBrowse can not display protein features very well but the main focus of this
study is to annotate gene models so Gbrowse is an ideal tool. The E. tenella WAGA GBrowse
can be accessed via http://iahc-linux13.iah.bbsrc.ac.uk/cgi-bin/gbrowse/Eimeria tenella WAG
A GBrowse and the configuration file is shown in appendix G. Figure 6.2 shows a screen shot
of the webpage.
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Figure 6.2: Screenshot of E. tenella WAGA GBrowse.
Contig “contig00028607” is selected to be displayed by clicking the contig name in the “Ex-
amples” or by typing the name into the search window. The grey bar named “Overview of
contig00028607” shows the full length of the contig and the red rectangle indicates the region
whose details are displayed below. This region can be chosen by clicking on the contig overview
and the size is adjustable at the “Scroll/Zoom” window. The major part is the details window
the enlarged version of which is shown in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Enlarged details window.
The default traces for seven features are displayed in the following order: merged EST from all
stage, predictions of GlimmerHMM, predictions of SNAP, manual annotations, protein matches
in Apipep, protein matches in UniProt and overall WAGA annotation. These traces can be
switched off/on by ticking in the trace boxes. WAGA focuses on protein coding genes currently
so only the CDS part of a gene is included although other evidence may suggest the UTRs. The
red dash line with square ends shows an example: ESTs mapping (solid square end) is longer
than the WAGA gene (hollow square end) at the same locos but the extra DNA is UTRs.
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6.4 WAGA system deployment
One of the most important advantages of workflow techniques is that they are re-usable. InforS-
ense KDE has deployment tools to publish workflows as webpage services via its own Discovery
Portal. End users can view the inner structure of workflows, input their own data, tune the
parameters and obtain results files on the web interface. All of the main workflows for the four
tasks are deployed with all the parameters adjustable.
InforSense Discovery Portal is available at http://149.155.232.118:14000/kweb/. Figure 6.4
shows the “Services” web page of it where the links of the four workflows are displayed.
Figure 6.4: Services page on InforSense Discovery Portal.
After login from the InforSense Discovery Portal page, clicking the “Services” button will lead
to this page. This is an overview of all the workflows built in the thesis for genome annotation.
The bottom three are independent so can be executed separately in any order with the required
input data. When all results are obtained, they can be used as the input data to the top
workflow “Combine Evidences” to get the final WAGA annotations.
Individual workflows are accessible from the links on the services page with the same names.
Web services for “ESTs-based Gene Construction”, “HMM-based Gene Prediction”, “Protein-
based Annotation” and “Combine Evidences” are designed in the similar way as the following
four figures show.
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Figure 6.5: Web service of the “ESTs-based Gene Construction‘” workflow.
Parameters for input/output files are defined at the top, indicated within the top red bracket.
Parameters for mapping, selecting and merging processes are indicated in groups within the
blue and red brackets. These parameters are exactly the same with ones used in the workflow
itself. The green bracket at the bottom contains the four “run” buttons. Workflows will run
and generate the corresponding results files when a user clicks a particular button. Three files
will be generated by clicking the first three buttons respectively and the bottom button “all
results” is a shortcut to get all three files by a single click. It is recommended to just use this
button. See chapter 2 for full workflow descriptions.
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Figure 6.6: Web service of the “HMM-based Gene Prediction” workflow.
In the same way with web service of “ESTs-based Gene Construction” workflow, input/output
files names and parameters of this web service are designed to be identical with workflow “HMM-
based Gene Prediction” as red and blue brackets show. The “run” buttons indicated by green
bracket can be regarded as three tasks. (A) “GC tab” and “GC dist” are for obtaining GC
content table and the figure of its distribution. This information can help to determine how
to define parameter “GlimmerHMM GC”. (B) “SNAP trained HMM” and “GlimmerHMM
trained dir” are used to train these two gene finders. (C) The last two buttons to get the
predictions of SNAP and GlimmerHMM respectively. Unless only interest the trained files, the
users can directly use these two to obtained the final results. See chapter 3 for full workflow
descriptions.
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Figure 6.7: Web service of the “Protein-based Annotation” workflow.
Again, red bracket shows input/output files and the blue bracket shows parameters as defined
in the workflow. A single click on the bottom “protein-based annotation” button can give the
final result and the intermediate results are also available by clicking “BLASTX result” and
“protein match’ button. See chapter 4 for full workflow descriptions..
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Figure 6.8: Web service of the “Combine Evidences” workflow.
This is the last web service and should be used at the end of the workflow. In contrast
to previous workflows, it does not have any parameters. The inputs files include the target
genomic DNA sequences file and all the results from the other task workflows. A single output
needs to be specified as the final result and a click on “WAGA annotations” will execute the
“Combine Evidences” workflow to get it. See chapter 5 for full workflow descriptions.
6.5 Summary
After the workflows system has been built, it is applied to annotate the genome of E. tenella.
The final WAGA annotation and results from individual evidences including stage-specific EST-
based gene models, gene predictions of GlimmerHMM and SNAP and homology to proteins
in UniProt and Apipep were all transferred to GFF format. EMBL format files for single
sequences are also generated so that they can be viewed and modified in Artemis. The GFF
files are then loaded to a MySQL database to be displayed in GBrowse which is configured in
the way that all individual features can be display separately as different traces. In addition to
being applied to E. tenella genome, all of the built workflows are deployed as web services in
the InforSense Discovery Portal. They are fully tuneable and can be easily reused for generic
genome annotation tasks given the required input data.
Chapter 7
Evaluation of the WAGA system
7.1 Evaluation of the gene finding programs
Evaluation is just as important as development for any system. In the past decade a huge bulk
of genomic DNA sequences have been determined and a wide range of various computational
softwares to predict genes have become available. It is crucial for a biologist to decide which
program or programs to use and to determine how reliable they are for a particular genome
annotation project. Proper evaluations of gene finding programs also help the developer to
assess the status of gene finding problems.
In the early 90’s, Burset and Guigo [23] reported evaluations of GeneID, SORFIND, GeneParser2
and GeneParser3, GRAIL2, GenLang, FGENEH and Xpound and found generally that the
predictive accuracies of those programs were lower than originally thought. Later, genome
sequencing and annotation projects motivated some evaluations that were specific to a par-
ticular organism. AraSet is a set of contigs with validated Arabidopsis thaliana genes that
were used to evaluate the performance of 13 programs in predicting Arabidopsis genes [130].
GeneMark.hmm [107] was found to be the most accurate of those tested. Five algorithms:
GenScan, HMMGene, GeneMark, Pombe and FFG were tested against the Neurospora crassa
genome [94] and although FFG was specifically designed for N. crassa, GenScan [21] was found
to have the best overall performance. Similar work was also applied to mammalian sequences
[143] where FGENES, GeneMark.hmm, Genie, GeneScan, HMMgene, Morgan and MZEF were
used to predict genes on a biologically validated mammalian gene set which is exclusive to any
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original training set of the individual gene finders. The results showed that later programs
performed better and that the accuracy of prediction depended on various features such as GC
content and exon lengths.
For a number of reasons, it is not a trivial undertaking to compare the newly developed WAGA
system with other individual gene finders:
• WAGA generates and combines evidences from various raw data so it makes use of more
information than traditional HMM programs which normally rely on a single training set.
• Although WAGA is specifically designed to annotate the E. tenella genome, there are
only a small number of experimentally confirmed E. tenella genes that can be used for
evaluation.
Thus, two evaluation approaches were applied to test the new WAGA system, utilising present
resources. The first approach was to evaluate WAGA performance against a selected sample
of E. tenella contigs which had already been subjected to detailed manual annotation and to
evaluate how WAGA performs in comparison to individual gene finders. The second was to
take the entire P. falciparum genome and compare how WAGA performs in comparision with
PHAT, a gene finder that was especially designed for and used in P. falciparum annotation.
The statistical tests used to measure the accuracy of gene prediction for both of these evaluation
approaches are introduced here.
7.2 Measuring accuracy of gene prediction
7.2.1 Definitions of relative statistics
The statistics commonly used in gene prediction evaluation were described by Burset and Guigo
[23] and they all depend on the four values in the “confusion matrix” as shown in table 7.1.
The most straightforward way is to see how many predictions are consistent with the actual
case, SMC (simple matching coefficient):
SMC =
TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN
.
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actual true actual false
predicted true TP (true positives) FP (false positives)
predicted false FN (false negatives) TN (true negatives)
Table 7.1: Confusion matrix.
Sn (sensitivity) is defined to measure the ability of the program to find true positives:
Sn =
TP
TP + FN
.
Sp (Specificity) is defined as proportion of predicted true cases that are actually true:
Sp =
TN
TN + FP
.
An ideal gene finder will have both Sn and Sp equal to 1 and in practice, the values will be
between 0 and 1. Sn and Sp are trade-off values and can not both be increased in a single
model. For example, if a model predicts more cases as true, it will have more chance to include
real true cases; but at the same time the number of real false cases is prone to become higher
in the predictions. Neither Sn nor Sp is sufficient by itself so CC (correlation coefficient) is
defined as a single value to grasp both specificity and sensitivity:
CC =
TP × TN − FN × FP√
(TP + FN)× (TN + FP )× (TP + FP )× (TN + FN)
.
An extra advantage of using CC is its statistical interpretation. Its square is equal to the
chi-square statistic, χ2, divided by the sample size, where χ2 indicates the independence of the
binary variables in the confusion matrix.
Although CC is widely used for evaluating gene prediction programs, it is undesirable for
some situations. If the target genomic DNA sequence has no genes or if a program does not
predict any genes on a sequence, the denominator will be zero. As both situations are common
in gene finding, another statistics ACP (average conditional probability) is introduced. The
information in confusion matrix can be summarised in four conditional probabilities which CC
depends on:
• Probability of a real true case also predicted as true: TP/(TP + FN).
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• Probability of a real false case also predicted as false: TN/(TN + FP ).
• Probability of a predicted true case is a real true: TP/(TP + FP ).
• Probability of a predicted false case is a real false: TN/(TN + FN).
ACP is the average of these four probabilities if exist, in either case when CC can not be
calculated, two of them are always defined. So ACP can measure both Sp and Sn as CC and
it is always available like SMC. The general formula of ACP with four probabilities is:
ACP =
1
4
[
TP
TP + FN
+
TP
TP + FP
+
TN
TN + FP
+
TN
TN + FN
].
Since ACP is probability so its value will be between 0 and 1. It is often transferred to AC
(approximate correlation), so that it is comparable with CC both range from -1 to 1:
AC = (ACP − 0.5)× 2.
7.2.2 Nucleotide and exon levels evaluation
Both nucleotide and exon levels are required to evaluate gene finding programs as the former
represents content properties of coding sequences and the latter contains the splicing sites
signal information. Nucleotide level accuracy measures can directly use statistics described
above while evaluation on exon level involves new concepts to capture all possible predicted
status of a real exon [94]. Figure 7.1 shows a real gene comparing with the predicted gene on
the same locus.
real gene
predicted gene
A B C D F LI KH MG JE
Figure 7.1: Schema of real and predicted genes comparing.
Real gene is displayed on top with red exons and predicted gene is at the bottom and with
cyan exons. Letters A to M indicate the positions of exon boundaries.
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Each individual nucleotide can be easily classified as TP , TN , FP or FN to make the confusion
matrix and to calculate other statistics above. Say the sequence in figure 7.1 begins at BEGIN
and ends at END, nucleotides between two letters A and B are presented by A-B, we can get
TP : B-C, F-G, K-L; TN : BEGIN-A, C-D, E-F, G-H, I-J, M-END; FP : D-E, J-K; FN : A-B,
H-I, L-M.
The situation for exons is more complicated. If we represent an exon by its start and end
letters, there are five “types” in comparing the boundaries of predicted and real exons:
1. FG, both boundaries are correct.
2. BC, one boundary is correct.
3. JL, none of the boundaries are correct but it overlaps with a real exon KM.
4. DE, wrong prediction that has no overlapping region with real exons.
5. HI, this real exon is totally missing in the predictions.
In the strictest measure, only type 1 (FG) is regarded as “correct” but this criterion is not
sensitive enough to distinguish a gene finder predicting many type 2 and 3 exons to another
one predicting type 4 and 5 exons. So there three restricted levels used to define the “correct”
predicted exon. Top level just allows type 1; moderated level also adds type 2 to the “correct”
category and finally, all of the first three types are included in the loosest level. Type 4 is
always regarded as WE (wrong exon) and type 5 as ME (missing exon).
In whatever level of defining correct exons, the sensitivity is the number of it divided by number
of actual exons while specificity is that divided by number of predicted exons.
7.3 Test WAGA on E. tenella genome
7.3.1 Data collection
Approximately half of the E. tenella genome has been subjected to a first pass manual anno-
tation and all of the gene models that have been collected from this exercise were included in
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the WAGA annotation in order to fully use the available data resource. In an ideal situation,
training sets derived from genomic DNA contigs should not be used for testing. But in this
evaluation we are not aiming to determine the absolute accuracy of the WAGA predictions, but
rather wish to compare its performance to that of other gene finders. So for the evaluation, we
used the same 56 contigs for both training and testing. The manual annotations carried out
on the contigs are regarded as the “real” genes and are used to compute evaluation statistics
of WAGA, GlimmerHMM and SNAP predictions.
7.3.2 Results and discussions
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 summarize the evaluation results of WAGA, GlimmerHMM and SNAP
predictions on E. tenella at nucleotide and exon level respectively.
program SMC Sn Sp CC AC
WAGA 0.9244 0.7851 0.8081 0.7501 0.7502
GlimmerHMM 0.9190 0.8226 0.7653 0.7434 0.7437
SNAP 0.8401 0.3590 0.6334 0.3950 0.4045
Table 7.2: Nucleotide level evaluation of E. tenella gene predictions.
In each column, number in red font represents the best result of three; blue font indicates the
moderate one while black is the worst.
Table 7.2 shows WAGA provides the best results for prediction of E. tenella genes when mea-
sured by four out of the five statistics at the nucleotide level including the two most important
values CC and AC. It is also notable that GlimmerHMM performs at very similar level to
WAGA and is even better in sensitivity. SNAP is very poor comparing with the other two
predictions.
program Sn∗ Sp∗ Sn∗∗ Sp∗∗ Sn∗∗∗ Sp∗∗∗ ME WE
WAGA 0.3953 0.4450 0.6142 0.6915 0.5906 0.6649 0.3267 0.2434
GlimmerHMM 0.3968 0.3873 0.6480 0.6325 0.6247 0.6097 0.2755 0.2993
SNAP 0.2473 0.5484 0.3603 0.5484 0.3527 0.5139 0.5887 0.400
Table 7.3: Exon level evaluation of E. tenella gene predictions.
In each column, number in red font represents the best result of three; blue font indicates the
moderate one while black is the worst. Evaluation has three restriction levels as described
above. “∗”, “∗∗” and “∗∗∗” represent the highest, moderate and the loosest level respectively.
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The situation for exon level predictions is similar but more complex as shown in table 7.3.
GlimmerHMM always has the best sensitivity but also gets the lowest specificity at level “∗∗”.
WAGA never gives the worst result among the three but is only the best in terms of specificity
level “∗∗” and level “∗∗∗” plus the WE.
Overall, we conclude that for the E. tenella genome, WAGA is giving the best predictions.
However, it is also worth investigating why GlimmerHMM performs so well as an individual
gene finder. It reports real genes that WAGA misses but also gets more wrong predictions at the
same time. SNAP does not give good result but it provides extra information which, together
with ESTs and protein alignments, is used by WAGA to tune the GlimmerHMM predictions.
GlimmerHMM was the favoured tool in manually annotating. This introduces error in the
process. Some manually annotated genes in the training set are essentially GlimmerHMM
predictions, so of course it will perform well against these genes.
Generally speaking, the more ab initio gene finders WAGA uses, the more candidate genes it
can work on, so the final results optimised by other evidences will be more promising. It is
proved here that even if one gene finder is much better than the other, WAGA will not be
confused by the weaker gene finder. Instead, it can still take valuable information from it and
improve the overall results.
GlimmerHMM was used as a primary gene finder in the manual annotation work. So our
“actual” gene set in the test is unavoidable biased to it. This also helps to explain the surpris-
ingly good performance of GlimmerHMM. This is a major flaw in the evaluation and can not
be overcome with the current E. tenella genomic resource. So another evaluation approach is
introduced in the next section.
7.4 Test WAGA on P. falciparum genome
To test the predictive power and reusable ability of WAGA, the system was also applied to
the entire P. falciparum genome. As introduced in Chapter 1, Plasmodium spp. cause human
malaria and they are the most widely studied organisms of the phylum Apicomplexa. The
genome of P. falciparum has been fully sequenced, assembled and annotated so it is the best
candidate to test WAGA system. Moreover, the average GC content of P. falciparum is ∼ 23%
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which is much lower than that for E. tenella, which is ∼ 52%. Applying WAGA annotation
across genomes with distinctive properties will help to evaluate it as a generic tool.
7.4.1 Data collection
All of the P. falciparum related data were downloaded from PlasmoDB (release 5.2) (http://ww
w.plasmodb.org/plasmo/home.jsp) including gene annotations in GFF format, genomic DNA
and ESTs sequences in FASTA format.
5,352 complete gene models were extracted from the annotation files, 2,444 of them single exon
genes and 2,908 spliced. 1,070 (20%) of the P. falciparum gene models were randomly selected
as the training set for GlimmerHMM and SNAP, to be put into WAGA. PHAT [28] is a HMM-
based gene finder particularly designed for and used in the P. falciparum annotation and this
was also trained with the same 1,070 set of gene models to be compared with WAGA.
There are 21,349 EST sequences of P. falciparum in the public domain and 17,972 of these
were mapped to the genome by WAGA including 209 to multiple chromosomes. These EST
mappings were merged to get 6,730 gene models.
Databases Apipep and UniProt were both used to derive protein alignment evidence, this time
removing P. falciparum rather E. tenella entries before BLASTX.
7.4.2 Results and Discussions
Table 7.4 and 7.5 show the evaluation results of WAGA and PHAT predictions on P. faiciparum
at nucleotide and exon level respectively.
program SMC Sn Sp CC AC
WAGA 0.9813 0.9826 0.9510 0.9539 0.9539
PHAT 0.9790 0.9662 0.9579 0.9475 0.9475
Table 7.4: Nucleotide level evaluation of P. faiciparum gene predictions.
In each column, number in red font represents the better result of WAGA and PHAT.
At the nucleotide level, WAGA has a slightly better value than PHAT for each measure except
the specificity whilst at the exon level the performance of WAGA is significantly better than
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program Sn∗ Sp∗ Sn∗∗ Sp∗∗ Sn∗∗∗ Sp∗∗∗ ME WE
WAGA 0.7326 0.6081 0.9093 0.7548 0.8931 0.7413 0.0522 0.1754
PHAT 0.4132 0.4069 0.7121 0.7011 0.7481 0.7365 0.1635 0.1761
Table 7.5: Exon level evaluation of P. faiciparum gene predictions.
In each column, number in red font represents the better results of WAGA and PHAT. Evalu-
ation has three restriction levels as described above. “∗”, “∗∗” and “∗∗∗” represent the highest,
moderate and the loosest level respectively.
PHAT across all of the statistics, with the exception of WE where WAGA is still better but
the values are close. It should be mentioned that the accuracies are higher than would be
expected in a normal case because of the very high quality and extent of the training set. In a
“real” annotation projects, this luxury would not exist. It is therefore not surprising that both
WAGA and PHAT obtained good results, much better than those when applied against the E.
tenella genome. However the objective here is to compare WAGA and PHAT and to evaluate
the WAGA system and there are obvious differences at the exon level. This is most likely
because the ESTs and protein alignments help remarkably to identify the correct intron-exon
boundaries and improves overall the prediction of exons that could be missed using purely an
HMM-based gene prediction.
7.5 RT-PCR validation of E. tenella alternative splicing
genes
As described in chapter 2, the EST-based gene models derived for E. tenella contain a notable
portion of alternatively spliced genes. Alternative splicing is a major factor in transcriptome and
proteome diversity but systematic studies on splicing have not been carried out in apicomplexan
species. Most ab initio gene finders are not able to deal with alternative splicing events, such as
GenScan [21], TwinScan [91], GlimmerHMM [108], SNAP [92] and PHAT [28], and experimental
evidence is required in prediction of alternative splicing [60].
EST alignment was the only body of evidence for alternative splicing in the E. tenella genome
project and to investigate whether this is authentic, about 40 genomic loci that cover alternative
splicing events, according to EST mapping, were randomly selected. Specific primers were
designed for each locus and RT-PCR (reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction) was
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carried out using mRNA derived from either sporozoites or 2nd generation merozoites. Details
of loci and primers are shown fully in the appendix D. Some of the predicted alternatively
spliced loci were perfectly confirmed by RT-PCR results, whilst for others there was either no
confirmation, or imperfect confirmation. Eight representative examples, shown in table 7.6 and
figure 7.2 are discussed in more detail here.
example genomic locus sporozoite merozoite genomic DNA
1 contig00029333:310450..311200 - 304 and 509 509
2 contig00029424:164400..164910 186 111 422
3 contig00030871:138456..139418 - 110 110
4 contig00030134:199368..199667 556 473 and 556 639
5 contig00030134:222710..223100 - 254 and 342 342
6 contig00030134:287769..288470 172 and 264 - 264
7 contig00030134:287769..288470 247 and 335 - 335
8 contig00031359:255350..255960 - 217 and 416 754
Table 7.6: Eight representative loci in RT-PCR experiments.
Eight representative loci that were examined by RT-PCR to confirm if the alternative splicing
seen by in silico examination of ESTs was confirmed by wet lab experiments. The predicted
sizes of products in the two stages and genomic DNA control are also listed. Detailed EST
alignments on each genomic locus can be viewed by using “Landmark or Region” key words
to search the Eimeria tenella WAGA GBrowse at http://iahc-linux13.iah.bbsrc.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/gbrowse/Eimeria tenella WAGA GBrowse.
Following eight figures are ESTs alignments at the loci of the examples in the Eimeria tenella
WAGA GBrowse. On top of each the figure is a schematic genomic DNA contig with coor-
dinates. Primers positions are indicated by arrows on the contig directions (right or left) of
which stand for primers types (5’-end or 3’-end). “ESTs from sporozoites” and “ESTs from
second generation merozoites” are two traces selected to be displayed here. Exon sections of
ESTs mapping are represented by bars with different colours corresponding the life cycle stages,
tomato for 2nd generation merozoites and magenta for sporozoites. Exons of the same ESTs
are connected by cyan lines which are the intron sections of the corresponding gene.
As shown in figure 7.3, three 2nd generation merozoite ESTs (TnMzee57b04-WUSTL.y1,
TnMzea01b08-WUSTL.y1, TnMzef22e11-WUSTL.y1) indicate there is an intron between the
primer sites while another two (TnMz00801C07.g and TnMzef28b02-WUSTL.y1) indicate this
region is entirely within an exon. Amplification between the primers would generate products
of 304 and 509bp respectively for these two alternatives and in figure 7.2 for example 1 there are
five bands in lane M including two that correspond in size to the predictions, which confirms
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Figure 7.2: RT-PCR amplifications across the loci outlined in table 7.6.
Eight pairs of primers (numbered 1 to 8) were used to amplify mRNA from sporozoites and
2nd generation merozoites, indicated by S and M respectively. Ahead of S and M lanes of each
primer pair is G for genomic DNA control. Sizes of ladders are marked on both sides of the gel.
Figure 7.3: ESTs mapping at locus of RT-PCR experiment 1.
the probable existence of mRNAs. However, another three bands roughly sized 190, 350 and
480bp suggests there may be more complex alternative splicing events. Checking the genomic
DNA sequence between two primers identified 26 GT and 23 AG and some of them maybe
the real splicing sites for other genes. Although no sporozoite ESTs were found for example 1,
there are also weak bands amplified in the S lane including which correspond in size to the 304
and 509bp products, which suggests the gene may be expressed and also alternatively spliced
in the sporozoite stage. The G lane has a single band of size 509bp as expected from the region
on the genomic DNA between the two primers.
In figure 7.4, one 2nd generation merozoite EST suggests a RT-PCR product of size 111bp
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Figure 7.4: ESTs mapping at locus of RT-PCR experiment 2.
whilst two sporozoite ESTs indicate that the amplified product would be 186bp. The RT-
PCR data indicates a weak single band corresponding to the 111bp product in the M lane
of experiment 2 whereas in the S lane there is both the 111bp band and another at around
410bp, but no sign of a product at 186bp. The total size between the two primers is 422bp
so it is possible that the 400bp band in the S lane is due to there being another alternative
splicing pattern here whose exon covers the whole region or it is possibly due to the genomic
DNA contamination. 186 is missing in S lane on this gel, the corresponding gene is supposed
to expressing at a very low level. There is a strong band of size 422bp in G lane.
Figure 7.5: ESTs mapping at locus of RT-PCR experiment 3.
Figure 7.5 and strategy to design primers for this example are slightly different from others. In
addition to two stages ESTs, traces for “manual annotations” and “WAGA annotations” are
also selected (brown and golden respectively). Two sporozoite ESTs and two 2nd generation
merozoite ESTs have the same splicing sites as those predicted by manual annotation. However
two 2nd generation merozoites ESTs suggest a different splicing pattern which is consistent with
the WAGA annotation. Specific primers were designed to target the missing exon part in the
manual annotation and a 110bp RT-PCR product corresponding to this regions was found in
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both the S and M lanes, indicating that the WAGA prediction is correct. As manual annotation
has been used as the training set of gene prediction, no gene finders can offer better prediction
in theory. This example shows when an exon is missed in manual annotation, WAGA still has
the power to report it if other evidence (ESTs in this case) is available.
Figure 7.6: ESTs mapping at locus of RT-PCR experiment 4.
In this example, many ESTs have been mapped to the gene so two traces of merged results are
given at the bottom to clarify. ESTs from both stages predict a 556bp product but that ESTs
from 2nd generation merozoites also predict a second, alternatively spliced product of 473bp.
In the gel bands corresponding to the 556bp produce are clearly observed in both S and M
lanes as expected, while the 473bp product is not detected. The number of ESTs supporting
the 473bp band (2) is limited compared to the number of ESTs that do not support it (16) and
the difference in size between the two predictions is also small, which may be the reason why
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only a single band is detectable on the gel. The genomic DNA control in this example is not
perfect. Apart from a strong band of the expected size 639bp, there are also bands for over
1,300bp products. Primers design was very difficult due to the repeats in the genome, so one
possibility is this pair of primers is not specific enough.
Figure 7.7: ESTs mapping at locus of RT-PCR experiment 5.
In this example again there are very large number of merozoite ESTs mapped to this locus
so a merged trace is given. Although two products of 254 and 342bp are predicted a deeper
look shows there are more than 50 ESTs supporting the former size and only 2 supporting the
latter. Only a single band corresponding to the 254bp product is observed in lane M while
both bands are seen in lane S. This indicates the corresponding gene expressed in both stages
but that sequenced ESTs from sporozoites are missing in the current libraries. Single band of
expected size presents in G lane.
Figure 7.8: ESTs mapping at locus of RT-PCR experiments 6 and 7.
Experiments 6 and 7 were carried out on the same locus, as shown in figure 7.8. The first pair
of primers at the left hand side is for experiment 6 and the second pair is for experiment 7. The
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3’-end primer of experiment 6 is the reverse complement of the 5’-end primer of experiment
7. Only sporozoite ESTs were predicted at this locus and for each experiment, two different
sized products are predicted, 172 and 264bp for experiment 6; 247 and 335bp for experiment 7.
The RT-PCR products detected in the gel perfectly match the sizes expected for experiment 6
with two bands in the S lane and nothing in the M lane. Experiment 7 has single band of size
264bp in lane M which indicates the corresponding gene also expresses in this stage. Besides
bands 247 and 335bp supporting by ESTs, an extra band with roughly size 630bp is observed
in lane S of experiment 7. However, the genomic DNA size in this experiment is 335bp which
is also confirmed by the band in the G lane so it is not possible to have a 630bp mRNA here.
It is hard to explain this band as product corresponding to mRNA from another locus because
there isn’t a clear band of the same or bigger size in the genomic DNA control lane. Probably,
this band is due to some foreign contamination of the mRNA library.
Figure 7.9: ESTs mapping at locus of RT-PCR experiment 8.
The final example relates to a locus at which there are many 2nd generation merozoite ESTs
mapped but nothing from sporozoite stage. Two bands of 217 and 416bp are suggested from
the ESTs and this is exactly what is shown in lane M on the gel. However, same bands are also
observed in lane S indicating that these genes are also expressed in sporozoites.
In a summary from across all of the tested examples the RT-PCR results confirmed some of
the alternative splicing events that had been suggested by ESTs mappings. E. tenella appears
to display very complex alternative splicing patterns some of which are stage-specific. Bioinfor-
matics approaches, wet lab works including RT-PCR and microarray and manual investigations
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are all required for further analysis.
Chapter 8
Discussions
8.1 Genome annotation and workflow techniques
Since the Human Genome Project (HSP) released the draft of the human genome in 2000,
genome projects have provided huge volumes of data and knowledge and impacted remarkable
on many fields in biological research. Such projects require the collaboration of biologists and
bioinformaticians and are normally undertaken by international consortiums. Every genome
project has two major steps: determining the genomic sequences of the target organism and
attaching biological information to these sequences.
The first step includes DNA sequencing and genome assembly (putting short pieces of DNA
together to create long contiguous sequences (contigs) and eventually joining these together
to represent the original chromosome). Although with improved techniques DNA sequencing
is now fast and cheap, assembling sequences into lengthy pieces is still a very tricky task
particularly for large eukaryotic genomes that contain many highly repetitive regions. As
repeat elements may contribute a large portion of a genome (at least 50% in the case of the
human genome), this is a common difficulty for assembly. In the E. tenella genome project,
the WTSI is responsible for whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing and assembly while
the University Kebangsaan of Malaysia group aimed to complete the full sequence of the two
smallest chromosomes, one and two.
The Sequence Search and Alignment by Hashing Algorithm (SSAHA) package [126] was used
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at the WTSI to help assemble the WGS. The highly repetitive nature of the E. tenella genome
has made it a difficult challenge and the latest working version of the assembly (02-04-2007)
still has 4,707 contigs.
The second step of a genome project, genome annotation, can be further divided into gene
finding and functional annotation. This thesis focuses only on the gene finding part of the
annotation process. Compared with the technology of DNA sequencing, more questions remain
unsolved for genome annotation including issues such as deciding what proportion of a genome
requires to be annotated, determining which programs are most efficient and accurate and
assessing how reliable the annotations that are produced are. Standards or rules for generic
genome annotation are still open problems. Generally, annotation tasks include similarity
searches, gene predictions and other analyses such as tRNA scans and a thorough approach
requires the involvement of both bioinformatics softwares and human curators. Automatic
software systems have been developed to produce and maintain genome annotations including
ENSEMBL (section 1.6.3) and GeneDB (section 1.6.6). However, there is no single standard
system which is commonly used to annotate every organism.
The genome project for P. falciparum was jointly undertaken by three institutes, the TIGR,
the WTSI and the Stanford Genome Technology Center. TIGR trained GlimmerM [150] and
PHAT [28] using 188 genes as the primary training set and combined their predictions with
protein and cDNA alignments using the Combiner program [63]. The WTSI used an extra
package Gene Finder (P. Green, unpublished) and used Artemis [148] to manually curate all
the predicted results [68]. The Stanford team used a community annotation process which en-
gaged with scientists from around the world to annotate the automatic gene predictions posted
on their website [77]. In addition to being lodged in ApiDB and PlasmoDB, P. falciparum
annotation results are also hosted at GeneDB (http://www.genedb.org/genedb/malaria/) and
TIGR (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/pfa1/).
The T. gondii Genome Project is undertaken by TIGR in collaboration with the University of
Pennsylvania, WTSI and the University of Washington. The annotation work is in progress and
various software packages have been used for gene prediction including GLEAN, GlimmerHMM,
TigrScan, TwinScan and TwinScanEt. Most recently, data from proteomics projects have also
been used to improve and extend the annotations (personal communication to IAH lab). All
of these data are available for scrutiny at ToxoDB and ApiDB. Annotation of the C. parvum
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genome is made at the University of Minnesota and automatic gene finders are trained using
a training set based on Cryptosporidium ESTs and compositional analysis of ORFs were also
used to modify the final annotation set [1].
As part of the E. tenella Genome Project, a workflow approach to annotation has been applied
in my PhD study. The WAGA system was built and used to provide an annotation of the E.
tenella genome. Compared with traditional methodologies of genome annotation, WAGA is a
frameless system to generate and maintain annotations according to the raw data (section 1.7).
It is easy to add or remove WAGA components so re-annotation work can be efficiently done
in WAGA. Although foreign softwares as well as Perl scripts are heavily involved in WAGA,
the user interface provided by its Discovery Portal is command-free (section 6.4). As long as
the workflow structure and objective are understood at the abstract level, knowledge of the
underlying algorithm or process of the individual component are not compulsory for end users.
8.2 Selecting E. tenella ESTs mapping
As described in section 2.3, 47, 402 E. tenella ESTs were mapped to the genome by Sim4 so
that 243,989 mappings were generated. Here “mapping” is defined as the alignment between
one EST sequence and one genomic DNA contig. In order to get one mapping per EST, criteria
were designed to select the most reliable mapping in section 2.4.1. Table 2.6 shows that the
overall performance is quite good: about 90% ESTs were mapped to an unique locus and
another 5% were mapped to multiple loci. Looking at the mappings that were rejected, the
following analysis can be seen in table 8.1.
reason for rejection number of rejected mappings percentage of rejected mappings
gaps in ESTs part 28,689 11.76%
low mapping ratio 129,818 53.21%
low mapping identity level 532 0.22%
small exon 11,961 4.90%
small intron 0 0%
large intron 77 0.03%
total 171,077 70.12%
Table 8.1: Number of rejected mappings due to different reasons.
Some mappings can be rejected for more than one reason in which case it is counted as rejected
by the first reason listed in the table.
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More than 70% of mappings were rejected and most of these are because a significant portion
(>30%) of the EST could not be mapped to a genomic DNA contig. This is due to the very
high number of small contigs that were present in the assembly. For example, when the length
of a contig is less than 70% of the length of the EST mapped on it, this mapping will certainly
be rejected. However, the mapping of the same EST to another longer contig may be accepted.
The criteria and the values of parameters used here have efficiently removed much noise (>70%
of mappings) and so successfully found a single locus on the genome for most of the ESTs.
This study is targeted towards finding protein-coding genes, so ESTs are heavily used as they
represent mRNA (message RNA). Other types of RNA such as tRNA (transfer RNA), rRNA
(ribosomal RNA) and miRNA (microRNA) play important roles in translation, transcription
and gene regulation and annotating them requires other techniques such as tRNAScan [106],
which is being applied at the WTSI.
8.3 E. tenella GlimmerHMM and SNAP predictions
The problems associated with gene prediction were reviewed in section 3.2. Molecular biology
experiments are the most reliable way to confirm gene structures, but in silico homology based
methods can provide strong evidence, although they are usually not enough on their own for
genome annotation projects. Ab initio methods can efficiently predict genes on the genome
scale and also have the power to report less conserved genes. Generally, genome annotation
projects use several gene finders and the results are combined and passed to a human annotator
for in-depth inspection.
WAGA uses both SNAP and GlimmerHMM to predict E. tenella genes and the results are
summarised in section 3.10.3. Although trained on exactly the same training set, these two
HMM-based gene finders predict genes on common loci as well as on loci specific to each of
them. For all 25,790 GlimmerHMM predictions, 12,430 (48%) overlap with SNAP predictions;
for all 25,057 SNAP predictions, 12,216 (49%) overlap with GlimmerHMM predictions. Based
on the overlapping, predicted genes are regarded as belonging to “common”, “GlimmerHMM
specific” or “SNAP specific” loci. Other features (manual annotation, ESTs mappings, protein
hits) are also checked on every locus and the results are shown in table 8.2.
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types of loci total overlap with overlap with overlap with
number manual annotations ESTs mappings protein hits
common 11,296 1,348 3,727 3,528
GlimmerHMM specific 13,337 698 1,734 735
SNAP specific 12,830 281 1,609 1,039
Table 8.2: : Comparing SNAP and GlimmerHMM predicted loci with other features.
When a locus has both SNAP and GlimmerHMM predictions on it, it is classified as a “common”
locus; when only SNAP or GlimmerHMM prediction present, it is classified as “SNAP specific”
or “GlimmerHMM specific” locus.
The absolute numbers of loci of each type are similar but have different properties according to
table 8.2. A gene at a particular locus is more likely to be real if there are other features that
support it at the same locus. Currently, manual annotations are the best genes available for E.
tenella so they provide valuable information to compare gene predictions. Most “common” loci
(1,348) overlap with a manual annotation and “GlimmerHMM specific” loci (698) have more
overlaps with them than “SNAP specific” loci (281). This shows GlimmerHMM is a better
individual gene finder than SNAP for E. tenella, but the performance of the two gene finders
in combination is even better. For the other two features, ESTs mappings and protein hits, the
numbers of overlapping “GlimmerHMM specific” and “SNAP specific” loci are similar to each
other but again the “common” loci have significantly more overlaps. So, when both gene finders
predict genes at the same locus, these are more likely to be true. In practice, it is preferred to
include several different gene finders even when one of them dominates the others.
8.4 E. tenella WAGA annotation
T. gondii has the most related sequenced genome to that of E. tenella and that of P. falciparum
has the best annotation so far amongst apicomplexans. For this reason, these two genomes were
selected to compare with the WAGA annotation of E. tenella, T. gondii is currently predicted to
have 7,819 protein coding genes (ToxoDB4.3) and P. falciparum to have 5,352 (PlasmoDB5.2).
Apart from the many partial genes, the overall features of the E. tenellaWAGA predictions are
similar to T. gondii annotations, while P. falciparum genes have much lower GC content. T.
gondii genes appear to be the most prone to splicing as they have the biggest average number
of exons per gene and smallest number of single exon genes.
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organism source complete partial average single average exons
genes genes GC content exon genes number per gene
E. tenella WAGA 9,920 6,165 55.1% 3,240 3.4
T. gondii ToxoDB4.3 6,798 1,021 53.3% 1,062 5.7
P. falciparum PlasmoDB5.2 5,352 0 23.1% 2,444 2.4
Table 8.3: Comparison of annotations of E. tenella, P. falciparum and T. gondii.
8.5 Functional issues
The WAGA system was designed for the gene prediction part of genome annotation. Although
genome wide functional annotation is out of the scope of this PhD study, some functional issues
are discussed here.
8.5.1 Cross-stage expressing genes
As figure 2.10 in chapter 2 shown, 398 ESTs based gene models are common among three major
stages: oocyst (unsporulated, sporulating and sporulated), merozoite (1st and 2nd generation)
and sporozoite. They are supposed to encode proteins universally required by the parasite or
just commonly existing regardless of stage-specificity. Manually checking the significant BLAST
hits of these genes against UniProt confirms this. The hitting proteins or domains include
ribonuclease, ankyrin (a family of proteins that mediates the attachment of integral membrane
proteins to the cytoskeleton), homeodomain (a protein structural domain commonly found in
transcription factors that bind DNA or RNA), phosphoglycerate kinase (a transferase enzyme
used in the seventh step of glycolysis), RAS-related proteins (control intracellular signalling
networks), retrotransposons, reverse transcriptase, histones and heat shock proteins etc.
InterProScan [190] is a collection of several tools which scan query protein (or translated DNA)
sequences against the protein signatures databases. These 398 genes shared by different stages
were also scanned by InterProScan and the results are similar to BLAST. Common domains
include ribosomal proteins, ankyrin, ATP-dependent protease, cell division control protein,
eukaryotic translation initiation factor, histone, heat shock protein, ribosomal protein etc.
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8.5.2 Stage-specific features
In addition to the present of common proteins and domains in cross-stage expressing genes, we
also expect stage-specific features in the ESTs based gene models. The invasive stages of E.
tenella include sporozoites, 1st and 2nd generation merozoites while unsporulated and sporu-
lating oocysts stages are non-invasive, replicating stages. From the ESTs studies in chapter 2,
section 2.7.2, there are 7,142 genes expressed exclusively in the invasive stages and 949 genes
expressed only in the non-invasive stages. TMHMM [97, 53] and SignalP [49, 125] are used
to predict the transmembrane (TM) domains and signal peptides in these two groups of genes
respectively.
stages total number number of genes with number of genes with
of genes signal peptides TM domains
invasive 7,142 2,510 (35.1%) 3,592 (50.1%)
non-invasive 949 297 (31.3%) 396 (41.7%)
Table 8.4: Comparison of genes in invasive and non-invasive stages.
Signal peptides direct proteins to secretory pathway and there are all kinds of purposes to this
include surface proteins in invasion. TM domains indicate that protein is likely to be associated
with membranes and so highly involved in invasion processes. Table 8.4 shows level of signal
peptides is slightly higher in invasive stages than in non-invasive stages and this difference is
more significant in case of TM domains. To further investigate this, ESTs based genes are
divided into ten exclusive subsets according to their expression profiles as shown in table 8.5.
Subsets 1, 2 and 3 can be regard as one group of non-invasive stages and subsets 4 to 10 form
another group of invasive stages. So if the percentages of genes with TM domains are taken
as values of interest and assume they have normal distributions, t-test can be performance
to test the null hypothesis that the means of group one (subsets 1, 2 and 3) and group two
(subsets 4 to 10) are equal. We expect genes in the invasive stages contain more TM domains
so the alternative hypothesis is that mean of group two is greater than group one (one-sided).
There is no knowledge of the variances of the two populations so we assume that they are
different (Welch’s t test). The result statistic t is -2.4485 and p-value is 0.02. In conclusion,
the percentage of genes with TM domains is significantly higher in invasive stages than in
non-invasive stages.
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subset expression profile total number number of genes percentage of genes
of genes with TM domains with TM domains
1 ou 568 237 41.73%
2 op 288 118 40.97%
3 ou and op 93 41 44.09%
4 sz 2,683 1,251 46.63%
5 m1 804 393 48.88%
6 m2 2,276 948 41.65%
7 sz and m1 151 89 58.94%
8 sz and m2 512 264 51.56%
9 m1 and m2 265 136 51.32%
10 sz and m1 and m2 145 145 40.69%
Table 8.5: TM domains in ten sets of genes with different expression profiles.
Expression profiles are indicated by abbreviations of stages: ou (unsporulated oocyst), op
(sporulating oocyst), sz (sporozoite), m1 (1st generation merozoite) and m2 (2nd generation
merozoite). Profile of subset 1 is “ou” so these 568 genes only express in the “ou” stage; subset
3 has profile “ou and op” which means genes express in both of the two stages but nothing else.
The same process was also applied to test the level of signal peptides but no significant difference
is observed. In addition to the surface proteins in invasion, signal peptides are responsible for
a broader range of protein transport. So invasive stages may have more signal peptides but the
difference is not detectable.
The proportions of TM containing proteins in this study are higher than other apicomplexans
(data collected from ApiDB and not shown). However, it is too ambitious to inference the gene
features on the whole genome scale based on the ESTs gene models. The work in this section
is to provide some hints on the expression of genes with stage-specific ESTs evidences.
8.5.3 Highly spliced genes
The final WAGA set contains a subset of highly spliced genes, with 34 of genes predicted to
have 20 exons or more. A general consideration is that such genes will produce more complex
or bigger proteins and since they will also have more alternative splicing candidates (exons or
splicing sites) the protein products of these genes may be more diversified. The same processes
of BLAST and InterProScan were applied and the following genes and domains were found:
ATP-binding cassette transporters (transmembrane proteins from one of the largest and most
ancient families in all extant phyla of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes responsible for trans-
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port of a wide variety of substrates), adhesins (microbial surface antigens that frequently exist
in the form of filamentous projections and bind to specific receptors on epithelial cell mem-
branes), autotransporter (a structural domain of outer membrane proteins), cAMP-dependent
protein kinase, cGMP-dependent protein kinase, dynein (motor protein), DNA topoisomerase,
membrane proteins, plectin (a giant protein of c500 kDa found in nearly all mammalian cells
which acts as a link between the three main components of the cytoskeleton: actin microfila-
ments, microtubules and intermediate filaments), growth factor receptor domain and multidrug
resistance protein.
8.6 Data resources from wet-lab techniques
The majority this thesis is computer based Bioinformatics work. However, there are a few
wet-lab techniques involved in various places of the workflows at the different stages of the
analysis. General introductions and their impacts on workflows designs are described here.
8.6.1 PFGE
PFGE stands for Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis. It is a technique to separate DNA molecules
on gel [152]. Gel electrophoresis technique is essential in molecular biology study but large DNA
molecule like chromosomes of eukaryotic organisms can not be efficiently distinguished on the
gel under the standard protocol. All molecules larger than 15-20kb will eventually move into
a single band. PFGE uses extra periodically voltage at different directions. The pulse times
are the same for all directions and they all increasing linearly from the start. The underlying
idea is although all DNA molecules over a certain size threshold will move at the same speed
on the gel under continues voltage, larger ones have slower rate of changing direction when the
previous voltage is replaced by another one at the different direction. DNA molecules actually
run in size-specific lines rather than in standard gel electrophoresis they run in the same line
but with different speed. However, under the controlled program all DNA will finish in bands
in the same line. Over the course of time, the large molecules can also be separated.
PFGE are used for genotyping, genetic fingerprinting and epidemiological studies of pathogenic
organisms. E. tenella PFGE analysis shows its molecular karyotype of nuclear genome comprises
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about 60Mbp DNA on 14 chromosomes [155]. Although sizes of E. tenella chromosomes are
quite larger even for PFGE, the four smallest ones can be easily separated and excised. Thus
chromosomes one and two have been isolated to construct chromosome-specific DNA libraries.
Sequencing, assembly and annotation of these two chromosomes are in progress at the University
Kebangsaan Malaysia. Their works are described in sections 1.5.2 and appendix C.
8.6.2 RT-PCR
PCR stands for polymerase chain reaction, it is one of the most important techniques in molec-
ular biology. Piece of DNA is exponentially amplified in a chain reaction by DNA polymerase.
RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription PCR) is a variation of the basic PCR for RNA sequences.
Initially, RNA is reverse transcribed into its complementary DNA (cDNA) and normal PCR is
applied to get the DNA copies. Target sequence or at least sequence ends need to be known to
design primers.
RT-PCR is widely used in gene expressing study. I selected a few potential alternative splicing
examples from the WAGA annotation and applied RT-PCR to test them in the mRNA libraries
of the second generation merozoites and sporozoites stages. The process can be summerised in
following steps.
1. Put all the reagents into a microfuge tube: buffer, dNTPs, DNA primers, reverse tran-
scriptase, DNA polymerase and mRNA sample.
2. Incubate at 37 degrees so that mRNA sequences are reverse transcribed.
3. Raise temperature to 55 degrees to get single strand DNA as the templet.
4. Raise temperature to 72 degrees so that DNA polymerase replicates the complementary
strand of the templet.
5. cDNA is created so normal PCR is performed.
6. Stop PCR when enough amount of DNA are produced.
7. Load the PCR product from each tube into separate wells on agarose gel for electrophore-
sis. Tubes of the same pair of primers but different mRNA libraries the second generation
merozoites, sporozoites and the genomic DNA control are places side by side.
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Results and discussions of these RT-PCR experiments is in section 7.5.
8.6.3 Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is a tool for determining chemical composition of a sample. Basically, it has
three major components: ionisation source, the analyser and the detector. The sample is firstly
introduced into the ionisation source of the mass spectrometer where the sample molecules are
ionised. Then these ions are extracted into the analyser part and are separated according to
their mass-to-charge ratios. Finally, a detector is used to measure the value of some indicator
quantity and thus provides data for calculating the abundances of each ion fragment present.
Mass spectrometry provides very valuable information in proteomics study. Protein samples is
supplied to mass spectrometry machine and the output data profiles need to be searched against
some databases to identify the sequences. Mascot (http://www.matrixscience.com/) is such a
search engine. Gene prediction is normally in genome level, ESTs mapping or cDNA analysis
gives expressing information at the transcripts level and mass spectrometry result shows the
existence of actual protein product in a particular cell condition.
My work in this thesis generates a comprehensive hypothetical gene database includes ESTs
based gene models, predictions of SNAP and GlimmerHMM and the final WAGA annotation.
These sequences, together with other protein databases have been used in the E. tenella mass
spectrometry to make stage-specific peptide sets. In future, these peptides can be integrated
in the WAGA system to enrich the annotation.
8.7 Future studies
8.7.1 Upgrading the WAGA system
WAGA is very flexible to be upgraded as new services and softwares can be dragged into
the workflows and connected with other nodes easily via the graphic interface. As described
in section 5.2, EVM takes gene predictions of different gene finders as the “candidate” gene
models and uses other weighted evidences to obtain the optimized gene model at each loci.
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So in theory, the more gene finders EVM has the more chance it will extract accurate gene
models from them. In practice, EVM can use up to five or six gene finders without confusion
(communications with the author of EVM). GlimmerHMM and SNAP are currently used in
WAGA, another three will be introduced in the near future: PHAT, TwinScan and GeneFinder.
PHAT [28] has been used to predict P. falciparum genes in evaluation. Basically, it works in a
similar way to GlimmerHMM and SNAP which involves training and predicting. Although mi-
nor modification of the source codes is required, it is straightforward to add PHAT to WAGA.
TwinScan [91] extends the probability model of GeneScan by integrating cross-species similar-
ities between genomic sequences. So the key difference in training is that a reference genome
which is closely related to the target genome needs to be provided. New workflow components
for WAGA will be designed for TwinScan, however, this part of the package can be turned
to inactive for E. tenella because bioinformaticians at the WTSI-PSU have already generated
TwinScan predictions for E. tenella using T. gondii as the reference genome. GeneFinder (P
Green unpublished) doesn’t use HMM so it would be a good complementary tool to include
within WAGA. It has not been published yet but is heavily used in the WTSI for several
genomes including E. tenella. Again, results of GeneFinder will be directly added to WAGA
predictions for E. tenella annotation but for generic usage a work version of GeneFinder needs
to be obtained and new workflow components need to be designed.
In addition to protein coding genes, WAGA will include in the future annotation of other
features like tRNA, repeats etc. With the results of structural annotation, functional annotation
is the next challenge. Although human curators have to be involved, many processes can be
automatic. Post-annotation analyses such as pathways and metabolic network inference are
also future targets. Now WAGA is designed to annotate a single genome although comparative
genomic information are used, another challenge is how to efficiently analysis multiple species,
how to create, maintain and represent the relationship across them.
8.7.2 WAGA evaluation by full length cDNA
As mentioned in section 7.3, WAGA evaluation is difficult due to the lack of experimentally
determined gene models. A recent collaboration with Dr J Watanabe in the University of
Tokyo has been built to produce E. tenella full length cDNA sequences from the 2nd generation
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merozoite and the sporozoite life cycle stages. A few hundreds of sporozoite cDNA sequences are
expected to be available in the near future. Complete gene models can be obtained by mapping
them to the genome. These gene models will be the most accurate ones and also external to
the current WAGA system so are the ideal models for evaluation. Depending on the number
and characteristics of such gene models based on full length cDNA, it is also possible to use
them as a new training set and re-run WAGA.
8.7.3 Alternative splicing
Alternative splicing is a major concern of a post-annotation E. tenella study. In general, both
the completion of various genome sequencing projects and the rapid increase in the size of
ESTs databases have moved alternative splicing studies from a case-to-case fashion to the high
throughput manner on the whole genome scale. Studies in human genomics show that at least
60% of all genes have alternatively spliced transcripts. Due to the limitation of current detecting
techniques, many more spliced cases are still yet to be discovered. It is a common belief that
alternative splicing is the rule rather than exception.
In recent years, many research communities focused on alternative splicing studies. Several
analysis pipelines and databases have been developed. Some of the major resources are: ASG
(Alternative Splicing Gallery), which uses graph representations for human alternatively spliced
transcripts and also builds database and web-interfaces [102] (http://statgen.ncsu.edu/asg/).
ASAP (Alternative Splicing Annotation Project) provides analysis and comparative genomics of
alternative splicing in 15 animal species [43, 87] (http://www.bioinformatics.ucla.edu/ASAP2).
ASTD (Alternative Splicing and Transcript Diversity) database is a combination of ASD (Al-
ternative Splicing Database) and ATD (Alternative Transcript Diversity) at EBI [170, 178, 35]
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/astd/main.html). It is a database of alternative splice events and tran-
scripts of human, mouse and rat genes.
With the accumulation of alternative splicing data resources, studies of their control mechanism
are also ongoing. In splice sites analysis, statistical models can be used to assign a score for each
splicing site which represents the strength of it. Itoh’s work showed alternative exons generally
have weaker splice sites than constitutive exons [78]. Another important direction is to search
the motifs around the splice sites that may enhance or silence splicing events. Human exonic
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splicing enhancers have been identified by statistical analysis and have also been experimentally
verified [55]. A web tool to predict these motifs is available at: http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-
bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi?process=home [164, 27].
ESTs mapping as well as cDNA alignments when they are available will provide a full resource
to map alternative splicing events in E. tenella and the next step will be to represent these in the
annotation. A traditional way to present genomic DNA and gene sequences is by strings with a
hidden assumption that the exons of the gene form a linear structure. When alternative splicing
occurs there is more than one way to join exons so this structure is not presented well by strings.
Recently, many groups have built alternative splicing research using directed acyclic graphs
framework where exons are represented by nodes and splices by edged from the 5’-end nodes to
3’-end nodes [100]. Graph algorithms such as graph traversal can be easily applied to address
these splicing problems. The three major mechanisms that regulate transcript formation involve
the selection of alternative sites for transcription start (TS), splicing, and polyadenylation.
Based on the splicing sites selection, alternative splicing can be further classified into different
types from features such as alternative donor/acceptor sites, intron retention and cassette exons
etc. Each of these types may be regulated differently and have a different function in the genome
and the graphic represention also makes classification easier. Depending on the complexity of E.
tenella alternative splicing and also on the overall project plan, a full version of graph method
could be used to present, display and classify alternative splicing which will take more time.
The traditional string based method could be an alternative way of representing alternative
splicing, if it is simpler.
Three factors that may impact the choice of splicing sites will be investigated: splicing sites
signals, enhancers/silencers and secondary structure. The consensus signals for splicing sites
can be computationally modelled in various ways. An independent weight matrices model
was first introduced by Staden [167] for the identification of splicing sites. Other methods
developed later include finite state automata [98], neural networks [20, 137], the maximal
dependence decomposition [21] and support vector machine [192]. These will be applied to the
E. tenella dataset and be evaluated and compared and best-fit models derived. Recent work
on alternative splicing models also take additional information into account [133]. Splicing
enhancers and silencers are found in both exons and introns for human genes [55] and there
are databases of transcription regulatory elements such as TRANSCompel (http://www.gene-
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regulation.com/pub/databases.html#transcompel). Initially, those motifs will be used to scan
the E. tenella genome sequence to identify candidate regulatory motifs. However, the regulation
elements are generally not as conserved as the coding sequences so a more involved approach
is to look for E. tenella specific motifs by statistical analysis of the frequencies of short DNA
sequences at different regions [44, 45]. Secondary structure will also affect mRNA splicing and
this information has been used in splicing sites prediction [146, 110]. Tools such as ViennaRNA
and Mfold [193] use a dynamic programming algorithm to predict RNA structure. Although
the accuracies are not quite satisfied, they can give extra information for the splicing sites
recognised. The final stage will be to design a single model covering all the three individual
components above. When sufficient data is available, the regulation study can also focus on
stage-related control.
Studies of the functional impact of alternative splicing are highly dependent on the structure
and functional annotations which are still in progress for E. tenella. However, some basic
analyses are possible such as: to check whether alternative splicing tends to keep or change the
reading frame; to compare the frequencies that alternative splicing inserts or removes full and
partial domains. Detailed examination of involved domains may lead to interesting assumptions.
For example, alternative splicing can be a way to remove a single transmembrane domain of an
anchored protein so that a secreted form of the protein can be produced; alternative splicing may
affect the domain responsible for protein-protein interaction thus providing another pathway
for interactions etc.
8.8 Conclusions
A workflow-based automatic genome annotation system, WAGA, was built and applied to
annotate the apicomplexan parasite E. tenella. The WAGA system includes three independent
workflows for ESTs-based gene constrictions, HMM-based gene predictions and protein-based
annotation. These three workflows are all fully functional either individually or combined to
generate the final WAGA annotations.
WAGA workflows were deployed as web servers so they can be easily reapplied in other high
throughput genome annotation projects. GBrowse was configured to interactively display E.
tenella WAGA annotations as well as the other features.
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In silico evaluation of WAGA system included a test on E. tenella data and test on the AT-rich
P. falciparum genome. The results show that WAGA has better overall performance than other
gene finders. RT-PCR experiments confirmed some of the alternative splicing events that were
suggested by the WAGA EST mapping part.
WAGA integrates many standalone tools for individual bioinformatics task. Optimisation for
some of them have been described in the corresponding chapters. Testing on E. tenella and P.
falciparum shows WAGA is a reliable generic genome annotation system which is not biased to
a particular type of genome.
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Abbreviation
AC approximate correlation
ACP average conditional probability
BBSRC Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council
BLAST Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
BLOSUM BLOcks of Amino Acid SUbstitution Matrix
CC correlation coefficient
cDNA complementary DNA
CDS coding sequence
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
EBI European Bioinformatics Institute
EGCG extended-GCG
EMBOSS European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite
EMBL European Molecular Biology Laboratory
ESTs Expressed sequence tags
EtSAGs E. tenella surface antigen genes
EVM EvidenceModeler
FASTA FAST-All
FN false negatives
FP false positives
GBrowse Generic Genome Browse
GCG Genetics Computer Group
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GFF General Feature Format
GMOD Generic Model Organism Database
GUS Genomics Unified Schema
HMM Hidden Markov Model
HSPs high-score segment pairs
IAH Institute for Animal Health
KDE (InforSense) Knowledge Discovery Environment
MDD Maximal Dependence Decomposition
miRNA microRNA
mRNA messenger RNA
MSP Maximal Segment Pair
NCBI National Center for Biotechnology Information
ORESTES open reading frame ESTs
ORFs open reading frames
PAM Point Accepted Mutation
PFGE Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis
PHAT Pretty Handy Annotation Tool
PIR Protein Information Resource
PSU Pathogen Sequencing Unit
rRNA ribosomal RNA
RNA ribonucleic acid
RT-PCR reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
SMC simple matching coefficient
Sn sensitivity
SNAP Semi-HMM-based Nucleic Acid Parser
SNP single nucleotide polymorphism
Sp specificity
TN true negatives
TP true positives
TrEMBL Translated EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library
UniProt Universal Protein Resource
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UniProtKB UniProt Knowledgebase
UTRs untranslated regions
WAGA Workflow-based Automatically Genome Annotation
WAM Weight Array Model
WGS Whole Genome Shotgun
WMM Weight Matrix Model
WTSI Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
WU-BLAST Washington University version of BLAST
Appendix B
Apicomplexa phylogenetic tree
The phylogenetic tree of major Apicomplexa species is built based on small subunit ribosomal
RNA sequences. They are extracted from “CoreNucleotid” database of NCBI by searching with
the combinations of species name and “small subunit ribosomal RNA (rRNA)” as the key words.
When multiple entries are obtained for a single species, one of them is manually selected. For
example, there are five results of Cryptosporidium baileyi but four of them are partial sequences,
so the complete one is kept in this analysis. Table B.1 shows the major Apicomplexa species
and the corresponding NCBI ACCESSION of their small subunit ribosomal RNA sequences.
These sequences are loaded into the MEGA4 environment [176]. CLUSTAL [180] is used to
generate the multiple alignments and then apply the standard Neighbour-Join algorithm to
build the phylogenetic tree as shown in figure B.1.
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Apicomplexa species NCBI ACCESSION of ssrRNA
Babesia bovis L19078
Cryptosporidium baileyi AF093495
Cryptosporidium meleagridis AF112574
Cryptosporidium muris AF093497
Cryptosporidium parvum AF093493
Eimeria acervulina U67115
Eimeria bovis U77084
Eimeria brunetti U67116
Eimeria falciformis AF080614*
Eimeria maxima U67117
Eimeria meleagrimitis AF041437
Eimeria mitis U40262
Eimeria necatrix U67119
Eimeria nieschulzi U40263
Eimeria polita AF279667*
Eimeria porci AF279666*
Eimeria praecox U67120
Eimeria scabra AF279668*
Eimeria tenella AF026388
Gregarina niphandrodes AF129882
Plasmodium berghei M14599
Plasmodium cynomolgi L08241
Plasmodium falciparum M19173
Plasmodium gallinaceum M61723
Plasmodium knowlesi L07560
Plasmodium malariae M54897
Plasmodium vivax U03080
Plasmodium yoelii AF180727*
Theileria annulata M64243
Theileria parva AF013418
Toxoplasma gondii U03070
Table B.1: Apicomplexa species and the NCBI entries of their small subunit rRNA.
*Only partial ssrRNA sequences are available for this species when searching on 06/11/2007.
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Figure B.1: Apicomplexa phylogenetic tree.
Eimeria spp. are clustered in the same subtree and the nearest other Apicomplexa to this
subtree is Toxoplasma gondii. Both Eimeria and Toxoplasma are members of Coccidia and
apart from it is the subtree of Cryptosporids containing only Cryptosporidium spp. Theileria
and Babesia are near to each other and they comprise the subtree of Piroplasma. Plasmodium
also has exclusive subtree of Haemosporids. Inside the subtree of Eimeria spp., seven species
with poultry hosts are located together as indicated by red circles in the figure. The remaining
Eimeria spp. (blue squares) can all infect mammal hosts.
Appendix C
E. tenella strain-specific size
polymorphisms in chromosome one
Three E. tenella strains (Houghton, Weybridge and Wisconsin) were selected to be Southern
blotted in the study of the potential connections between the segmental organisation and strain-
specific size polymorphisms. Five restriction enzymes (EcoRI, Xhol, Hindlll, BgIII and BamHI)
were used to digest the genomic DNA sequences of the three strains separately. I designed 8
specific probes to hybridise the digested fragments which are free of the cutting sequences of
the enzymes, four of them are in the P regions named as Pa, Pb, Pc and Pd and the other four
come from R regions with the name Ra, Rb, Rc and Rd. Southern blot results show remarkable
associations of the strain-specific size polymorphisms and R regions. The positions of four R
regions probes all have differences according to the strains while each P regions probe is located
on the fragments of the same size for all three strains in the experiments of all five enzymes.
Table C.1 summarise the fragments sizes of enzymes HindIII and figure C.1 shows the Southern
blots both are adopted from the paper [105].
Here are the sequences of probes, the 5’-end and 3’-end primers used to amplify them are high-
lighted by red and blue at each ends of the sequences respectively.
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probe H strain Wey strain Wis strain
Pa 3.8 3.8 3.8
Pb 4.4 4.4 4.4
Pc 4.4 4.4 4.4
Pd 0.8 0.8 0.8
Ra ND ND ND
Rb 0.9 0.5 0.5
Rc 2.3 2.3 2.3
Rd 9.2 9.7 7.8
Table C.1: Analysis of restriction-fragment length polymorphisms in P/R regions.
Sizes are given in kilobases for the restriction fragments of HindIII generated from genomic
DNA of E. tenella strains Houghton (H), Weybridge (Wey), or Wisconsin (Wis), as detected
by hybridization with four probes from P regions and four from R regions. Polymorphisms
(fragments that differ in size between the strains) are highlighted in bold. ND indicates not
determined.
Figure C.1: Restriction fragment length polymorphisms in P- and R-segments.
This figure was taken from [105]. The figure shows two representative blots. Genomic DNA
of E. tenella strains Houghton (H), Weybridge (Wey), or Wisconsin (Wis) was digested with
the indicated restriction enzymes, electrophoresed, blotted, and hybridized with radiolabeled
probes for P- or R-segment sequences (probe names at top). (A) Shows no size polymorphism
between the three strains in the XhoI or HindIII fragments detected by probe Pa; (B) shows a
size polymorphism in the HindIII fragment detected by probe Rb.
>Pa
GCACATATTAGGGCTACGTCTAGTGGAACGTGCCAGGTTTTCTTTTGCAGAGCCTAGGAA
ATATACTTCACGGACGTCCTTAGGGCAATTCCTTTCAGAGATATCCTTGCCCACTGCAAC
CGAGAACCGCCAACATCGCAATAAAATTATCCTCGATAGCGTTCTCTTCAACTTGCTAAA
TGTCCGCCTTATCCGCGCCGCATTCTATAATGGGCACAGCCTACCCAGTCAGCATTGCAA
ACTCAAAAACTGAGGAACATTGGCGCAACTGAATGTCCAGATCAACACACTCCCTGTTGA
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AACGGGAACTTCGAATCCCTCCCAGAACATGCTTGCACACCGGACCCGGACATACACAGT
GACGTCAGGGACTAATGAAATCACTGCTTACAATGAAACAATGAACTTACAGGCAAGCAA
GACATAACACAATCACCACAGTCAGGGTCGGACTCCCCCCACCGCGTGGACCTTCCCTGT
ACACTGTGCCACGTACAG
>Pb
GACAAAACAGTGTCGCAGAGTCAATTGTTAACGGAGTTGACTAAAGTACGGTTGAGTGGC
AACCCGAAGGAACACACGGACCGGTTTGCAGCTGTAGCGGAGCGTGCTTTGGGTGTTGCC
CCCAAGGAACTCGCTGACTCTTACTGCACCAGGCTACCGACAGAACTCCGTCTTCCAATA
GCCGAAAACGGACAGGTGAAATATCAGTCGTGGGAACAAGCGGCGACAGCCGCAGCACGC
CTCTACAAGCCCAAGCAGAGTGTGATGGAACTCCGAGAAAGGACAAGTCAAGCCATTAGG
GCTTCTATCCAAGCCAGTGGACCCTGTTGGAGACAGGAAATCGAAAATCAACCTGGGGGA
ACCCACGCGAACTGCTATGAGTGTCAGGGTCGGGGACATCCGGCACGTGCCTGCCCCATC
CAAGGGAGAGCGTACCAAACGTCCGGAAGAATATGGAAGAATTGTGGCGGTATGGGACAC
>Pc
CTCCCGAAGTAGTAGTGCAGCAGCTAGAAGTTATAAAGGCGCTCTATCATGTTCACGCTA
ACTATGTTGCAAGGGACGGTTCACTTCGAGCACACATGCTGGAGTGTCAGAAACGTACAC
GCGTGTATGCACTTTTCCGTCACGAACACTACGAGCTGTCCAGAGGGAGGATTGTTCCAG
TCAAAGAGTTATACCACCAGGTAGATGAGGCTGTTAGGGCCGCTGGGGGACTTCTACAGC
CTGAACAAGCAAGCGCATGGGAGCATGAGCATGGCAGTGCTGGCGGCACAACAGAAGGGC
AGACTGCAGAGAAAAATAGTGAACCTGAGCAGCTAAGTGAGCCGCCGAGTCATGAACCGA
CACAAGGAGCATTATCTCAAGCAATTAAATCTTCATTAGAGTCCAGAACTTTGGCGGCGA
GTAGAGAAGTGGAGGCGGAGAGCTCGCTGCAAGATAAAGCTCCATCATCGTTGACTGGCT
GGTTGCCTGAACAAGGTGC
>Pd
CGGACCCGTTAAACTTGGCCTCGGGATGGACCATACACGATTGATTTACCGCGCGTCTTC
AATTAACGTGCTATCAATCGGTACCAAAACACTGCAGGGAGGCCAAGCGTTTAAGCCTTG
TACGGTCCCGACGGACTCACTGAGCCTCCAGCTACTAGGAAGAAGGATCGTCAGAAACAA
ACAAACCTCGACCTAACGAACAATATTTGCCCTTCTGTGTCTCGATCCGTGCCGCGTGCG
CTGTTTAGTACCTCTTGATTTTATGTTGTTATAAGTACCAGTGGCACCGCACGCCTGGAT
GGTACCGAGTAAAGCTTCGAAACTACATGCCTTTGTCAAGCCGAGACAGCTTACGCTCTC
AATCTAATTTTGGAAATCCTCCCATACCGCTACGAAGTGCCCTGACTGACGTGTCATGGC
>Ra
CCCTAAGCCGTACTCTGCGGGTGTGTCTCTTGGCGTTGGAGCTTTTGCGTCTGTGGAGGC
CCTTGGCATCTCTTCTGTGTTGTCTTTGTGTTTGTTTATTTTTCAAAAGTTGCATTTGTC
TTTCTTTTTCTTCTTTTAGAATTTGCAAAAAGCCCTGCGCAAAGGCCTCTAGCTGCTGCA
GCATTTGCTGCTTCTCCCGCGCAGCCAAAAACGCAGCAGCACTTCCCGAACGCATGCGCT
GCTGCCACGCAGCCACTGCATGCAAAGCCCCAAACTCTGCATGCGCTGCATGCGCAGCCC
CGTCTTCCCCTGCATGCGCTGCATGCGCAGCCCCATCATCCCCTGCATGCGCTGCATGCA
AAGCCCCAGGCTCCCCTGCATGCGCTGCATGCAAAGCCCCAGACTCGGCTGCATGCGCTG
TATGCAAAGCCCCAAACTCGGCTGCATGCAGCGTCGCCTCC
>Rb
CGCATGCAGCGGTTTGAGCTGTCTATACACTGCTGCGTCTCCACTGCGCAAACCACCGGC
TCCCGCATTTCCATGATCACCTGCAAACAATAAACCCTAAACCCTAAACCCTAAACCCTA
AACCCTAAACCCTAGACCCTAAACCCTGAGCCTTGATTCATCGATTAATGCGCTTTTTTT
CTATCTTTGAAGTCTCTGCTTTCAACTTCCTTAAACCCTAAACGCTAAACACTAAACGCT
AAACCCTAAACCCTAATTCAGCGACTAAAGCGCTTCTTTTTCTTTGAAATCTTTACTTTC
AACTTTCTTATGAAGTCCTCCACCTCAATCATCACGCGCTGCTGGTACGCCTTAACGTGC
TGTACATACACCCCAAAACCTTAAGCCCTAAACCCTAAACCGCGCGCCCCAAGCCCTAAA
177
CCGTAAACCCTAAACCCTAAACCCTAAATTCACCTCCGTGGCACTAAACCCCAAGCCCTA
ACCGCTCCACCTCAACCCC
>Rc
CCCCACCTTTAGAGTTCGTCTTTTGCTTCCTTTCGTGTCTCTTCCTCAGCTGCTGCCTCC
TCCTTTGTCTCTGTTTCTGCTGCTTCTGCTGCTGCATCCTTATCTGCTGCTGTTTCCTTA
TCTGCTGCTGCTTCTTTCTCTGCTGCTGCTTCCTTATCTGCTGCTCCGTCCTTATCTGCT
GCTGCGTCCTTATCTGCTGCTGCCTCCTCCTCCGCTGCTCCCTTCTCTGCTGCAGCTTCC
TTGTCTGCTGCAGCTTCCGTGTCCGCTGCTGCTTCCTTGTCTGTTGCTGCTTCCTTGTCT
GCTGCTGCTTCCTTGTCTGCTGCTGCTGCCTTGTCTGCTGCTGCTTCCTTGTCTGCTCCT
TCCTTCTTGGCGTGGGGCCCCTTGGAGTTGCTGCTGGCAGGTTTGGGAATGTTTTCGAGA
GC
>Rd
CAAAAGGTTGCATGCAGCTGGCGCGCCAGAGCAGCAGCAAACCCCAAAAGAGTCAAATGC
AGCAGCACAAGAGACCCTCAGCCTCTTTTTGCTTCTGAGCTGCTGCTCCCTGGCTGCTGC
TGCTGCTGCCTGTAGCGCCGAGCCCTCCGCACGGCAGCAGCAGCAGCAGCTGCTGCGGGA
GCCCATCTGCTCTCTCTGTTGCTGCTGCTGTTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTCAGTCCTTTG
CTGCTGCTGTGCCTGTGGCGGCACACAAACTCTGACAGCTTCCCGGGTGTCGATACACCT
GGCTGCTGCCTGCATCTGGGAATTTTGGGATCAAAATTAATTAATTAATTAATTAATTAT
ATATTTAATTATTTAATAATTAATTGTTTTCAATTGAAAACAATTCCGCTGCTTCGCCAG
CTCAAGGTTTCCCGGC
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RT-PCR experiments in alternative
splicing validation study
Results of ESTs mapping suggests alternative splicing events at many genome loci so PT-PCR
experiments are designed at some of these loci to validate them as table D.1 shown.
genome locus 5’ and 3’ ends primers stages products
sizes
contig00020830:51892..56891 TTGAAAGGACCCATGTTG sz 332, 185
CCCACATATGAATGCCATGA
contig00021075:59501..61500 CACGAATGAATACCCCAACA sz 154, 116
CGATGTAAGGATCGCTGATATGT
contig00028607:240001..242000 TGCCATGGGGTAAAGGATTA sz 432, 158
CTGTCCAGGAGTAAGCGTGGGGC
contig00029201:62001..64000 GTGTGGTAATCGCCTCGACT mz 338, 194
GGGAGGAGGAGCCATAGCTAGT
contig00029249:15501..17500 CCGGATTACAGTTCTTACTTAC mz 571, 200
TCTGCATTCACGACGACA
contig00029249:226501..231500 CTTTCACTCGCTTCCTACGG sz, mz 248, 130
CCAAGTGCACATATATCGGAAT
contig00029328:106418..108417 CTTCTTGCAATCAATGAGCTGG mz 356, 207
CTTCTTCGAACGGTGGTCAT
contig00029333:110965..115964 AAATCGAGTCATGCCCTGTC mz 522, 390
CGGAACACCCTACCCTTACA
contig00029333:309965..311964 GTCGCTCCAACCTTCATCT mz 509, 304
GCCGTACACAGTGGAGTTGA
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contig00029424:114313..116312 AGCTATGACCTGGACAGACTCC sz 348, 191
ATCCTCAAACCTGGCAACCT
contig00029424:143837..145836 TATTTGGCCCCAGTTGG mz 291, 149
ATCATGAAGGCGACGGTTAG
contig00029424:163837..165836 GCGCAGAAACTCAGGAG sz, mz 186, 111
CTTCACTCCACTGCTTTAGCTC
contig00029624:64213..66212 ACTCACGTTCGTCAGAATTTGA mz 492,253
AGGAATGCGCCGCTACA
contig00029624:101713..103712 ACATGGAGCTTGTTCGCTTT mz 290, 189
AAACGATCGGATGCTCTACG
contig00029639:113012..115011 CAATTCGAGTGAGTGCAGGA sz 693, 320
GCTGTGAGGGAAACTG
contig00030124:174124..176123 AAACCTGAACTTGCCGTC sz 797, 308
CGCTGGAGTCTTCTGCTTCTT
contig00030871:94713..96712 ACACTCGTGTGATTGCAAGG sz 407, 235
CCACAGGTATATCCGCACTTC
contig00031236:205001..206000 GAAGAAGCGGAAGTTCGTGA mz 266, 209
CCCTGTTCTCGACTCTTTCG
contig00030871:164213..166212 TTCGAGGAAACGCGACAC mz 110, 137
GGTCAATCTTGGGAACTGGA
contig00031236:136501..138500 GGGCTCAGCTACCAGGAGTA mz 169, 228
AAGCGCCTACCCTCCAGTAT
contig00028561:12501..14500 CGAAGGAGGCGTCTTCATAC mz 154, 229
AGGGGACCATTCATGTTTGA
contig00028583:45501..47500 GCAAGTGACAGCGAAGATGA sz 242, 371
CCCTCGTCGTCACTTCTCTC
contig00029623:88001..90000 ACCCCAGGGTATTCTTGACC sz 318, 187
TGATTGACCATTGGCATGAT
contig00029623:120886..122885 GTGCCTGAGGGTACAGTGGT mz 224, 278
TTCAGCAGGGGCTTGTCTAT
contig00030134:199268..201267 CAATAACGTCGAGTGCCTCA mz 473, 556
TGGAGCAGAGGTGTCACTTG
contig00030134:212768..217767 CGCCTCATTGCTGAAAATCT mz 279, 91
GAGCTCGCTGAGGCACTTAT
contig00030134:222303..224302 ATTGTAACGACCTCGCTGCT mz 405, 225
ACTTTCCGTCTGCAAGTGCT
contig00030134:222303..224302 AGCACTTGCAGACGGAAAGT mz 342, 254
CGAACGAAACGTTGTCTTGA
contig00030134:222303..224302 TCAAGACAACGTTTCGTTCG mz 398, 295
AATGCCAAAAACAACCAAGC
contig00030134:287169..289168 CTGCAACGAACTGGAGAACA sz 264, 172
CTTGATTTGGTCCCATTGCT
contig00030134:287169..289168 GTGGAAGCCTCTTTGTGAGG sz 479, 380
GAGCACTGTTCCCTGTAGGC
contig00030134:287169..289168 TATGGGTCAGATGGCACCTT sz 480, 266
CCTCACAAAGAGGCTTCCAC
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contig00030134:290286..292285 ACTCCCAATAAACGGCAGTG sz, mz 335, 247
GCTAGTGGGGAAGCTGACTG
contig00030134:290286..292285 GCTCTCAACCGACGTTCTTC sz,mz 519, 326
CAAGCAAACAGGGTACCACA
contig00031054:345739..347738 GGGTTTGCTTGTTCGACACT sz, mz 281, 60
GTTTCATTGCCCAATTCGAG
contig00031239:104688..106687 ATTTGCTCAAAATGGCTCGT mz 235, 134
CAGCTTGTTCATCGCCTCTT
contig00031239:124505..126504 TCCAGTCGCCTTTGAAAAAC sz 272, 167
GCTTCCAAGCACTCCAATGT
contig00031239:124505..126504 ACATTGGAGTGCTTGGAAGC sz 456, 340
GCAGGTTTGTGCCTTCGTAT
contig00031359:254331..259330 GCGAGTGAGGACGAAGAAAG mz 416, 217
TGCGATGTGATTGGCTCTAC
contig00031359:254331..259330 TTTCATTTTCCACCCACCAT mz 191, 305
CTTTCTTCGTCCTCACTCGC
contig00031359:269331..274330 TGTCTCGTCTTGGCTTGTTG mz 733, 304
TCGCCGGTCTTAAGTGACTC
contig00031359:435331..440330 GCGAACTGCGAGACATCC mz 182, 125
GGCCACCACCAAAGTGTAAA
contig00031359:435331..440330 TTTACACTTTGGTGGTGGCC mz 277, 227
CGCAGAGCAAAGAACTTAAC
Table D.1: RT-PCR experiments to validate alternative splicing events.
First column gives the locus on the genome where RT-PCR experiments are taken; second
column contains the 5’ and 3’-end primers designed at the corresponding locus, more than
one pair of primers are allowed for a single locus when multiple alternative splicing events are
suggested by ESTs mapping; third column indicates the life cycle stages of ESTs that have
been mapped to the region between that pair of primers (sz for sporozoites and mz for 2nd
generation merozoites); the last column is for the expected PCR product sizes.
Primers were designed by the web server of Primer3, version 0.4.0 [95] available at: http://frodo.
wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3 www.cgi. The specificity of each primer was checked against
the genome assembly version of 13-10-2005 by IAH Eimeria BLAST server: http://iahc-linux03.
irad.bbsrc.ac.uk/eimeria/eimeriablast.html. The loci can be used as the “Landmark or Region”
key words to search on the Eimeria tenella WAGA GBrowse: http://iahc-linux13.iah.bbsrc.ac
.uk/cgi-bin/gbrowse/Eimeria tenella WAGA GBrowse. By select the tracks of the correspond-
ing ESTs stages, a graphic display of the detailed alignments on that locus will be shown. See
the example in chapter 7, section 5.
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Perl scripts
E.1 sim42tab.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
die "usage: perl sim42tab.pl <sim4 result>\n" unless @ARGV == 1;
my ($sim) = @ARGV;
open(SIM,"<$sim") or die"can not open $sim as SIM!\n";
my $l=<SIM>;
while($l ne"")
{
if($l=~/^seq1 = /)
{
my $com=0;
my @t=split/\s+/,$l;
my $l1=$t[3]; # seq1 length
$l=<SIM>;
@t=split/\s+/,$l;
my $l2=$t[4]; # seq2 length
until($l=~s/\>//){$l=<SIM>}
chomp($l);
my $id1=$l; # seq1 id
$l=<SIM>;
chomp($l);
my $id2=$l; # seq2 id
$id2=~s/>//;
until($l=~/%/)
{
if($l=~/complement/){$com=1}
$l=<SIM>;
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}
while($l =~s /%//)
{
my @t=split/\s+/,$l;
my @p1=split/-/,$t[0]; # pos on seq1
$t[1]=~s/\(|\)//g;
$t[2]=$t[2]/100; # identity percentage
if($t[3] eq"->"){$t[3]="+"}
elsif($t[3] eq"<-"){$t[3]="-"}
else{$t[3]="."} # strand
my @p2=split/-/,$t[1]; # pos on seq2
if($com==1) # reverse strand
{
@p1=map{$l1-$_+1} reverse(@p1);
@p2=map{$l2-$_+1} reverse(@p2);
my $buf=$t[3];
if($buf eq"+"){$t[3]="-"}
elsif($buf eq"-"){$t[3]="+"}
}
print"$id1\t$l1\t$p1[0]\t$p1[1]\t$p2[0]\t$p2[1]\t$t[2]\$t[3]\t$id2\n";
$l=<SIM>;
}
}
$l=<SIM>;
}
close SIM;
system"rm $sim";
E.2 sim4 select.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
#use Getopt::Long;
my ($input,
$min_int_exon_iden,
$min_ter_exon_iden,
$min_exon_len,
$min_single_exon_len,
$min_match_ratio,
$min_intron_len,
$max_intron_len)
= @ARGV;
# define default paramaters for good matches
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unless($min_int_exon_iden){$min_int_exon_iden=0.95}
# minimal internal exons identity level
unless($min_ter_exon_iden){$min_ter_exon_iden=0.9}
# minimal terminal exons identity level
unless($min_exon_len){$min_exon_len=10}
# minimal exon length for spliced transcripts
unless($min_single_exon_len){$min_single_exon_len=50}
# minimal exon length for single exon transcripts
unless($min_match_ratio){$min_match_ratio=0.66}
# minimal ratio of match region and full EST length
unless($min_intron_len){$min_intron_len=5}
# minimal intron length
unless($max_intron_len=5000){$max_intron_len=5000}
# maximal intron length
# main program
my @contigs=(); # to save contigs having good mapps
my $len=0; # EST length
my $men=0; # maximal exons number
my %mapps=(); # to save the information for all mapps
open(IN, "<$input") || die("could not open input file $input");
while(<IN>)
{
my @t=split/\s+/,$_;
$len=$t[1];
push @{$mapps{$t[8]}},"$t[2]:$t[3]:$t[6]:$t[7]:$t[4]:$t[5]";
}
close IN;
foreach(keys %mapps)
{
if(map_test($len,@{$mapps{$_}})==1) # if the map pass the test
{
if(@{$mapps{$_}}>$men)
{
$men=@{$mapps{$_}}}
push @contigs, $_;
}
}
}
foreach my $contig (@contigs) # if the map has maximal exons number
{
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if(@{$mapps{$contig}}==$men)
{
my $str=get_str(@{$mapps{$contig}});# get the strand
my $exon_num=@{$mapps{$contig}};
unless(($str eq".")&&($exon_num>1)) # remove multi-exon unknown strand gene
{
open(IN, "<$input") || die("could not open input file $input");
while(<IN>)
{
my @t=split/\s+/,$_;
if($contig eq $t[8]) # output this map
{
print"$contig\tEST\tmRNA\t$t[4]\t$t[5]\t$t[6]\t$str\t.\t$t[0]\t$t[2]..$t[3]\n"
}
}
close IN;
}
}
}
##### sub functions #####
sub map_test
{
my ($est_len, @map)=@_;
my $res=1;
my $map_len=0;
if(@map==1) # test single exon map
{
my @t=split/:/,$map[0];
my $map_len=$t[1]-$t[0]+1;
unless(($map_len>=$min_single_exon_len) # exon lengh check
&&
($t[2]>=$min_int_exon_iden) # identity level check
&&
(($map_len/$est_len)>=$min_match_ratio)) # mapping region ratio
{$res=0}
}
else # test multi exons map
{
my $buf_ex=0;
my $buf_in=0;
my $in_reg=0;
for(my $i=0;$i<@map;$i++) # test every exon
{
my @t=split/:/,$map[$i];
my $p=$t[2];
if($p<$min_ter_exon_iden) # exon identity > value
{
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$res=0;
last;
} # internal exon identity > value
elsif($p<$min_int_exon_iden&&$i!=0&&$i!=@map-1)
{
$res=0;
last;
}
else
{
my $exon_len=$t[1]-$t[0]+1;
if($exon_len<$min_exon_len) # exon length > value
{
$res=0;
last;
}
else
{
if(($buf_ex==0)||($t[0]-$buf_ex==1)) # no gap in ESTs mapping part
{
$buf_ex=$t[1];
$map_len+=$exon_len;
}
else
{
$res=0;
last;
}
if(($buf_in==0)|| # intron size in region
(($min_intron_len<=($t[4]-$buf_in-1))&&(($t[4]-$buf_in-1)<=$max_intron_len)))
{$buf_in=$t[5]}
else
{
$res=0;
last;
}
}
}
}
if(($map_len/$est_len)<$min_match_ratio){$res=0}# mapping ratio > value
}
return($res);
}
sub get_str
{
my (@map)=@_;
my $str="";
foreach(@map)
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{
my @t=split/:/,$_;
$str.=$t[3];
}
if(($str=~/\+/)&&($str!=~/\-/)){return("+")}
elsif(($str=~/\-/)&&($str!=~/\+/)){return("-")}
else{return(".")}
}
E.3 gff2gff3 est.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
die"usage: perl gff2gff3_est.pl <gff file>\n"unless @ARGV==1;
my ($gff)=@ARGV;
my $source="EST";
my $feature="EST_match";
open(IN, "<$gff")||die"can not open $gff\n";
while(<IN>)
{
my @t=split/\s+/,$_;
$t[1]=$source;
$t[2]=$feature;
my $id=$t[8];
my @p=split/\../,$t[9];
$t[8]="ID=match.$id;Target=$id $p[0] $p[1]";
print"$t[0]\t$t[1]\t$t[2]\t$t[3]\t$t[4]\t$t[5]\t$t[6]\t$t[7]\t$t[8]\n";
}
close IN;
E.4 gff2gff3 gene.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
die"usage: perl gff2gff3_gene.pl <gff file>\n"unless @ARGV==1;
my ($gff)=@ARGV;
my %genes=();
open(IN, "<$gff")||die"can not open $gff\n";
while(<IN>)
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{
my @t=split/\s+/,$_;
my $id=$t[8]; # gene id
my $seq=$t[0]; # seq id
$genes{$seq}{$id}{1}=$t[1]; # source
$genes{$seq}{$id}{2}=$t[6]; # strand
push @{$genes{$seq}{$id}{3}}, $t[3]; # start pos
push @{$genes{$seq}{$id}{3}}, $t[4]; # end pos
}
close IN;
foreach my $seq (sort keys %genes)
{
my $en=1; # exon number
foreach my $id (sort( keys %{$genes{$seq}}))
{
my $sc=$genes{$seq}{$id}{1}; # source
my $sd=$genes{$seq}{$id}{2}; # strand
my @pos=sort {$a<=>$b} @{$genes{$seq}{$id}{3}};
my $gs=$pos[0]; # gene start
my $ge=$pos[@pos-1]; # gene end
my @gene=($seq,$sc,"gene",$gs,$ge,".",$sd,".","ID=$id");
print join("\t",@gene,"\n"); # output gene feature
my @mRNA=@gene;
$mRNA[2]="mRNA";
my $mid=$id.".m"; # mRNA ID
$mRNA[8]="ID=$mid;Parent=$id";
print join("\t",@mRNA,"\n"); # output mRNA feature
my $cid="CDS_of_$mid"; # CDS id
if($sd eq"+") # + strand
{
for(my $i=0;$i<@pos;$en++)
{
my $s=$pos[$i++];
my $e=$pos[$i++];
my @exon=($seq,$sc,"exon",$s,$e,".",$sd,".",
"ID=$seq.e$en;Parent=$mid");
print join("\t",@exon,"\n"); # output exon feature
my @cds=@exon;
$cds[2]="CDS";
$cds[8]="ID=$cid;Parent=$mid";
print join("\t",@cds,"\n"); # output CDS feature
}
}
else # - strand
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{
for(my $i=@pos-1;$i>0;$en++)
{
my $e=$pos[$i--];
my $s=$pos[$i--];
my @exon=($seq,$sc,"exon",$s,$e,".",$sd,".",
"ID=$seq.e$en;Parent=$mid");
print join("\t",@exon,"\n"); # output exon feature
my @cds=@exon;
$cds[2]="CDS";
$cds[8]="ID=$cid;Parent=$mid";
print join("\t",@cds,"\n"); # output CDS feature
}
}
print"\n";
}
}
E.5 gff2gff3 protein.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
die"usage: perl gff2gff3_protein.pl <gff file>\n"unless @ARGV==1;
my ($gff)=@ARGV;
my $feature="protein_match";
open(IN, "<$gff")||die"can not open $gff\n";
while(<IN>)
{
my @t=split/\s+/,$_;
$t[2]=$feature;
my $id=$t[8];
my @p=split/\../,$t[9];
$t[8]="ID=match.$id;Target=$id $p[0] $p[1]";
print"$t[0]\t$t[1]\t$t[2]\t$t[3]\t$t[4]\t$t[5]\t$t[6]\t$t[7]\t$t[8]\n";
}
close IN;
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E.6 join evm out gff3.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
die"usage: perl join_evm_out_gff3.pl <partitions_list.out> \n"unless @ARGV==1;
my ($in)=@ARGV;
my %list=();
open(IN, "<$in")||die"can not open $in\n";
while(<IN>)
{
my @t=split/\s+/,$_;
my $ot= $t[1];
$ot.="/evm.out.gff3";
$list{$ot}=1;
}
close IN;
foreach(sort keys %list)
{if(-s $_){system"cat $_"}}
E.7 gff2embl.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl
use Bio::Perl;
use Bio::SeqIO;
use Bio::SeqFeature::Generic;
die "usage: perl gff2embl.pl <gff> <feature type> <note> <colour> <embl>\n"
unless @ARGV == 5;
my ($gff, $type, $note, $col, $embl) = @ARGV;
my $tag="locus_tag";
my $in = Bio::SeqIO->new(’-file’=>$embl, ’-format’ => ’embl’);
while(my $obj = $in->next_seq()) # put each sequence entry into a object
{
my $seq=$obj->display_id();
print"$seq\n";
my %feats=();
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open(GFF, "<$gff"); # read the gff lines for this entry
while(<GFF>) # make the gff feathures for each gene
{
chomp();
my @t=split/\t/,$_;
if($t[0] eq $seq)
{
my $id=$t[8];
push @{$feats{$id}}, Bio::SeqFeature::Generic->new(-gff_string=>$_);
}
}
close GFF;
while(my ($id, $feat)=each %feats ) # make all gff feathures for one gene
# to a single feathure
{
my $location=Bio::Location::Split->new();
for(@$feat){$location->add_sub_Location($_->location)}
my $add=Bio::SeqFeature::Generic->new(-location=>$location,
-primary=>$type,
-tag=>{$tag=>$id,
’colour’=>$col,
’note’=>$note});
$obj->add_SeqFeature($add);
}
write_sequence(">>$embl.tmp",’embl’,$obj);
}
system"mv $embl.tmp $embl";
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Sample of EMBL format file
######################################################
# #
# EMBL format file of Eimeria tenella contig00028607 #
# #
######################################################
ID contig00028607 standard; DNA; UNK; 312535 BP.
XX
AC unknown;
XX
DE
XX
KW
XX
FH Key Location/Qualifiers
FH
FT mRNA join(303472..303546,303644..303733,303831..303909,
FT 304044..304157)
FT /locus_tag="contig00028607.as.0067"
FT /colour="2"
FT /note="EST_match"
FT mRNA 276555..277017
FT /locus_tag="contig00028607.as.0058"
FT /colour="2"
FT CDS join(complement(43721..44036),complement(43100..43347),
FT complement(42711..42955),complement(42560..42619),
FT complement(42297..42393),complement(41814..42083))
FT /locus_tag="contig00028607.9.waga"
FT /colour="5"
FT /note="WAGA"
FT CDS 128029..129798
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FT /locus_tag="contig00028607.23.waga"
FT /colour="5"
FT /note="WAGA"
XX
SQ Sequence 312535 BP; 77220 A; 78653 C; 79469 G; 77193 T; 0 other;
tggtcagttc ctgctccccc ttgtgaagcg actctccgtt atgcaacttg cccaaaaaac 60
acagccgttg cttcaaaatc caagcaccaa ggggcttaga cgctaaaaca gtgtttggat 120
gatatttcaa atgcagagct agcgaagtga gtgatcctgt gagctctgag gcctgttgtg 180
agatgtatag cagcgttgaa cgtgaccact ggcgaccagc ctgttgcgca caaagcagac 240
agcaaagcaa gaataggact tcaggccgcg ccaaggaaac aacttaggtg gaagaatcga 300
......
......
tatatccgta acctgaagag agggcagggg atgcagagga tctacctgca cctgaatgag 312480
gtcggggctg cctatctgta tcagttggcc ggcattggtc ctctcccgcc gtctg 312535
//
Appendix G
Configuration file of Eimeria tenella
WAGA GBrowse
########################################################
## configuration file of Eimeria tenella WAGA GBrowse ##
########################################################
[GENERAL]
description = Eimeria tenella WAGA GBrowse
db_adaptor = Bio::DB::GFF
db_args = -adaptor dbi::mysql
-dsn dbi:mysql:database=Eimeria_tenella_WAGA_GBrowse;
host=localhost
aggregators = ou{ou_exon} op{op_exon} os{os_exon} sz{sz_exon} m1{m1_exon}
m2{m2_exon} oumg{oumg_exon} opmg{opmg_exon} osmg{osmg_exon}
szmg{szmg_exon} m1mg{m1mg_exon} m2mg{m2mg_exon} as{as_exon}
apipep{apipep_exon} uniprot{uniprot_exon} manual{manual_exon}
snap{snap_exon} glimmerhmm{glimmerhmm_exon} waga{waga_exon}
# Web site configuration info
stylesheet = /gbrowse/gbrowse.css
buttons = /gbrowse/images/buttons
tmpimages = /gbrowse/tmp
# where to link to when user clicks in detailed view
link = AUTO
# what image widths to offer
image widths = 450 640 800 1024
# default width of detailed view (pixels)
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default width = 800
default features = Contig
# max and default segment sizes for detailed view
max segment = 1000000
default segment = 50000
# zoom levels
zoom levels = 100 200 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000
40000 100000 200000 500000 1000000
# colors of the overview, detailed map and key
overview bgcolor = lightgrey
detailed bgcolor = lightgoldenrodyellow
key bgcolor = beige
# examples to show in the introduction
examples = contig00028607 contig00029249 contig00029333
contig00029639 contig00030134 contig00030135
contig00030871 contig00031054 contig00031239
# "automatic" classes to try when an unqualified identifier is given
automatic classes = Gene
# a footer
footer = <hr>
<table width="100%">
<TR>
<TD align="LEFT" class="databody">
For the source code for this browser, see the
<a href="http://www.gmod.org">
Generic Model Organism Database Project.</a>
</TD>
<TD align="LEFT" class="databody">
Please contact <a
href="mailto:xikun.wu@bbsrc.ac.uk">Xikun Wu</a>
for any enquiry.
</TD>
</TR>
</table>
<hr>
# Default glyph settings
[TRACK DEFAULTS]
glyph = generic
height = 8
bgcolor = cyan
fgcolor = cyan
label density = 25
bump density = 100
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### TRACK CONFIGURATION ####
# the remainder of the sections configure individual tracks
[Contigs:overview]
feature = Contig
glyph = generic
bgcolor = gray
height = 6
key = Contigs
[EST_ou]
feature = ou
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = lightskyblue
key = ESTs from unsporulated oocysts
[EST_op]
feature = op
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = blue
key = ESTs from sporulating oocysts
[EST_os]
feature = os
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = darkblue
key = ESTs from sporulated oocysts
[EST_sz]
feature = sz
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = magenta
key = ESTs from sporozoites
[EST_m1]
feature = m1
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = red
key = ESTs from first generation merozoites
[EST_m2]
feature = m2
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = tomato
key = ESTs from second generation merozoites
[EST_oumg]
feature = oumg
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = lightskyblue
key = merged ESTs from unsporulated oocysts
[EST_opmg]
feature = opmg
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = blue
key = merged ESTs from sporulating oocysts
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[EST_osmg]
feature = osmg
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = darkblue
key = merged ESTs from sporulated oocysts
[EST_szmg]
feature = szmg
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = magenta
key = merged ESTs from sporozoites
[EST_m1mg]
feature = m1mg
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = red
key = merged ESTs from first generation merozoites
[EST_m2mg]
feature = m2mg
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = tomato
key = merged ESTs from second generation merozoites
[EST_m2mg]
feature = m2mg
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = tomato
key = merged ESTs from second generation merozoites
[EST_as]
feature = as
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = green
key = merged ESTs from all stages
[GlimmerHMM]
feature = glimmerhmm
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = chocolate
key = predictions of GlimmerHMM
[SNAP]
feature = snap
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = brown
key = predictions of SNAP
[manual]
feature = manual
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = sienna
key = manual annotations
[Apipep]
feature = apipep
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = purple
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key = protein matches in Apipep
[Uniprot]
feature = uniprot
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = violet
key = protein matches in UniProt
[WAGA]
feature = waga
glyph = processed_transcript
bgcolor = gold
key = WAGA annotations
[TranslationF]
glyph = translation
global feature = 1
frame0 = cadetblue
frame1 = blue
frame2 = darkblue
height = 20
fgcolor = purple
strand = +1
translation = 3frame
key = 3-frame translation (forward)
[DNA/GC Content]
glyph = dna
global feature = 1
height = 40
do_gc = 1
fgcolor = red
axis_color = blue
gc_window = 100
[TranslationR]
glyph = translation
global feature = 1
frame0 = darkred
frame1 = red
frame2 = crimson
height = 20
fgcolor = blue
strand = -1
translation = 3frame
key = 3-frame translation (reverse)
Appendix H
Statements of Work
The Linux workstation I used in the entire PhD study was configured by Helen Mason and
maintained by John Dale, both from the Computing Department of IAH. I installed InforSense
KDE and all the other softwares used in the workflows. Training of InforSense KDE was given
by Charlie Zhang and Alex Michie at the the InforSense Company. All of the workflows and
the components were designed by myself unless otherwise indicated. I also tuned all of the
parameters and applied them to annotate E. tenella genome. InforSense KDE provided many
built-in nodes to make the workflows but I designed some service nodes and created a few new
nodes when necessary. Following sections give more information of works in each chapter.
H.1 Introduction
Figure 1.1 was adapted from [160]. Figure 1.2 was drawn by Prof Martin Shirley and was taken
from the Eimeria homepage at the Institute for Animal Health. Descriptions of E. tenella
developmental life cycle were written by myself based on the cited literatures and discussions
with Prof Fiona Tomely. Figure 1.3a was taken from website: http://www.saxonet.de/coccidia.
Figure 1.4 was taken from [105] and I contributed to the gene prediction part of this figure as
one of the authors. Figure 1.5 was made by me using MEGA [176] and the sequences of
EtSAGs genes were products of the manual annotation based on 23 sequences in [175] by Dr
Pierre Rivailler. Figure 1.8 was taken from [72]. The E. tenella genome sequencing project was
funded by the BBSRC and the WGS and genome assembly were both made at the WTSI.
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H.2 Construction of gene models based on expression
sequence data
E. tenella ESTs were obtained from Prof Arthur Gruber at University of Sao Paolo and Dr
Marie-Adle Rajandream at theWTSI. The former set is a collection of public available sequences
plus sequences generated by Gruber’s laboratory and the latter set is made by the WTSI.
BLASTN and Sim4 utilities are provided as built-in nodes of InforSense KDE. I wrote Perl
script “sim42tab.pl” to transfer the text format Sim4 result into table. Criteria of selecting real
alignments between ESTs and genomic DNA sequences from the highly noisy raw Sim4 results
were designed by me. I also wrote Perl script “sim4 select.pl” to apply these criteria. In the
process of merging redundant alignments between a single locus of genomic DNA and several
ESTs, Perl program “cluster merge” of Dr Eduardo Eeyras was used. However, I designed a
strategy and applied to enrich this program so that it can merge not only the known strand
transcripts but also unknown strand ones. Results of ESTs mapping and stage-specific profiles
of the gene models were analysed by me.
H.3 HMM-based gene prediction
HMM algorithm and its application in gene prediction problem were introduced by me and
the model structure figure was taken from [91]. Training set genes were made by Dr Pierre
Rivailler. They came to me in EMBL format and I wrote Perl script “embl2gff.pl” to transfer
them into table-like GFF format. I designed and applied validation process which identified 25
wrong gene models. The redundancy cleaning process used BLASTCLUST of NCBI-BLAST
package as the core tool. SNAP program requires a not standard “ZOE” format, I designed a
service node to obtain it from GFF table. I identified the GC content groups of the training
set genes and made the corresponding parameters in training GlimmerHMM. Although the
practical strategy I designed for gene prediction was based on the genomic resources of E.
tenella and just used two particular gene finders SNAP and GlimmerHMM, it can be easily
extended to include more gene finders for generic gene prediction tasks.
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H.4 Protein-based annotation
Two protein databases were used in BLASTX search: UniProt is public available and “Apicom-
plexa.peptidesdb” was made in the WTSI and obtained from Dr Marie-Adele Rajandream. I
identified the species for every sequences by their FASTA ID in the later database and removed
E. tenella entries. “seqsplit” was used to split long DNA sequence into overlapping fragments
before BLASTX search and then used “Blastunsplit” to restore the results, these tools were
created by Chris Lee and modernised by Erik Sonnhammer at the WTSI. I used MSPcrunch
to process the BLASTX results.
H.5 Combining all evidences to produce the WAGA an-
notation
Unpublished version of EvidenceModeler was obtained by its developer Dr Brian Hass. He also
recommended me to use the standard weights files. I wrote three Perl scripts to transfer the
GFF format results of the previous workflows to the required GFF3 format, “gff2gff3 est.pl”,
“gff2gff3 gene.pl” and “gff2gff3 protein.pl”. The original EVM outputs were saved separately
for each contig in the individual directory, I wrote a Perl script “join evm out gff3.pl” to join
them in a single file. Comparison of WAGA results with other resources was made by myself
and data of other apicomplexan genomes were obtained from ApiDB in June 2007.
H.6 Results visualisation and workflows deployment
GBrowse, MySQL and Apache packages were locally installed by myself. I created the MySQL
database which included stage-specific ESTs gene models, SNAP and GlimmerHMM gene pre-
dictions, protein homology information and the final WAGA annotation of E. tenella. I also
made the configuration file of the Eimeria tenella WAGA GBrowse. All workflows were de-
ployed by myself.
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H.7 Evaluation of the WAGA system
Burset and Guigo’s method [23] was used to evaluate the accuracy of gene predictions. P.
falciparum data was downloaded from PlasmoDB (release 5.2). I removed the P. falciparum
entries from the “Apicomplexa.peptidesdb” and applied the whole WAGA system to annotate
it. PHAT was downloaded from its homepage (http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/Phat/). I modified
the source codes so that they are compatible with the up to date version of BioPerl. I designed
the RT-PCR primers for validation of E. tenella alternative splicing genes. The primers were
ordered by Dr Damer Blake from SIGMA GENOSYS. I did the wet lab experiments under
the full supervision of Karen Billington. Discussions of the eight experiment results and the
corresponding figures of the genome loci were made by myself.
H.8 Discussions
Number of rejected mappings in each step of the Sim4 mappings selecting was checked by
myself. I categoriesed the E. tenella genes by were they predicted by either or both of SNAP
and GlimmerHMM and analysed the results. In the functional analysis, I ran both BLAST
search against the UniProt and InterProScan domains search for the E. tenella ESTs genes and
highly spliced genes in a stage-specific manner.
H.9 Apendix
To make the Apicomplexa tree, I collected ssrRNA sequences of 31 species from NCBI, used
CLUSTAL for the multiple alignments and MEGA4 to draw the tree. In the E. tenella strain-
specific size polymorphisms in chromosome one study, I designed primers to make probes in
P/R regions and figure C.1 was taken from [105].
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